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A. INTRODUCTION 



INTRODUCTION 

1989 was a remarkable year In a number of respects, not just In terms 
of International developments- especially In Eastern Europe- but also 
as regards the progress made towards the creation of a genuine 
"European social area". 

In the course of 1989, the Co~mlsslon took the necessary Initiatives 
and the Councl I enacted legislation to enable the Community to attain a 
number of Its priority objectives. 

The Councl I concentrated on: 

harmonizing minimum reQuirements for safety and health at the 
workplace; 

Instituting a common policy on training, with special reference to 
continuing training; 

launching a policy on the social and occupational Integration of 
disabled persons. 

The Commission's programme of work for 1989 featured a major chapter on 
employment and the social dialogue, the main points being: 

as regards employment: 

enhancIng occupat lona I mob I I I ty wIthIn the CommunIty by means 
of a directive for the recognition of occupational training and 
Qua I I f I cat Ions , 

conducting an In-depth analysis of the new forms of employment, 

drawing up the programme on long-term unemployment; 

as regards continuing and Improving the social dlalogye, creation 
of a steering group chaired by the Commission, with the task of 
providing a continuing stimulus, organizing the work and evaluating 
the joint opinions. 

Major decisions have been taken In alI the above fields. In 
particular, directives on safety and health at the workplace have been 
adopted In accordance with Article 118A of the EEC Treaty. 
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The most Important event In 1989 In the social sphere at Community 
level was undoubtedly the adoption by eleven of the Member States at 
the Strasbourg Summit of the Community Charter of the fundamental 
soc I a I rIghts of workers and the adopt I on by the Comm 1 ss I on of 1 ts 
action programme transposing the principles enshrined In the Charter 
Into Community pol Icy Instrument proposals. 

THE SOCIAL CHARTER; Background and content 

Since 1988, the Commission has been considering In detail the social 
dimension of the Internal market, the result being a communication In 
whIch the CommIssIon I dent If led the objectIves and pr lor It I es of a 
Community social policy with the principles to be enshrined In a 
Community charter of basic social rights. 

This was In line with the views expressed by the Heads of State and 
Government meeting at the Hannover Sunvnlt In June 1988, on which 
occasion the Councl I reiterated Its desire to ..... provide better 
protection for the health and safety of workers at their workplace ...... 

The European Counc I I a I so stressed the need for Improved access to 
vocational training, Including training I Inked with work, and cal led on 
the Commission to make a comparat lve study of rules applied In the 
various Member States concerning working conditions. 

In January 1989, these out line Ideas were presented to the European 
Parliament by President Delors In the course of his statement on the 
broad I lnes of the Commission's work for his period of office, 
enlarging on them when he presented the Commission's programme of work 
for 1989 at the February part-session. 

Subsequent to the opinion expressed on 22 February(1) by the Economic 
and Social Council and the Pari lament Resolution of 15 March(2) on the 
social dimension of the Internal market, the Commission adopted an 
Initial draft of the Community Charter of fundamental social rights on 
30 May<3>. 

Following an Initial examination by the Council on 12 June<4> and by 
the European Council meeting In Madrid on 26 and 27 June<5>, and after 
extensive consultations with the two sides of Industry, the Commission 
adopted, on 27 September<6>, for transmission to the European Council, 
a draft Charter setting out for solemn adoption the principles on which 
the European pat tern of 1 abour 1 aw and, more genera II y, the European 
concept of society and the place of labour In that society were based. 

( 1) OJ C 102 of 24.4.1989 and EC Bul I. 2-1989, point 2.1.75. 
(2) OJ c 96 of 17.4.1989 and EC Bull. 3-1989, point 2.1. 79. 
(3) EC Bull. 5-1989, points 1 . 2.1 to 1. 2.15 and 2. 3.1. 
(4) EC Bull. 6-1989, point 2.1.97. 
(5) EC Bull. 6-1989, point 1.1 .8. 
(6) EC Bull. 9-1989, point 2.1 .55. 
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The aim of the Charter Is to proclaim a number of principles relating 
to Improved working and living conditions, freedom of movement for 
workers (wage and salary-earners and the self-employed), employment and 
remuneration, social protection, freedom of association and collective 
bargaining, vocational training, eQual treatment for men and women, 
Information, consultation and participation for workers; safety and 
health protection at the workplace, protection of children and 
adolescents, the elderly and the disabled. 

Whatever needs to be done to Implement these rights wl II vary from case 
to case, depending on whether It concerns the Member States or their 
subordinate entitles, or the Community, applying the subsidiarity 
principle. At any event, the active Involvement of the two sides of 
Industry wl I I be required. 

There was no need to amend the Treaty, as the Idea was not to extend 
the Community's jurisdiction. At the European Councl I In Strasbourg on 
8 December (7), the Heads of State and Government of e 1 even of the 
Member States adopted the "Community Charter of the Fundamental Social 
Rights of Workers", to reflect their commitment to a model of social 
relations based on commonly-held traditions and practices. 

On 29 NovemberCS>, the Commission adopted a communication on Its 
programme of action, setting out some forty Initiatives corresponding 
to the principles laid down In the Charter. 

Social Qlalogue 

The Commission relaunched the social dialogue on the basis of the 
conclusions reached at the Val Duchesse meeting on 12 November 1985. 
Important new conclusions were adopted on 12 January 1989 following the 
meeting with the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC), the Union 
of lndustr les of the European Community (UN ICE), and the European 
Centre of Publ lc Enterprises (CEEP). 

Fo I I owIng In It I a I agreement on workIng met hods, a steer I ng group was 
set up to provide a continuing stimulus for· the dialogue, organize the 
work and evaluate the resulting joint opinions. Agreement was also 
reached on priority subjects, viz. education, training and the 
prospects for a European labour marketC9>. 

(7) EC Bul I. 12-1989. 
(8) EC Bull. 11-1989. For more details, please refer to Social Europe 

No 1/90, part of which Is devoted to the Social Charter and to the 
programme of work. 

(9) For more details on the social dialogue, see Chapter 4, heading 
4.1 
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Employment 

On 19 July(10), the Commission approved, for transmission to the 
Councl I, the European Parliament, the Standing Committee on Employment 
and the social partners, the first annual report on employment In 
Europe, which will form the basis of an annual discussion within the 
aforesaid Standing Committee. 

The Commission also set up a new Instrument for monitoring employment 
trends(11), and developed new lines of research on the economic and 
social conseQuences of completion of the Internal market. It also 
reinforced the local employment development action programme 
(LEDA)C12), continued to Implement the conclusions reached by the 
Council on 1 December 1987(13) on long-term unemployment and 
developed the European network for the exchange of Information on 
local employment Initiatives, ELISE(14). Finally, the Commission 
strengthened the mutual Information system on employment pol lcles, 
MISEp(15). On 30 November, the Councl I and the Ministers of Labour and 
Social Affairs meeting within the Council adopted a resolut !on on 
setting up a European employment observatory. 

Working Conditions 

On 20 June<16), the Commission adopted a report on .. rules governing 
work 1 ng cond 1 t Ions In the Member States .. , whIch was submIt ted to the 
Madrid European Councl I. This report covers alI the rules and 
regulations on working conditions In the private sector as well as the 
most Important provisions In collective agreements. This new 
Instrument at the disposal of the Member States wl I I be updated 
regularly. 

On 24 August, the Commission adopted, for transmission to the Councl I, 
a proposa 1 for a D 1 rect 1 ve comp 1 ement I ng the statute for a European 
company with regard to the Involvement of employees In the European 
company. 

(10) EC Bul I. 7/8-1989, point 2.1.180. 
(11) OJ c 51 of 28. 3. 1989 and EC Bul I. 2-1989, point 2.1.76. 
(12) Local employment development action programme: OJ C 161 of 

21.6.1984 and 18th General Report, No 278. 
(13) OJ C 335 of 15.12.1987 and 21st General Report, No 395. 
(14) 20th General Report, No 461. 
(15) 19th General Report, No 411. 
·(16) EC Bul I. 6-1989, point 2.1.101. 
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European Social Fund 

In accordance with the framework Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2052/88(17) on the reform of the structural funds and the 
Implementing Council Regulation (EEC) No 4255/88(18) concerning the 
European Social Fund, the Commission, adopted on 15 JanuaryC19), the 
guidelines concerning ESF lntervent !on In respect of act !on against 
long-term umemployment (Objective 3) and the occupational Integration 
of young people (Objective 4). 

On 20 DecemberC20), the Commission approved the Community Support 
Frameworks CCSF) for eight countr les and two object lves, precedence 
being given to transnational actions, actions contributing to the 
modernlzat lon of the product !on structure, with special reference to 
sma I I and med I um-s I zed bus I nesses, and t r a In I ng In the new 
technologies, particularly those related to Community research and 
development programmes. 

EDUCATION AND YOCAT!ONAL TRAINING 

There were two meetings of the Councl I and the Ministers of Education 
In 1989, with agreement being reached on the principles of Community 
pol Icy and close cooperation on education In the run-up to 1993. 

In May, the Councl I reached agreement on the Lingua programme aimed at 
promoting foreign language competence to facl I ltate communication 
within the Community. The programme budget will be 200 million ECU 
covering the the period 1990-1994. 

The Councl I also adopted a decision authorizing negotiations with 
whatever EFTA countries so wished with a view to cooperating on 
training In technology under the COMET! I I programme. 

In December, the Counc I I amended the ERASMUS programme and Increased 
Its budget to 192 ml I I Jon ECU for the period 1990-1992. 

On the vocational training front, It Is worth mentioning the Council 
Decision setting up the EUROTECNET programme for a period of five 
years. EUROTECNET Is designed to promote Innovation In the field of 
vocational training to take account of technological change and Its 
Impact on employment, work and the requisite qual lflcatlons and 
ski I Is. It comprises a network of national or transnational Innovatory 
projects and a ser les of CommunIty measures des lgned to support and 
supplement measures taken by and within the Member States. 

(17) OJ L 185 of 15.7.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 733. 
(18) OJ L 374 of 31.12.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 534. 
(19) OJ c 45 of 24.2.1989 and EC Bul I. 2-1989, point 2.1.77. 
(20) EC Bul I. 12-1989. 
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The Ministers of Education meeting within the Councl 1 approved: 

two resolutIons on educatIon for ch lldren from It lnerant 
populations; 

conclusions on technical and vocational education and basic 
training; 

conclusions on relations with Eastern European countries on 
education and training. 

The Council also adopted: 

a resolution aimed at combating fal lure at school; 

a resolution cal I lng on the Commission to submit an action 
programme on continuing vocational training to take account of the 
posslbl I I ties offered by the European Social Fund, COMETT and 
EUROTECNET; 

conclusions on the status of European schools. 

LIVING CONPITIONS 

In 1989, the Community stepped up Its anti-poverty efforts. 

On 18 Ju I y 1989, the Counc I I adopted a "medIum-term CommunIty act I on 
programme concerning the economic and social Integration of the 
economically and socially less-pr lvlleged groups In society .. (1989-
94)(21), which extends the Community's anti-poverty efforts by a 
further five years, at the same time widening the scope and providing 
support for more ambIt lous projects to serve as a mode I for a loca I 
partnership scheme. This programme has a budget of 55 ml I I ion ECU. 

On 29 September, the Council and the Ministers of Social Affairs 
meeting within the Councl I adopted a resolutlonC22) on combating 
social exclusion and stressing the need for complementarity between 
guaranteeing adeQuate aid and Integration measures. 

With a view to Implementing these texts, the Commission started work on 

setting up an observatory for policies aimed at combating social 
exclusion; 

preparing a recommendation on common criteria on what are deemed 
to be adeQuate resources and benefits In social protection schemes. 

(21) OJ L 224 of 2.8.1989 and EC Bul I. 7/8-1989, point 2.1.104. 
(22) OJ c 277 of 31.10.1989 and EC Bul 1. 9-1989, point 2.1.61. 
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On 12 June, the council adopted concluslons<23) on the employment of 
disabled people In the Community, and the Commission adopted, on 27 
SeptemberC24), a report on the establ lshment of a computerized 
Information system on dlsabl I lty questions (HANDYNET). 

On 18 December<25), the Council decided to continue development of 
this system In the context of the HELlOS programme<26). 

Other points: 

on 10 MayC27), the Commission adopted a recommendation on the 
Introduction of an over-60s card; 

on 29 September, the Council and the Ministers responsible for 
faml ly affairs meeting within the Council adopted a set of 
unanimous concluslons<28), following examlnat lon of the 
Commission's communication on faml ly pol Icy of 8 August<29); 

on 11 MayC30), 18 July(31) and 30 October<32), the Councl 1 
adopted three regulations on social security for migrant workers 
and members of their faml I les. 

SAFETY AND HEALTH 

On 12 June, the Council adopted Directive 89/391/EEc<33) constituting 
the framework for all other directives to be adopted In the field of 
safety and health at the workplace under Article 118a of the EEC 
Treaty. 

These Include three Individual directives adopted by the Council on 30 
November and designed to lay down minimum requirements for: 

the workplace<34); 

work equlpment<35); 

personal protective equlpment<36). 

(23) OJ C 173 of 8.7.1989 and EC Bul I. 6-1989, point 2.1.102. 
(24) EC Bul I. 9-1989, point 2.1.62. 
(25) OJ L 393 of 30.12.1989 and EC Bull. 12-1989. 
(26) 22nd General Report, No 488. 
(27) OJ L 144 of 27.5.1989 and EC Bul I. 5-1989, point 2.1.107. 
(28) OJ C 277 of 31.10.1989. 
(29) EC Bul I. 7/8-1989, point 2.1.108. 
(30) OJ L 131 of 13.5.1989 and EC Bul I. 5-1989, point 2.1.106. 
(31) OJ L 224 of 2.8.1989 and EC Bul I. 7/8-1989, point 2.1.106. 
(32) OJ L 331 of 16.11.1989 and EC Bul 1. 10-1989, point 2.1.86. 
(33) OJ L 183 of 29.6.1989 and EC Bul 1. 6-1989, point 2.1.105. 
(34) OJ L 393 of 30.12.1989 and EC Bul I. 11-1989, point 2.1.99. 
(35) OJ L 393 of 30.12.1989 and EC Bul I. 11-1989, point 2.1.100. 
(36) OJ L 393 of 30.12.1989 and EC Bul I. 11-1989, point 2.1.101. 
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Two other proposals for Individual directives on workstations 
Incorporating display screens<37) and work Involving the handling of 
heavy loads(38) were amended by the Commlsslon<39) In the light of 
the opinions del lvered at first reading by the European 
Pari lament<40). The Councl I adopted common positions on these two 
proposals, on 30 October<41) for the latter and on 30 November<42) 
for the former. 

On 24 May(43), the European Parliament adopted two opinions at first 
readIng on propos a Is for d 1 rectI ves regardIng protect I on of workers 
from the risks related to exposure to biological agents<44) and 
carclnogens<45) at work, the latter being the subject of a common 
position of the Councl I adopted on 30 November<46). 

Finally, the Safety and Health Commission for the Mining and Other 
Extractive Industries held three plenary meetings, adopting: 

a report for presentation to the European Pari lament on measures to 
reduce the risk of explosion and fire In mlnes<47); 

proposa Is to the Governments of the Member States to reduce the 
health risk associated with exposure to dust In mines (other than 
coalmlnes) and quarries (47); 

a code of good practice for the appl lcatlon of Directive 
86/188/EEc<48) on the protection of workers from the risks 
related to exposure to noise In underground workings In the 
extractive Industries (47). 

(37) OJ C 113 of 29.4.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 499. 
(38) OJ C 117 of 4.5.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 499. 
(39) OJ c 129 of 25.5.1989, OJ C 130 of 26.5.1989 and EC Bull. 4-

1989, point 2.1.1991. 
(40) OJ C 326 of 19.12.1988, OJ C 12 of 16.1.1989 and 22nd General 

Report, No 499. 
(41) EC Bul I. 10-1989, point 2.1.92. 
(42) EC Bul I. 11-1989, point 2.1.102. 
(43) OJ c 158 of 26.6.1989 and EC Bul I. 5-1989, point 2.1.117. 
(44) OJ C 150 of 8.6.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 508. 
(45) OJ c 39 of 8.2.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 495. 
(46) EC Bul I. 11-1989, point 2.1.103. 
(47) 22nd General Report, No 505. 
(48) OJ L 137 of 24.5.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 507. 
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As regards pub I I c hea I th, the Counc I I and the MIn I sters of Hea 1 th 
meet lng within the Council adopted, on 16 MayC49), conclusions on 
various aspects regarding the prevention of ~. a resolution on a 
European network of health data on drug abuse and conclusions on the 
rei lab! I lty of tests to detect the use of I I I !cit drugs. 

They continued their work, adopting on 13 NovemberC50) conclusions on 
the lntroduct I on of coordinated measures on the prevent I on of drug 
addIct I on and the care of drug addIcts and on a European emergency 
health card. At the same meeting, the Council and the Ministers also 
agreed on the substance of a resolutIon on the prevent ion of AIDS, 
laying down common principles and an action plan In the fields of 
research, International cooperation and monitoring of the 
epidemiological situation. 

On 9 NovemberC51), the Commission adopted, for transmission to the 
Council, a communication on the Improvement of the general system for 
col lectlng epidemiological data on HIV Infection In the Community. 

As regards toxicology, the Commission adopted, on 18 OctoberC52), for 
transmission to the Council, a proposal for a resolution on Improving 
the prevention and treatment of acute Intoxication In man. 

On the cancer front, the Council and the Ministers of Health meeting 
within the Council adopted, on 18 July(53), a Joint resolution on 
bannIng smokIng In pI aces open to the pub II c. On 13 November, the 
Council adopted Directive 89/622/EEc(54) concerning the labelling of 
tobacco products. 

(49) OJ C 185 of 22.7.1989 and EC Bull. 5-1989, points 2.1.112 and 
2.1.114. 

(50) EC Bull. 11-1989, points 2.1.98, 2.1.95 and 2.1.97. 
(51 ) EC Bu I I • 11-1989, poInt 2. 1 . 96. 
(52) OJ C 291 of 20.11.1989 and EC Bull. 10-1989, point 2.1.88. 
(53) OJ C 189 of 26.7.1989 and EC Bull. 7/8-1989, point 2.1.109; 

Commission proposal: OJ c 32 of 8.2.1989 and EC Bull. 1-1989, 
point 2.1.48. . 

(54) OJ L 359 of 8.12.1989 and EC Bull. 11-1989, point 2.1.91; 
CommIssIon propos a I : OJ c 48 of 20.2. 1988 and 22nd Genera I 
Report, No 496. OJ c 62 of 11.3.1989 and EC Bull. 10-1989, 
point 2.1.89. 
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The Commission adopted, on 30 March(55) and 10 MayC56) respectively, 
a proposal for a directive on the advertising of tobacco products In 
the press and by means of b II Is and posters. and a proposa I for a 
resolution on a second plan of action 1990-1994 under the "Europe 
against cancer .. programme<57). This latter proposal for a resolution 
received a favourable opinion from the Economic and Social Committee on 
19 October (58> and agreement on the substance by the Counc I I on 13 
November (59). 

On 26 July(60), the Commission amended Its proposal for a directive on 
the maximum tar content of clgarettes<61), the Councl I adopting a 
common posIt I on on 13 November (62). F 1 na II y. on 8 November (63). the 
Commission adopted a recommendation on the training of health care 
personnel In matters relating to cancer. 

(55) OJ c 124 of 18.5.1989 and EC Bull. 3-1989, point 2.1 . 85. 
(56) OJ c 164 of 1. 7.1989 and EC Bu II. 5-1989, point 2.1.111. 
(57) OJ c 50 of 26.2.1987 and 20th General Report, No 317. 
(58) OJ c 329 of 31.12.1989 and EC Bull. 10-1989, point 2.1.90. 
(59) EC Bull. 11-1989, point 2.1.93. 
(60) OJ c 228 of 5.9.1989 and EC Bull. 7/8-1989, point 2.1.110. 
(61) OJ c 48 of 20.2.1988 and 22nd General Report, No 496. 
(62) EC Bull. 11-1989, point 2.1.92. 
(63) OJ L 346 of 27.11 .1989 and EC Bull. 11-1989, point 2.1 .94. 
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CHAPTER I : EMPLOYMENT 
(Including migrant workers) 

1.1 Trends within the Community 

At the dawn of the new decade the general situation In the European 
Community seems quite promising. Major steps have been made 
towards financial, monetary and social Integration and the basic 
results achieved In the 1980s represent progress towards Increasing 
economic growth and an Improvement In the labour market. 

For a number of reasons the current period of economic growth Is 
creating more jobs than that which occurred In the Sixties : the 
relative cost of the factors of production Is more favourable to 
labour; new ways of organizing labour have made It more flexible; 
cutting working hours and extending part-time working as well as 
Increases In the service sector have also underpinned this trend. 

Thus In 1989, as In 1988, an economic growth rate of about 3% has 
resu I ted In an I ncr ease of more than two m I I I I on jobs. A growth 
rate which Is forecast to be slightly slower In 1990 should bring 
about an Increase In employment of around 1.3 ml I I lon jobs. 

ThIs we I come deve I opment In the 1 abour market Is, however, not 
sufficient to bring about a corresponding fall In unemployment, 
which remained at an annual average of 9%. The labour force 
continues to grow for a number of reasons, and It Is particularly 
noteworthy that the working age population and the rates of 
employment for women are constantly rising. 

Moreover, It must be stressed that growth areas do not correspond 
to unemployment areas : Luxembourg may have an unemployment rate of 
less than 2% but In many other regions where development Is slow or 
where Industrial reconversion Is In progress, as wei I as for 
certain population categories, unemployment Is stl I I topping 20%. 

A source of particular concern Is the Increasing average duration 
of unemployment among the long-term jobless while In the case of 
those who have become unemployed more recently, the period of 
unemployment Is becoming shorter. In time this may bring about a 
paradoxical situation In which In spite of a high level of 
unemployment the scarceness of labour could hamper growth even If 
the potent 1 a 1 for growth, as such, Is enhanced by the prospect of 
the achievement of an Internal market. 
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The Member States have alI fully grasped this risk and are actively 
pursuing measures 

to combat unemployment among young people by providing 
Incentives to take them on and allowing them to acQuire the 
necessary basic work experience; 

to combat long-term unemployment by organizing training and re
lntegrat I on programmes. The occupat lona I lntegrat I on min I mum 
Income Introduced by France as well as an Innovative project 
for counsel I lng Interviews launched In the Netherlands deserve 
special mention. 

As far as migrant workers are concerned, all the Member States are 
attempting to Impose strict controls on entry and residence permits 
granted for employment while at the same time seeking to ease 
Integration and Improve the Qual lty of I lfe for those groups 
already legally resident. 

Although Ireland Is still a country with a high rate of emigration 
the countries of southern Europe are, by way of contrast and to 
varying degrees, becoming host countries for Immigrants, 
particularly people from third countries who arrive Illegally or 
who have become legal residents since their arrival. 
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1.2 The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

The pI an to reduce temporar II y employers' soc I a I securIty 
contributions, Introduced by the programme law of 30 December 1988, 
merges and harmonizes Into a single scheme the benefits made 
aval !able by three Royal Decrees between 1982 and 1986. It extends 
the field of application and affects all private sector employers, 
natural persons and corporate entitles. 

The aim of the plan Is two-fold : to Improve competltlylty of firms 
and to facl I !tate the re-Integration of the elderly unemployed, the 
long-term unemployed or of persons on the registers of the national 
fund for the handicapped. More generous provisions apply for 
first-time job seekers and the aim Is to promote the establishment 
of new firms. 

The following associated measures are also noteworthy : 

the Framework Law of 6 January 1989, which allows pub! lc 
authorities to Intercede In col lectlve bargaining procedures to 
safeguard or re-establish the competitiveness of the national 
economy<l>; 

the Programme Law of 6 July 1989, which Includes a number of 
measures aimed at more effective monitoring of the payment of 
social security contributions and at terminating the activities 
of suppl lers of casual labour<2>. 

Although the problem of unemployment remains a central Issue, 
attention should already be given to the possibility of a shortfal I 
In labour supply due to unfavourable demographic trends. Problems 
could arise with time and, against this new background, It will be 
essent I a I to attract IncreasIng numbers of women to the I aboyr 
market. 

It Is for this reason that the Ministry of Employment and Labour 
has set up a think tank to work out proposals for greater harmony 
between the constraints of the world of work and the organization 
of family life The first guidelines were submitted In June In a 
paper on the socio-economic profIle of faml I les with children. 

As regards Immigration, a Decree of 7 March set up a royal 
commission to examine the problem and propose action to be taken on 
the subJect of the Immigrant population. 

(1) cf Chapter 4, p.4 
(2) cf Chapter 8, p. 2 
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In addition, 

the bonus payab I e upon return to the country of orIgIn was 
scrapped since It fel I short of expectations; 

a Royal Decree of 14 August put an end to the discriminatory 
treatment of Moroccan and Tunisian nationals Qualifying for a 
bridging grant between the end of their studies and their first 
Job due to the lack of a reciprocal agreement. 

Dervnark 

The main development to be reported was the reorganization of the 
Ministry of Labour, which was carried out as part of the action 
plan to "debureaucratlze" the publ lc sector pub! lshed In December 
1988. 

Other measures Included: 

the new law on the eQual lty of treatment between men and women 
as regards employment and hoi !days which came Into force on 1 
May. 

Immigration policy was thoroughly debated by Parliament In May. 
There was unanimous agreement on the need to promote actions In aid 
of I ntegrat !on; budgetary resources were approved for an 
Information campaign on mutual understanding and tolerance. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

The 9th amendment to the Employment Promotion Law (AFG 
Arbeltsforderungsgesetz), In force since 1 January, Is Intended to 
offset the Increasing deficit at the Federal Labour Institute. The 
federal authorities were unable to take on the whole of the 
deficit, and Increasing contributions would have Increased 
assocI a ted wage b I I Is and worsened fIrms' competItIveness, wIth 
employment suffering as a result. Preference was therefore given 
to a programme to consol ldate and rational lze aid packages !Inked 
to the labour market. 

At the same time specific measures In aid of the long-term 
unemployed were decided : 

wide-ranging discussions between all the parties affected by 
long-term unemployment were organized regionally by the Federal 
Labour Institute (Bundesanstalt fUr Arbelt). These "social 
responslbl I lty panels" would be based on local Initiatives 
already launched and would organize the distribution of 
Information; 
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employers taking on people unemployed for more than one year 
would Qualify Immediately for temporary subsidies to meet wage 
bIlls; 

new Instruments, not Included In the AFG, are being studied In 
order to provide more effective help for certain problem groups 
among the unemployed. 

In 1989 more than BOO 000 workers and members of theIr fam I I I es 
arrlyed from the GQR and other Eastern Bloc countries. Those from 
the GOB, the youngest and most highly qualified, were placed In a 
wIde varIety of Jobs on the I abour market. 1 n the case of the 
second group, an IntegratIon programme has been developed and In 
particular language courses have been organized. 

After much coverage In the press and much discussion In the circles 
concerned of a number of bl lis concerning the "admission and 
residence of foreigners", the Ministry of the Interior drew up, on 
13 December, the text of a compromise, which Is due to become law 
In 1990. The proposal Is for action on two levels : to tighten up 
on Immigration controls while at the same time Improving the legal 
conditions governing the residence and Integration of local 
residents. 

Greece 

Law No 1836/89 set up a National Coyne! I for Employment and 
VOcational Training under the aegis of the Ministry of Labour. 
This Council was given the task of setting the general guidelines 
for employment pol Icy and promoting coordination between the 
departments responsible for vocational training programmes and 
employment. 

The Government also replaced and updated legislation governing the 
procedures and conditions for employing minors. Far-reaching 
socio-political changes In Greek society had made this revision of 
the law necessary. 

The number of I I legal Immigrants apparently far exceeds the number 
of those legally registered. Local authorities were Invited to 
step up their efforts against the employment of II I !cit labour and 
to carry out a more thorough exam I nat !on of condItIons on the 
labour market before granting work permits to foreigners. 

Lastly, the Government Increased Its endeavours on behalf of Greeks 
res 1 dent abroad - In October a I aw set up the Wor I d Counc II of 
Emigrant Greeks. 
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· Spain 

At the round table discussions on employment held In Apr II the 
Government put before the social partners a general, five-point 
proposal; 

to cromote the employment of the young by broadening the scope 
for practical training for young people with no prior Job 
experience; 

to promote stable employment by reserving a range of financial 
Incentives for the creation of open-ended employment contracts; 

to promote the social economy by creating a series of measures 
for the members of cooperatives corresponding to the programmes 
set up for benefit of the wage and salary earners; 

to develop vocational tralnlna by means of tripartite 
agreements to permIt unrestrIcted access to contInuIng 
training In alI firms, Including SUEs, and by ensuring greater 
cooperation In this field between the authorities and the 
social partners; 

to prevent frayd by linking the granting of subsidies to a 
closer check on the size and composition of staff In firms. 

In a Ministerial Order of 10 June 1989 the Government set out the 
aid programme for Spanish emigrants and Illegal 
Immigrants/emigrants ranging from the granting of aid to returning 
emigrants to training programmes and the promotion of employment 
and social and cultural I lfe. 

Other measures Include : 

Royal Decree-Law 3/1989 of 31 March which substantially widened 
the system of unemployment benefits and Introduced 
supplementary measures for the benefit of groups with special 
difficulties; 

the setting up of the General Emigration Council, which would 
allow emigrants to let their views be known to the Spanish 
national authorities. 

France 

In September the Government adopted an employment plan covering a 
range of economic and social pol Jcles. It Is centred on five main 
obJectives : 

to encourage recruitment by lowering the cost of labour; 
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to encourage shorter working hours and the Improvement of the 
service life of equipment; 

to create a climate which would support dynamic enterprises by 
redyclng taxes; 

to Improve the quality of pybllc serylce by simplifying job
creation programmes; 

to devote particular effort to help those people most 
threatened by exclyslon. 

The I nt roduct I on of the occupa t I ona I Integra t I on mIn I mum Income 
(RMI) forms part of this last package(3). 

The effectiveness of the programme wl II depend on the effectiveness 
of the re-Integration measures. These Include, In some cases, 
social re-adaptatlon programmes; In many cases training programmes 
leading to qualifications; and lastly, In atl cases, employment 
contracts, either of a general nature or In a working environment. 

Programmes have been launched to facilitate the establishment of 
new firms In order to promote the creation of new jobs. The 
counsel I lng voucher, launched this year, Is Intended to reduce the 
failure rate among new firms (50X go under within three years of 
starting up}. The set of vouchers covers 15 hours of services by 
any approved body, 75X of the cost of the services being borne by 
the Government. 

As far as lmmlgrat lon Is concerned, the law of 2 August on the 
conditions governing the admittance and residence of foreigners 
wl I I strengthen the rights of foreigners with faml ly ties In France 
and offer greater protection to those at risk of deportation. New 
measures have also been taken to step up controls on II I lclt labour 
and the I I legal employment of al lens. 

Ireland 

The difficulty of the situation on the labour market Is at the root 
of emigration, which has run at an average of 33 000 per annum over 
the last five years, or 1% of the population. About 7X of young 
people who have finished their courses of study emigrate. 

The new Government has put the creatIon of lobs on Its I I st of 
priorities for the next four years. The policies envisaged Include 
tax reform and macro-economic programmes aimed at keeping Interest 
and Inflation rates as low as possible. 

With this aim In view the Minister of Labour announced a series of 
measures aimed at making use of the Improved general economic 
cl !mate to create more jobs. These measures Include a redyctlon In 

(3) cf Chapter 8, p. 6 
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emoloyers' social security contributions when jobs are given to 
those who have been unemployed for at least 13 weeks and an 
Increase In the grants for new byslnesses. 

This plan also Includes aid packages for the socially 
disadvantaged, In particular In run-down city areas. 

Moreover, the National Development Plan for the period 1989-1990 
a I so has provIsIon for Investments tot a Ill ng 13 b I Ilion ECU, of 
which one third will come from the Community structural Funds. A 
quarter of this amount Is earmarked for education, training and 
employment programmes. 

Italy 

The Ministry of Labour launched a new Initiative aimed at the young 
unemployed In Southern Italy. Those targeted will receive a gross 
monthly allowance of LIT 500 000 to follow a course or a vocational 
training programme. The firm taking them on after such training 
will also receive a wage subsidy over a number of years, on 
condition that the contract Is signed for an Initial period of at 
least five years. Lastly, the subsidy may be obtained along with 
the social security contribution relief available to firms In the 
South<4>. 

The new Government, which took office In July, Intends to pursue an 
unemployment policy which facilitates the access of young people 
and women to the labour market and to vocational training. It wl I I 
also be necessary to bring the cost of orodyctlon factors Into I lne 
with the levels found In the other Members States of the Community. 

Decree-Law No 416 of 30 December relates to the right to residence 
and asylum of non-Community citizens as well as to legalizing the 
status of II legal residents. The Decree annuls the "geographical 
constraint" with regard to requests for asylum, contains provision 
for a new period for legalizing the status of Illegal lnvnlgrants 
and guarantees equality of treatment between Italian citizens and 
al lens. Italy has also undertaken to participate more fully In the 
definition of a Community policy on the nationals of non-Community 
countries. 

Luxembourg 

In Its dec tarat Jon of 24 July to the Chamber of Deput les the 
Government undertook to devote particular attention to employment. 
The whole range of employment-fostering programmes would be 
reorganized to ensure greater effectiveness; a social reintegration 
plan would be developed to help the elderly unemployed or the long
term unemployed and the occupational Integration of young people 
would be Improved. 

(4) Partial rei lef on employers' contributions to the national health 
service was extended In 1989. Cf Chapter 8, p. 8 
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The Government undertook to hold discussions with the two sides of 
Industry to review the scope for amending legislation on the 
duratIon of work In order to render more flex lb le the framework 
within which the duration, pattern and methods of reducing working 
hours can be negotiated. 

Action for the benefit of migrant workers Includes : 

the sett log up at the beginning of the year of a training 
service for socio-cultural organizers from within the Immigrant 
communities; 

the Grand-Ducal Regulation of 5 August on the mandatory setting 
up of consultative committees for foreigners In municipalities 
with more than 20% foreign residents. The members of these 
committees are nominated by the local councl I. 

Netherlands 

In 1989 the Government pursued Its policy of keeping wage leyels 
~ and cutting publ lc expenditure In order to maximize the 
benefit of economic growth and reduce unemployment levels. The 
freezing of the minimum wage should In particular help to maintain 
or Increase the number of low-paid jobs aval I able. 

Since the beginning of the 1980s unemployment has fa I len very 
considerably (In 1989 115 000 jobs were created and 35 000 
unemp I oyed peop I e found new work). ThIs fa I I was, however, I ess 
than expected. The number of unemployed aged over 35 has fallen, 
but unemployment among ethnic minorities continues to cl 1mb. 

In response to these problems the following steps were taken 

a new system of grants was Introduced to a I I ow unemp I oyed 
persons to follow sectoral training courses, 

5 000 long-term unemployed persons benefited from a work 
experience programme In the State-subsidized sectors, 

the law granting subsidies to employers taking on long-term 
unemployed persons was extended, 

a pi lot programme to encourage employers to take on the long
term unemployed was launched In the capital goods sector, 

various authorities are working together to coordinate 
vocational training programmes to· cater for emigrants wishing 
to return. 

The measures Implemented with regard to Immigration Include the 
following: 
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since 1982 an lntermlnlsterlal working group on Pol Icy towards 
Women and Minorities has been developing experimental projects 
In various fields, Including employment, and these are to be 
converted Into positive action plans over the next four years; 

with effect from 12 August persons granted asylum and most 
al lens allowed Into the Netherlands for reasons of family ties 
no longer need a work permit to secure a job. 

Portugal 

Decree-Law No 124/89 of 14 April set up a new legal framework for 
private employment agencies. They now have to have a I lcence 
(profit-making agencies) or an authorization (non profit-making 
agencies), which Is Issued by the Ministry of Employment and Social 
SecurIty. The Decree a I so set the max I mum charges that profIt
maklng agencies may levy and prohibits the agency from operating 
jointly as an employment agency and a temporary manpower suppl ler. 

With a view to adapting Portuguese law to the laws In force In the 
remainder of the Community, various provisions were amended with 
regard to : 

emp I oyment contracts : new procedures for the termInatIon of 
contracts were Introduced for specific circumstances defined on 
the basis of objective criteria I Inked to the firm; the field 
of application of fixed-term employment contracts was limited 
In order to control the spread of their use; 

unemployment benefits the concept of unemployment was 
broadened, the period during which benefits can be obtained was 
extended depending on the age of the unemployed person, and the 
retirement age was also lowered to 60 years; 

I ong-term unemp I oyed Decree-Law No 64/C/89 Introduced 
temporary relief for employers' contributions. 

There was an appreciable fal I In the numbers emigrating from 
Portugal and It Is now running at around 9 000 departures a year, 
of which less than 1 000 are for European destinations. The 
Government pursued Its pol Icy of supporting Portuguese communities 
abroad by means of vocational training programmes and help for 
Portuguese returning home (better Information and more facll ltles 
for learning the language). 
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Un I ted KIngdom 

The UK has seen record fa I Is In unemployment amongst young and old, 
In alI regions and In alI durations Including the long term 
unemp I oyed. In December 1988 the Government pub I I shed I t s Wh I t e 
Paper "Employment In the 1990s" which was aimed at building on this 
success. Its alms were threefold, the removal of unnecessary 
barriers to employment, to Increase knowledge amongst employers and 
employees of demographic changes In the 1990s and to urge employers 
to re-consider their retention, recruitment and training pol lcles, 
and to promote the Importance of training. 

Of the specific measures In the White Paper one of the first 
measures Implemented was the setting up of a national network 
of councils with responsibility for organizing training 
programmes as well as promoting and supporting the local 
development of smal I firms. These TECs (Training and 
Enterprise Councils) comprise mainly top management 
representatives from the private sector along with other well
known names active In the local economic development. The TECs 
will gradually become establ lshed over the next three or four 
years but the first councl Is have been active since the 
beginning of 1989. 

A new programme (Jobstart 50 +) was tried out In a number of 
high-unemployment regions. It encouraged the over-50s 
unemployed for longer than one year to accept part-time jobs by 
paying them a subsidy of UKL 20 a week. The aim was to help 
the elderly unemployed to re-enter the labour market to make up 
for the drop In school leavers. These part-t lme jobs are not 
Intended to be anything other than a stage In the regaining of 
ful 1-tlme employment. 
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Combating social security fraud Is also a top priority 800 
Inspectors were deployed In 1989. Only the most flagrant and 
ser lous cases are prosecuted and each pound spent In combatIng 
fraud saves the authorities UKL 4.50. The Government recently 
resolved to step up controls on the underground econom), In 
particular In the prosperous South East. The Investigators have 
adopted a more active and far-reaching approach and their 
Investigations freQuently reveal the compl Ietty of employers. 

The Home Secretary laid before pari lament on 14 June a statement of 
changes In Immigration Rules which Incorporates various amendments 
since the publlcat lon of the last consolidated set of rules In 
February 1983 and makes a number of further changes, Including the 
Introduction of a visa reQuirement for nationals of Turkey and 
HaItI. 

The Department of Employment pub I lshed a report In May In which It 
surveyed the legislation on work permit controls and Invited 
Interested parties to submit their views and comments. 
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1.3 Additional Information 

Report on employment 

The report pub! !shed In 1989 Is the first of an annual series. It 
covers a wide range of employment-related problems placing the 
Community In a world-wide context and drawing the pol I tical 
lessons from the analyses presented. The report Is aimed at a 
wide readership In the Member States. 

***** 

Office for Official Pub! !cations of the European Communities, 
L-2985 Luxembourg, and national sales offices 

lnforMisep 

The Mlsep (Mutual Information System on Employment Pol lcles) Is a 
network of national experts who provide Information on any changes 
occurring In the pol lcles and programmes of their national 
governments which affect employment. These changes are pub! !shed 
In summary form In a quarterly Information bullet In, lnformlsep, 
which also Includes an Index by subject-matter and an Index by 
country. 

***** 

European Centre for Work and Society - BP 3073, NL6202 
NB Maastricht 

Sysdem 

The European documentation system on employment forms part of the 
future European Employment Observatory (Councl I Resolution of 30 
November 1989). Starting In 1990, a quarterly pub! !cation wl I I 
describe the main trends and provide Information on developments 
In employment In the Member States. 

***** 

Information Unit- ECOTEC- Square de Meeus, 25, B-1040 Brussels 

El lse News 

This network for the exchange of Information and experience 
concerning employment Initiatives Is pub! !shed monthly and 
contains news of Community and national programmes In the field. 

***** 

El lse- AEIDL, 34 Rue Breydel, B-1040 Brussels 
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Ergo news 

Part of the action programme to combat unemployment, this 
quarterly Information but let In describes action currently being 
taken and sets out solutions envisaged for long-term unemployment. 

***** 

ERGO-CEI, 205 Rue Bel I lard, B-1040 Brussels 

Leda Magazine 

Part of the action programme for local employment development, 
this magazine provides Information on 24 pi lot areas where various 
job promotion strategies are under study. 

***** 

cf El lse 



CHAPTER I I : EDUCATION 

2.1 Trends within the Community 

All Member States will have to cope with the changes Induced and 
the prospects opened up by the Internal market. Facing this 
challenge, there Is a strong awareness that well-trained human 
resources are the potential and creative energy of the Community. 

Thus efforts are directed towards a better organization and a 
better management of the education systems In order to obtain 
higher standards for basic knowledge, a wider range of ski I Is 
offered, a closer compl lance with growing social needs. 

MaJor reforms are being undertaken along these I lnes In many 
countries. The United Kingdom Implemented Its national currfculum 
In Eng I and and Wa I es after a dec Is !on taken I ast year. France 
granted first priority to educational policies and passed a law In 
July which defined their basic principles for the next decade. 
Other fundamental changes occurred In Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg 
and the Netherlands. 

Four common trends can be pointed out. 

A major concern Is the Qual lty of education and the Improvement 
of basic standards. More attention Is now given to pupils' 
guIdance whIch Is IncreasIng I y seen as a coot I nuous d I a I ogue 
between the young people, their parents and the teachers. 
Special attention Is also devoted to the recruitment and 
training of teachers: they are offered In-service training as 
wei 1 as new financial and career opportunities. 

The contents of programmes are adapted to changIng needs and 
are made more flexible. In this context, new courses In 
Information science as well as the use of Information 
technologies are being Introduced at all levels of educat !on. 
Vocational training Is also more related to Industrial needs 
and part-time schooling or apprenticeship Is given more 
Importance where It had been set aside or suppressed. 

Priority Is given to further education which should become In 
coming years a "fourth pi 1 lar" of a! I education systems. 

Greater autonomy Is granted to schoo Is and more so to hIgher 
education Institutions. Achievement of higher standards, 
quicker adaptation of programmesand better allocation of low 
financial resources are expected thereby. 
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Finally, In view of the future European labour market, many higher 
education Institutions are Intensifying their cross-boarder 
cooperation, developing partnerships In common study courses for 
Instance. Community programmes! Ike ERASMUS and COMETT have made a 
leading contribution to this evolution. 
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2.2 Situation In the member States 

Belgium 

As from 1 January, the langyage communities took oyer their new 
responsibility for edycatlon according to the amended Article 59 
(bls) of the Constitution. The former national administration was 
thus transferred to community level. 

The Autonomous Councl I for Community Education (Autonome Raad voor 
het Gemeenschaponderw 1 J s) was off 1 c 1 a I 1 y est ab I I shed and Is 
responsible for all but some aspects of education In the Flemish 
community. The same responslbl I I ties are shared In the French 
community by two ministers representing the two coal ltlon parties. 

In the Flemish community, various changes have been Implemented 
since 1 January. The malo one Is the extension to all schools of 
the new framework for secondary edycatlon which was already adopted 
In the rest of the country. This framework consists of three grades 
I ast I ng two years and the fIrst grade Is meant to gIve a broad 
basic training to alI students. 

Also of major Importance Is the strong sypport glyen to the 
learning of foreign langyages. In higher education, alI activities 
concerning another national language or a foreign language are to 
be taught In that language. Furthermore, foreign teaching staff 
entrusted with any educational activity In the framework of EC 
exchange programmes or of cultural agreements may now teach In a 
language other than Dutch. 

It should also be noted that: 

short-term higher education In economics was extended to three 
years Instead of two; 

training for nurses was extended from three to five 
special lzatlons and thus to five different diplomas; 

a Roy a I Decree of 1 January specIfIes condItIons under whIch 
Belgian students of non-university higher education 
Institutions may take examinations In another Member State; 

various advisory bodies were set up and two of them treat 
problems related to migrant education and to special education; 

It was decided to organize company placement for teachers of 
Information science; 
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the creation of an Inspectorate for education should reinforce 
school guidance by PMS centres (centres psycho-medlco-soclaux); 

a financial reform Is on Its way and extensions of registration 
fees to short-term higher education as wei I as to adult education 
are being considered; only a few decrees have been adopted so far 
providing new regulations for working bonuses and university 
construction programmes. 

Few Initiatives were launched In the French community. At least one of 
them must be mentioned: schemes were drawn for "Priority Education 
~~~ aiming at the prevention of school failures. The first pilot 
experiment started In September. 

Also of Interest are: 

pi lot experiments In Inter-cultural education carried out In 
Brussels; 

undertaking of two European Action Research Programmes Initiated by 
the European Community In order to Implement the European 
Resolution on Equal Opportunities for boys and girls In education; 

several committees set up to give advice, among other things, on 
the appropriateness of technical and vocational training In 
relation to the working world as well as on the needs regarding 
teacher training or academic fa I lures and school drop-outs which, 
again, have become a major concern; 

some proposals already laid down that should result In a 
fundamental restructuring of technical and vocational education and 
of primary education; 

efforts made to open further some options In secondary education to 
sports and cultural or artistic activities. 

Denmark 

The Folketlng approved a management reform for the folkeskole. As from 
1990: 

each school will have a board of administration with extended 
powers; 

regulations governing the first level of education wl I I be greatly 
sImp I If I ed; 

municipal ltles wl I I be given more freedom to adjust cost expenses 
to the decreasing number of pup I Is through the closing of schools 
and the Introduction of unstreamed classes. 
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The Pari lament also approved a comprehensive reform of the basic 
vocational training with effect from 1991. One-stream courses will be 
gIven two modes of entry eIther through apprent 1 cesh 1 p - thus be 1 ng 
reintroduced- or through a learning period at school . 

.. Open learning .. already applied by commercial schools was extended to 
other branches and completed with new distance education and 
Independent study programmes. 

Other Initiatives were discussed by Pari lament and are expected to be 
adopted In 1990. They concern: 

a reform of upper secondary schools along the same I lnes as that of 
the Folkestole; 

a more flexible curriculum and a broader range of QUalifications 
for the social and health studies; 

a new admission system to higher education courses. 

Finally a pilot experiment was launched by the Ministry of Education 
with the purpose of raising the Quality of teaching and Improving the 
contents of courses across dlsclpl !nary and Institutional boundaries. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

The change of attitude towards higher education on the part of parents 
and students Is expected to extend further within the next few years. 
Hence, the number of transitions to universities wll I continue to grow 
stead! ly as wl I I the number of university students, even though 
demographic trends tend to contradict this evolution. If the average 
duratIon of studIes were to decrease strong I y, the tot a I number of 
students would still be no less than 1.2 million per annum (from 1.5 
ml I I !on today) In the foreseeable future. 

As a conseQuence: 

the funds allocated for university expansion In the 1989 budget 
were raised accordingly, as were the funds for the German Research 
Councl I (Deutsche Forschungsgemelnschaft); 

on 10 March, the Federal and Lander Governments decided on a Joint 
programme to extend teaching capacity In particularly overcrowded 
courses; 

on 21 September, the same Governments signed an agreement to 
promote post-graduate courses (Gradulertenkol legs); 

measures were taken bY the Education Ministers of the L~nder to 
shorten duration of school lng and to al lgn It on that of other EC 
Member States. 
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Since December 1987, when a concerted action was Initiated 
(Konzertlerte Aktlon Welterbl ldung), a particularly strong support has 
been given at Federal and L~nder levels to make further edycat ton a 
"foyrth PI I tar" of the education system. After the pub! lcatlon In the 
Autumn of 1988 of a report by the Commission of the Federal and L~nder 
Governments on the "Qual lflcatton of Women In the Scientific and 
Technical Professions", the Federal Minister for Education and Science 
Implemented pi lot experiments which 1 Ink elements of general and 
vocational further education and which are designed to give women a 
selective support on the job market. 

Greece 

A secretariat for special education was created In the Ministry of 
Education and 150 professionals were appointed In special education 
units on a country-wide basts. Strong efforts bear on a policy of 
school Integration and 83 new special classes were Instituted In 
regular schools In order not to separate from others those children 
with special education needs. 

Other changes concern: 

the structures and names of higher education Institutions; 

the abol ltlon of the credit award for student attendance In 
technological schools (Technologlka Edpaedevtlka ldrymata) and Its 
replacement by other forms of evaluation; 

a significant Increase In the number of primary schools operating 
under the "Trial Appl lcatlon of New Programmes"; 

priority given to foreign languages (especial ty French and Eng! Ish) 
as soon as In primary schools; 

pr I or I ty gIven to phys I ca I educa t I on at a I I I eve Is and Its 
enhancement by a Panhel lenlc School Championship. 

Spain 

The debate on the "Draft Reform of Education" whl~h began In mld-1988 
culminated In the "White Book for the Reform of the Educational 
System", publ lshed at the end of Apr I I, following an agreement on baste 
points between the Ministry of Education and Science and the autonomous 
Communities. 

A major purpose of the reform Is to offer a more comprehensive 
edycat ion respondIng to a growIng d I yers I ty of needs and a growIng 
demand for qual lty. 
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Proposed measures Include: 

extension of free compulsory education up to age 16; 
reinforcement of guidance services; 
programmes for educational research and teacher training; 
coverage of new fields that are too scarcely covered at present. 

Another relevant decision Is the agreement by the Minister of Education 
and Science and the Minister of Health and consumption to stimulate: 

teacher training In health education Issues; 
development of first aid courses at school; 
cooperation between schools and primary health care centres. 

It should also be mentioned that: 

by Law No9 of 5 May, the Carlos I I University was opened In Madrid; 

by Royal Decree, a new organization of the Technical Department of 
education Inspectors and a new system of appointment to that 
function came Into force; 

ten new vocational modules were created which combine training at 
Vocational Training Institutes with practical work In workshops. 

France 

Law 89-486 passed on 10 July responds to the priority granted by the 
Government to national education. It defines the malor orientations of 
the French edycatlonal pol Icy over the next decade. It alms at 
providing alI young people with a recognized level of knowledge and It 
affects alI levels of education. 

A new concept of schooling should Improve student follow-up by 
teachers. 

Schoo 1 1 ng 1 s reorganIzed Into sIx grades I ast I ng two or three 
years, from the pre-school cycle (nursery school) to the 
determination cycle (up to "Baccalaur~at"). 

Orientation should result from a continuous dialogue between youth, 
parents and teachers (participation of alI Is Increased). 

School year Is divided evenly Into work and rest periods. 

Content of teaching programmes wll I be adapted to the evolution of 
knowledge. 

A second objective Is to redyce lnegyal ltles. 
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· The pol Icy of priority areas of education wl I I be strengthened. 
School lng wl II be general !zed for children aged 2 to 3. 
Books wl I I Increasingly be provided free of charge. 

A third objective, and not the least, Is to Improve teacher training 
and recruitment. 

First measures were already Implemented In September: 

Introduction to a foreign language was started In some later 
primary school courses; 

a I arge-sca I e assessment of readIng, wrItIng and arIthmetIc was 
undertaken In the 6th grade; 

cont r actua I reI at Ions have been est ab I I shed between hIgher 
education Institutions and the Ministry; 

a completely new wage and mob! llty pol Icy was designed to revaluate 
the teacher's financial and social position. 

Ireland 

A new three-year Junior Certificate programme replaces the Intermediate 
and Group Certificate Examinations. AI I pup! Is starting their secondary 
education In 1989 entered that programme and special In-service 
courses began for teachers Involved In lt. A first evaluation wl 11 take 
place In 1992. 

A new two-year Leaving Certificate vocational programme was also Intro
duced In September for those who have just completed their junior 
cycle. Courses Include at least five subjects from an approved I 1st of 
which Irish, a modern continental language, (French, German, Ita! Jan or 
Spanish) and two courses related to construction studies are 
compulsory. A work experience of at least four weeks duration per annum 
Is also a reQuisite. New technologies wl I I be emphasized through 
project work to be undertaken In the technical subjects chosen and 
european awareness Is to be developed through language, technology and 
work experience. 

Various other developments Include: 

the decision to confer Independent university status to the 
National Institute for Higher Education of Dublin and Limerick 
whIch became, on 22 June, the Dub I In CIty UnIversIty and the 
University of Limerick respectively; 

joint launching of PETRA by the Minister for Education and the 
Minister for Labour; 
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creation of open university courses as from 1990, thus expanding 
access to distance higher education solely run so far by the 
Distance Education Centre of the DublIn City University. 

Italy 

In accordance wl th a recent labour agreement and like other 
administrative personnel, teachers can now transfer to other sectors of 
pybl lc employment. They can also apply for new positions within schools 
(technical manager, psycho-pedagogic advisor, I lbrary services 
coordinator or counsel I lng and guidance coordinator) and they can 
choose to work part-t lme. These measures are pr lmar lly meant to cut 
publ lc expenses but they also Improve flexlbl llty on the Job market. 

While debate continued In Parliament on the basic reforms put forward 
In previous years (extension of compulsory school lng to age 16, 
restructuring of primary education, greater autonomy of schools), some 
more steps were taken towards further reforms: no decision was reached 
yet concerning nursery and upper secondary education, but Law No 168 of 
9 May defines the range of financial, administrative and didactic 
autonomy to be gIven to unIversItIes. In addItIon, some InnovatIons 
were Introduced on an experimental scale at various levels of 
schooling. 

Other noteworthy measures are: 

Decree Law No 249 of 10 July modifying recruitment procedures for 
school staff; 

the three-year project "Giovanni 1992" for upper secondary school 
students focusing attention on the problems of youngsters and 
Involving their families, their social environment and the local 
Institutions; 

the creation of a permanent "observatory" of school fal lures 
Intended to collect and analyse data on truancy, drop-out, under
achievement and school-year repetition. 

Luxembourg 

The most Important event Is the adoption, on 22 June, of an Act 
reforming the ypper staae of traditional secondary edycatlon. It will 
not be appl led before the year 1990-1991 and Its main features are: 

the definition of a specialized course (classes 2 and 1) divided 
Into seven sections after a general course (classes 4 and 3) where 
pupils choose between a literary and a scientific orientation and 
within each branch, make a further choice of pre-specialization 
options; 
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the possible combination of some options: for example, those pupl Is 
taking classics and wishing to take up a fourth language may opt 
for a short Latin course; 

provision made for the appointment of educators and 
I lbrarlans/documental lsts; 

the creatIon of reg lona I educat lona I conferences whose functIons 
stl I I have to be defined. 

A new cyrrlculym for the primary edycatlon replaced that of 1964. It 
takes greater account of soclo~economlc developments In Luxembourg with 
one optional class open to current events; It Introduces lessons 
designed to awaken pup I Is' Interest In science and provides an 
Introduction to the new Information technologies; It devotes more time 
to physical education; It also makes It possible to Include two 
language and culture of origin classes In the weekly timetable for the 
numerous migrant pupils. This new study plan was started In the two 
first years only and It wl I I be extended gradually. 

Also worth mentioning are: 

the Grand-Ducal Regulation of 3 May which redefined pre-school and 
primary school teachers' duties and reduced their work load to 25 
and 23 lessons a week respectively; 

the gradual Implementation of Introductory courses to new 
Information technologies In the upper level of secondary education 
and In the vocational training classes wherever such learning Is 
thought necessary; 

the dissolution by a Grand-Ducal Decree of 31 August of the 
European Institute for Information Management; 

cooperation and mutual recognition agreements between the "Centre 
Unlversltalre de Luxembourg .. and various foreign universities In 
order to facilitate further the completion of studies by Luxem
bourg graduates. 

The Netherlands 

Malor pol Icy efforts focused on raising standards for basic knowledge. 
At the primary education level, col lectlve awareness of broad ultimate 
objectives Is prlvl ledged over Individual achievement: guidelines were 
thus defined to help schools to adapt the contents and the form of 
their teaching. 

More attention Is given to pupils with special teaching needs with a 
view to ensure that they leave school with at least a minimal 
professional qual lflcatlon. 
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Regarding higher education, the new pol Icy Is also to put less emphasis 
on formal regulations on the organization of courses or the scope of 
examinations and to monitor more closely the resylts obtained. 

Another draft reform was dIscussed In Par II ament on 18 December. It 
lays down a legal framework for vocational education for adults. More 
genera I I y, It must be noted that a po II t I ca I and soc I a I consensus 
exists on a pol Icy for further edycatlon. 

Portugal 

A maJor curr!cy!ar reform Is being brought forward along the 
foreseen In the Basic Law on the Education System. First 
experiments were started In some primary schools last September. 

Jines 
pilot 

As part of this reform, It was decided to establIsh alternative 
secondary vocational schools designed to Improve the transition from 
school to work and to respond to local and regional development needs. 
They are sponsored by various organisations and they work on the basis 
of a programme-contract with the State. They are mainly open to those 
students completing their third cycle of basic education (9th year) or 
a period of vocational Initiation. 

Another Important pol Icy Intends to give more aytonomy to local 
Institutions at all levels of education: schools should be given the 
capacity to prepare and carry out an educational project for the 
benefit of the pupl Is and with the participation of everyone Involved 
In the educational process. This policy Is still at an experimental 
stage but the number of schools participating was Increased and, as a 
counterpart to their new responsibilities, a support team was set up 
which reports directly to the regional education directors and 
represents alI cultural, pedagogic and administrative aspects of 
education. 

Some other minor changes were decided. 

A new stage of the Programme m for the Development of the 
Portuguese EducatIon System ( PRODEP) was I aunched for the per I od 
1989-1993. This programme receives substantial assistance from the 
Community's structural Funds. 

The MINERVA project - a part of PRODEP - Is Intended to Improve the 
access to the new technologies In education. It was given a 
national coordinating committee within the Department of Studies 
and Planning of the Ministry of Education and this committee will 
ensure the transition from the experimental stage to a routine 
operation of the education management and planning. 
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A new Councl I for Cooperation between Higher Education and Industry 
replaces the former Council for Cooperation between Universities 
and Industry. It has a larger scope and wl I I also act as the COMETT 
Information centre. 

New objectives and evaluation methods were publ Jshed for the first 
cycle of adult basic education. 

As an a I ternat I ve to persona I and soc I a I deve Jopment courses. It 
was decided to open optional religion classes covering the major 
faiths present In Portugal. 

Decree Law No 344/89 of 11 October defIned profess I ona I prof I I es 
for educators and teachers regardIng theIr necessary scIentIfIc, 
pedagogic and didactic competences. It also stressed the Importance 
of on-the-job training and Innovation and research In the field of 
education. 

United Kingdom 

Much of the education agenda was set by last year's large-scale 
Educat Jon Reform Act as It began to come on stream In Eng I and and 
Wales. A similar reform Is being brought forward In Northern Ireland, 
sl lghtly modified to take account of local arrangements regarding 
curriculum, financing and administration. 

Implementation of the National currlcylym began In the autumn and Its 
Initial phase consisted mainly of attainment targets and new programmes 
In core subjects for pupils aged five and eleven. The examination and 
assessment system wIll have to be adapted and the Secondary Exam In-
ations and Assessment Councl I del lvered advice on this key Issue. 

New measures to Improve the supply of teachers were announced: 

a "licensed teacher scheme" simplifies the route to qualified 
teached status for mature entrants; 

an "articled teacher scheme" offers new graduates a more classroom
based practical training; 

teachers trained In other EC States are now allowed to apply for 
qual lfled teacher status. This Implements an EC Directive. 

In addition: 

18 grant-rna I nta I ned schoo Is appeared In September accordIng to a 
provIsIon of the EducatIon Reform Act. They are funded dIrect I y 
from the Exchequer and run by their own governing bodies. 

Two new City Technology Col leges opened In September, one In 
Nottingham and one In Teeslde. 
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The Government announced plans for the collection of ethnically
based data on teachers, students and school-pup I Is, after a 
recommendation by a committee of enQuiry Into the education of 
children from ethnic minority groups. 

Two new bodIes were set up In Scot I and and In the HIgh I ands and 
Islands to facilitate a dialogue between school and enterprise and 
to define coherent strategies for employment creation and training. 

The Scott Ish CommIt tee of the UnIversItIes Fund I ng Counc I I was 
establ lshed. It wl I I consider alI matters affecting Scottish higher 
education and give advice to the Secretary of State for Scotland on 
the grant-aided and local authority col leges. 
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2.3 Additional Information 

EURYDICE- Information 

This twice-yearly pub I !cation deals with the education of young 
persons and with Task Force pol lcles In this field. The readership 
comprises the EURYDICE network, pol Icy-makers, the press, the 
media, Information disseminators, persons responsible for the Task 
Force programme mmes at national level, and the general pub! lc. 

EURYDICE - CommuniQUe 

This pub! lcatlon, which appears at Irregular Intervals, presents 
news of the Task Force's pol lcles on education and young persons. 
It Is aimed at the EURYDICE network, pol Icy-makers, the press, the 
media, persons responsible for the Task Force programmes at 
national level, and the general pub! lc. 

***** 
Eurydice, 17 Rue Archlmede (Bte 17), B-1040 Brussels 

EURYCLEE- Information 

This brochure deals with new technologies In the school education 
system. Pub! !shed four times per year, It Is Intended for 
students, parents, teachers and pol Icy-makers In this field. 

***** 
National Councl I for Educational Technology, 
3 Devonshire Street, GB - London W1N2BA 

ERASMUS - Newsletter 

This newsletter, pub! !shed three times per year and covering higher 
education, student mob! 1 lty and cooperation between universities, 
Is Intended for participants In the ERASMUS programme mme, 
universities, pol Icy-makers, the press and the pub! !c. 

***** 
Bureau ERASMUS, 15 Rue d'Arlon, B-1040 Brussels 

COMETT- Bulletin 

Pub! lshed three times per year, this bullet In deals with the COMETT 
programme, advanced technologies and cooperation between Industry 
and the universities. It Is Intended for participants In the 
COMETT programme, COMETT Information centres (distribution points), 
and pol Icy-makers. 

***** 
COMETT Technical Assistance Unit, 
71 Avenue de Cortenberg, B-1040 Brussels 



CHAPTER I I I : 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING 

3.1 Trends within the Community 

The Community's efforts to harmonize national vocational training 
systems and strategies resulted In various Member States adopting 
rules and regulations designed to bring their systems Into 
a llgnment. 

Many Member States accord hIgh prIor I ty to coot I nu I ng vocatIon a I 
training. In this field, 1989 was marked by the launching of the 
Eurotecnet programme and the second phase of the COMET! programme. 

Finally, the PHARE programme heralded an opening-up of the 
Community towards the countries of Eastern Europe, In particular In 
the fields of education and training. 

3.2 The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

The multlsectoral agreement of November 1988, Implemented by the 
Programme Law of 30 December 1988, provided for 0.18% of the total 
wage bl I I to be allocated to actions to oromote the employment and 
traInIng of rIsk-groups (the long-term unemployed, pI us poor I y
qual If led workers and job-seekers). 

Nearly 100 sectoral agreements of this kind have since been 
concluded (covering the great majority of firms), and various 
sectoral training centres are now financed by this employers' 
contribution. 

In addition, the Law of 19 July 1983, amended by the Law of 24 July 
1987, organizing Industrial apprenticeships, and the I Inked-work
and-training agreement for young persons between 18 and 25, 
governed by Royal Decree No 495 of 31 December 1986, continue to be 
appl led for the recruitment and vocational training of less
advantaged categories of workers. 
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Demark 

An Important reform was Introduced with the adoption of two laws on 
5 Apr I I , due to come Into force on 1 January 1991 . One concerns 
vocational training, the other vocational schools. 

The first element of the reform alms to make training more 
flexible: It combines three formerly separate training courses 
(basic vocational training, apprentices' training and 
technicians' training) Into a single stream, with access either 
from work or from school. 

The second element gives greater autonomy and wider powers to 
vocational schools, allowing them to adjust the content of 
their courses; authorizations will no longer be needed except 
for the creation of new training programmes. 

The Law of 24 May on adult education and training also comes Into 
force on 1 January 1991. This Law offers adults more In the way of 
part-time practical vocational training courses and single-subject 
courses. 

Finally, a Decree of 16 June combines within a common framework the 
various appl led arts (goldsmlthlng, Interior design, etc.). 

With the restructuring of the Ministry of Laboyr, two of Its main 
func t Ions ( emp I oyment agency and voca t I on a I t r a In I ng > have been 
merged within a single department responsible for the labour 
market. As a result, future training Initiatives should be better 
matched to the needs of the labour market. Additionally, most of 
the non-strategic tasks, which are at present handled centrally, 
wl 11 be farmed out, In particular to vocational training schools. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Demographic trends and the tensions now appearing on the labour 
market make effective vocational training vital. The challenges 
which will have to be faced In the coming years will Include the 
need to: 

develop specific apprenticeships for occupations of a prlmarl ly 
practical nature, so as to exploit the potential of that part 
of the population which cannot hope to meet the growing 
theoretical reQuirements; 

make "dual" training and I Inked work and training schemes more 
attractive by upgrading further QUal lflcatlons for holders of a 
school-leaving certificate; 

develop the content of continuing vocational training and open 
It up to Innovations, whl le maintaining the minimum 
reQuirements appl !cable to alI enterprises. 
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Measures have a I ready been Introduced to Improve the content and 
organization of courses for unqualified or poorly qualified adults 
so as to combat long-term unemployment and boost the qua II fled 
workforce. 

PI ans have a I so been made for a FoundatIon for the vocat lona I 
advancement of highly gifted Individuals, the aim being to guide 
young persons from the stage of upper secondary school. 

Greece 

Vocational training programmes are Increasingly carried out by 
firms and other private organizations. Even small and medium-sized 
enterprises Initiate such programs. 

This evolution Is a response to the perceived Inefficiency of 
secondary vocational schools and of other technological educational 
Institutions, Including universities. It appears that In many cases 
they provide low-level knowledge and qual lflcatlons, probably 
needed In the past, but largely Inadequate In view of contemporary 
changes and International competition. 

HIgh I eve I executIves In pub I I c and prIvate sectors star ted to 
realize the need for more flexible training mechanisms In order to 
face the technological challenge of the future, but so far the 
Greek society has not developped the necessary positive attitudes. 

A I though thIs negatIve statement must be made, It must a I so be 
noted that: 

plans to Improve the efficiency of the school system and Its 
adequation to market demands are being gradually Implemented; 

a National Council for Employment and Vocational Training was 
created under Law 1836/89(1). 

Spain 

Various legal Instruments concerning vocational training were 
publ lshed In the course of the year, mostly relating to the levels 
of grants and subsidies aval lable. Two In particular were: 

The Law of 4 Apr I I amending the Laws of 22 January and 23 March 
1988, laying down the conditions for the awarding of grants. 
This Law raises the age limit for participation In the youth 
training support programme and provides for the payment of 
accommodation costs If the course Is held far from the 
app II cant's home. 1 t a 1 so extends traInIng opportunItIes for 
persons In detention and Immigrant workers. 

(1) cf chapter 1, p. 5 
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The Law of 23 June, laying down the conditions of an 
experimental training programme for single women bringing up 
families. The courses will be given In two forms: either In 
cooperation with firms and In response to their needs, or In 
special training centres, but for occupations In which women 
are at present poorly represented. 

France 

Vocat lonal training policy has been geared towards realizing the 
potential of the lndlvlduai, modernizing the economy and Improving 
the QUal lty of training. 

The first of these objectives was addressed with the setting-up 
of an Individual lzed system of post-school training. This 
second chance to acQuire an education Is aimed primarily at 
young job-seekers who, having left their Initial training more 
than one year previously, have not acQuired a minimum 
vocational Qual lflcatlon (European level I 1). The programme has 
a budget In excess of FF 4.5 thousand ml I I lon (685 ml I I ton ECU) 
and served 100 000 young persons In 1989. 

This programme was supplemented by a Qualifications-oriented 
traInIng programme (European I eve I I I I ) for some 10 000 young 
per sons. Another stage w I 1 1 be added I a ter ~ for emp I oyees 
without Qualifications. 

Priority was also given to company training, with various 
measures being Introduced In this field. Employers are now 
exempted from payment of social security contributions In 
respect of training programmes. Additional resources have been 
allocated to training programmes developed under branch or 
company agreements. And f 1 na II y, at I east 40 000 companIes 
have benefited from tax credits offsetting expenditure on 
training. 

A w 1 de range of accompanyIng measures was Introduced to he I p 
ensure the success of the above programmes. The Qual lty of the 
assessment and guidance services was Improved and the role of 
the committee for the approval of technical-education diplomas 
and other evidence of formal Qual lflcatlons was upgraded. More 
emphasis was placed on the new technologies In continuing 
vocational training. 

Other Important Issues were also tackled, Including In particular 
the combating of I I I lteracy and the training of special lsts In this 
field. 
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Ireland 

An Important development In the area of vocational training was the 
.. Youthreach Programme ... This scheme was establ lshed In January as a 
joint Initiative by the Departments of Labour and Education. It Is 
aimed at early school leavers and It offers them up to two years of 
Integrated training, work experience and temporary employment 
opportunities. The Authority for Training and Employment (FAS) 
plays a leading role In processing school returns and referring 
young people to particular programmes. 

To facl I I tate the necessary changes In view of 1992, FAS has 
developped an action programme. 

Through Its Industrial Restructuring Programme, FAS Is planning 
to directly assist Industry to adjust to the manpower and ski I I 
changes necessary to meet the new competitive position of 1992 
and beyond. 

FAS produced a training module, Including a video on 1992 for 
use on Its training courses. 

Language training components were Introduced Into a range of 
FAS programmes, whl le a number of EC youth exchange programmes 
were launched to Increase knowledge of each other countries and 
gain work experience abroad. 

A range of measures to Improve job creation and further 
assistance for disadvantaged job seekers Include, among other 
things, an Increased allowance for trainees with dependants and 
the job Training Scheme In cooperation with the Confederation 
of Irish Industry. 

The continued development and Implementation of a standard-based 
certification system Is also a key priority for FAS. At the end of 
1989, certification was available for all mainline programmes. 
Some refInements w I I I be brought to confer more prestIge to FAS 
certificates. 

Italy 

Law No 492 of 12 November 1988 provided for the financing of 
Innovations In regional training systems. The Ministerial Decree 
of 9 May 1989 sets out the main objectives of the regional training 
structures as follows: 

promoting contacts with schools; 

Improving collaboration with Industry, In particular through 
the development of I Inked work and training contracts; 

enhancing the role of vocational training In the spread of new 
technologies. 
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The agreement concluded on 13 September between Conflndustrla, the 
CGIL/CISL and the UIL provides for the establishment of bipartite 
regional bodies with the following functions: 

drawing up proposed basic training models for companies; 

monitoring the effectiveness of existing training centres; 

organizing participation In courses given by these centres; 

promoting equal opportunities; 

promoting vocational guidance. 

The unIons and emp 1 oyers w I I I fInance these actIvItIes for two 
years, after which they must become self-financing. 

Finally, the Ministry of Labour proposed awarding grants to 
unemployed young persons who elect to follow a vocational training 
course<2>. 

LuxemboUrg 

The new Government registered Its determination to present a draft 
framework law reforming technical education and training, from the 
point of view of course contents, teaching methods and obJectives. 
An Initial reform proposal was submitted In spring but has not yet 
been voted on. Its main concerns are with: 

ensuring that as many young persons as possible obtain proper 
Job qual lflcatlons; 

providing better vocational guidance; 

upgrading vocational training; 

preparing for 1992. 

Two Grand-Ducal Regulations concerning the completion of technical 
secondary studIes were rev 1 sed to brIng the ru I es Into II ne wIth 
those of other Member States. 

Finally, various apprenticeship campaigns were organized, Including 
an "Industry week" In certain high schools, aimed at Informing 
young persons about working conditions In various apprenticeship 
trades In Industry. 

(2) cf Chapter 1, p. 8 
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Netherlands 

The upper age I lmlt for participants In the subsidized 
apprenticeship training programme for young persons was Increased 
from 25 to 27. 

The t-41nlstry of Social Affairs and Employment, In collaboration 
with the employers and unions, drew up a new sectoral training 
programme (the BBS), under which subsidies will be granted for 
joint union/employer Initiatives. This programme wl 11 provide 
training opportunities for 2 500 unemployed persons. It 
supplements other programmes designed for Individual firms. 

1989 also saw the Introduction of a draft law to extend the Law 
establishing the temporary programme on minimum wages and broaden 
Its scope to Include persons participating In training and job
experience programmes designed for the long-term unemployed, women 
and ethnic minorities. In these cases, the employer wl II be able 
to pay a wage at I east equ Iva I ent to the mIn I mum wage, but on a 
pro-rata basis according to the number of productive hours worked. 
This rule applies to cases where the wage and the training have 
been establ lshed by col lectlve agreements. 

Finally, vocational training centres for adults (CVV) wl I I In 
future have I ncr eased opportunItIes for traInIng more women for 
technical careers. Subsidies have been set aside for this purpose, 
and creche facl I I ties have been Improved. 

Portugal 

A meeting on the training of Instructors was held In Lisbon at the 
beginning of the year, attended by more than 700 persons from all 
areas of the country and from a wide range of Industrial sectors. 

According to the newly adopted government strategy for the medium 
term (1990-1993) In the fields of employment and training, the 
Regional Development Plan Includes various operational training 
programmes, and another set of programmes was estab I I shed wIthIn 
the framework of Objectives 3 and 4 of Councl I Regulation 
2052/88/EEC. 

Legislative Instruments Include Law 26/89 of 21 January 
establishing vocational schools, and various Decrees laying down 
levels of aid, conditions governing the award of aid, and project 
evaluation criteria, particularly In the context of the European 
Social Fund. 
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United Kingdom 

In December 1988, the Government announced a new framework for 
training, operating at three different levels. The Training Agency, 
executive arm of the Employment Department, operates at the 
national level, as does the National Training Task Force made up of 
15 members mainly from the business world. 

Training and Enterprise Councils wl I 1 act at regional level, under 
the coordination of the Task Force. Their role Is to promote local 
Initiatives In the training area and to help to direct private 
Investment towards them. 

A third body the National Council of Industry Training 
Organizations- has been establ lshed to coordinate and Improve the 
activities of Training Boards at Industry level. 

The Training Agency's programme for 1989 was as follows: 

to provide high quality training for longer-term unemployed 
people through the Employment Training (ET) programme. About 
250 000 training places were aval lable In 1989; 

to ensure through Techn I ca I and Vocat lona I InItIatIves (TVE I) 
that young people between 14 and 18 receive an education 
related to the working world. Over half a million students 
presently benefit from TVEI; 

to Improve the cost effectiveness of the publ lc sector and Its 
responsiveness to employment needs through Work-Related Further 
Educat Jon arrangements (WRFE): grants are now given to local 
education authorities on the basis of a detal led planning 
agreement; 

to prepare young people for workIng II fe through the Youth 
Training Scheme (YTS). Nearly 400 000 students were In training 
at the end of June. A ser les of projects were launched to 
Improve the I lnkage between the various types of education and 
vocational training for young people aged 16 to 19; 

to Improve the training performance of business through a 
Business Growth Training Program (BGT) launched In Apr II. It 
helps about 100 000 firms, 1 Inking training to their strategies 
and outcomes. 

Other programmes launched In 1988 or before help more than 200 000 
students and trainees. 
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3.3 Additional Information 

CEDEFOP-Fiash 

This publ lcatlon, which appears approximately ten times per year, 
covers the activities of the CEDEFOP (European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training). It Is Intended for vocational 
training Institutes, pol Icy-makers, the social partners and alI 
those engaged In the dissemination of Information. 

CEDE FOP-News 

Brief reports on national, Community and International activities 
In the field of vocational training are publ lshed five times per 
year In CEDEFOP-News, which Is Intended for the same readership as 
CEDEFOP-Fiash. 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING 

"Vocational Training" publ lshes more detal led studies In the field 
of vocational training twice a year, again for the same readership. 

***** 
CEDEFOP, Bundesal lee 22, D-1000 BerlIn 15 

EUROTECNET-News 

Participants In the EUROTECNET programme, Industries and smal I and 
medium-sized enterprises receive three copies of EUROTECNET-News 
per year, containing Information on the EUROTECNET programme and on 
European activities In the field of new technologies and vocational 
training. 

***** 
EUROTECNET Technical Assistance Unit, 
66 Avenue de Cortenberg (Bte 13), B-1040 Brussels 





CHAPTER IV: 

SOCIAL DIALOGUE AND 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

4.1 Trends within the Community 

The multlsectoral dialogue between European workers' and employers' 
organizations Is being actively pursued under the guidance of the 
Commission. 

The meeting on 12 January 1989 between the Commission and 
representatives of the various national organizations provided an 
opportunity for taking stock of the European social dialogue, 
discussing what new forms It should take, and for gauging the 
desire on the part of the social partners to continue and Intensify 
the dialogue at Community level. 

The outcome of this meeting was a text covering the following 
points: 

A steerIng group was set up, comprIsIng representatIves from 
UNICE, CEEP, the ETUC and the Commission, the aim being to: 

provide a continuing stimulus for the social dialogue; 

promote and pI an the work to be done on the dIfferent 
themes selected; 

evaluate the joint opinions adopted In the context of the 
social dialogue and assess their possible follow-up. 

It can a I so ask the Comm Iss !on to consu It the two sIdes of 
Industry on any project or proposal for a decision during Its 
preparatory phase. 

In addition to the consultation reQuired as part of the 
CommIssIon's norma I bus I ness, It was agreed that the steerIng 
group would turn Its attention first to: 

education and training: experience to date, lessons to be 
learned, guide! lnes for future reference, the Commission's 
role and work at Community level; 
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prospects for a European labour market as the alms of the 
Single Act are progressively achieved. 

The Commission will draw up a detailed annual report on the 
current sltyatlon and the employment oytlook In the Community, 
to be discussed In the first Instance within the framework of 
the social dialogue and subsequently submitted to the Standing 
Committee on Employment. The conclusions wl I I then be submitted 
to the Councl I. 

As regards consultation of the two sides of lndystry on 
projects In preparation, the Commission Is prepared: 

to consult the two sides of Industry at regional level on 
development programmes under stryctyral pol Icy Objectives 1 
(development of backward regions), 2 (restructuring of 
dec! lnlng regions) and 5b (rural development); 

to seek the opinion of the organizations represented at 
Community level on the content of a Social Charter once the 
Economic and Social Committee has given Its opinion; 

to consu It these organ I za t Ions on the proposed European 
company and on the solutions envisaged for the role of wage 
and salary earners In any such company; 

as regards the Impact of Implementation of the Single Act, 
to discuss the conclusions from the sectoral studies at the 
appropriate time; 

to study the publ lc authorities' contribution to the 
competitiveness and performance of firms. 

The steering groyp met on 27 March and 4 October 1989. 

At Its first meeting, It Initiated work on education and 
training and on prospects for a European labour market, setting 
up two working parties and laying down their terms of 
reference, composition and frequency of meetings. 

At the second meeting, the steering group examined - but did 
not reach agreement on - the content lous I terns In the draft 
joint oplnlonC1) on the organization of work, adaptability of 
the labour market and the new technologies, and took note of 
progress made on the work of the above two working parties and 
of the Commission proJects mentioned In the conclusions of the 
12 January meeting. 

(1) cf. Social Report 1988, Chapter 4, p.2. 
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The WorkIng party on the "Prospects for a European Labour Market" 
concentrated on the various aspects of mob! I lty In the context of 
the Single Market and on the forward employment management policy 
at various levels with a view to the adoption of two Joint 
opinions: 

one on the creation and organization of a European geographical 
and occupational mob! I Jty area; 

the other on Improving the operat !on of the labour market In 
Europe. 

The Working party on 11 Edycatlon and Training" finalized (In 
October) and adopted (In December) a Joint opinion on basic 
educa t I on, voca t I on a I traInIng and adu It traInIng. Th 1 s op 1 n 1 on 
expands on the joint opinion adopted on 6 March 1987 and Is based 
on the following five general prlnclples<2>: 

The future of the Community rests on the level of Qual lflcatlon 
and performance of Its labour force. High-Qual lty basic 
education and vocational training constitute a genuine 
Investment. 

This Investment contributes to: 

economic efficiency by making European firms more 
competitive; 

the development of new technologies and expertise In using 
them. 

The development and adoption of new technologies are Important 
In terms of economic progress and the wei !-being of a! I 
Community citizens, but economic vlabl I lty and social 
acceptabl I lty depend on effective training. 

Structural adjustment to the completion of the Single Market 
wl I I present a major challenge In terms of Qual lflcatlons. 

Doing more In the field of education and vocational training 
wl I I require a sense of commitment from alI concerned. 

(2) The ful I text of this Joint opinion Is reproduced In the annex. 
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4.2 The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

Implementation of the Law of 8 August 1988 brought about 
fundamental structural changes In Belgium. While labour law and 
soc I a I securIty remaIn nat lona I concerns, certaIn powers wIth an 
Indirect effect on labour law have been transferred to the regions. 
As a result, the three regional economic and social councl Is have 
extended their sphere of competence for expressing opinions, 
particularly as regards the labour market and vocational training 
policy. 

Col lectlye bargaining centred mainly on Implementation of the 
multlsector agreement of 18 November 1988. 

The sectoral negotiations on wages and working conditions 
proceeded on the whole without any major problems. 

The multlsector bargaining, on the other hand, under the aegis 
of the National Labour Councl I, was less successful. Agreements 
were reached on the minimum wage and on lowering the age for 
early retirement, but other Important Issues relating to the 
.. Qual lty of work" remained unresolved. 

Social developments In 1989 took place against a backcloth of a 
buoyant economy, which meant that the Government was able to 
respect the autonomy of the two sides of Industry after a five-year 
period (1981 to 1986) In which It Intervened on a substantial scale 
on wages and workIng condItIons. However, under the Law of 6 
January 1989, the government Is once again authorized to Intervene 
In wage negotiations If the competitive situation of firms Is In 
jeopardy(3). 

In 1989 there were more Industrial disputes than In previous years, 
centred largely on the subsidized social sector, pub! lc transport 
and companies undergoing restructuring. A general dispute In the 
pub! lc services In the wake of negotiations on a col lectlve 
agreement for 1990 was just avoided. 

Trloartlte consultation was conducted mainly under the aegis of the 
joint consultation bodies, first and foremost the National Labour 
Councl I and the Central Economic Councl I. 

In particular, there were regular consultations between the 
Government and the two sides of Industry within the .. Europe 
1992 11 committee, which reports to the Central Economic Councl I. 
The .. Europe 1992 11 committee's malo concern was the 
repercussions of completion of the Single Market on Belgian 
companies and on the national budget. 

(3) cf. Chapter 1, p. 3 
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The National Labour Council also Issued two opinions on the 
European social dimension: one on the free movement of workers 
within the Community, the other on fundamental social rights. 

There were also discussions on specific points: 

The "Round table on sickness Insurance" met from November 1988 
to February 1989 with a view to putting forward proposals for 
restoring financial equl I lbrlum. 

There was a tripartite meeting on 11 December on the 
connections between unemployment and training. 

Denmark 

The co I I ect I ye bargaInIng of sprIng 1987 had produced agreements 
covering a four-year period, but with facl I I ties for renegotiating 
pay after two years. ThIs renegotIatIng procedure took pI ace In 
spring 1989. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

lndustr Ia I relatIons are character I zed by a stable consensus. As 
In previous years, there were no confl lets or significant tension 
between the two sides of Industry, and the number and scale of 
col lectlve agreements continued to Increase, now covering the 
working conditions of some 90% of at I workers. 

Agreements were mainly on reduced working time, generally combined 
with a moderate Increase In pay. Subjects with only poor coverage 
hitherto were given detailed norms: part-time working, Saturday 
working, the Integration of problem categories of young people Into 
the labour market, encouraging work among women, parental leave. 

On the strike front, there were essentially only two sectoral 
dIsputes (In the prIntIng and ret a I I trade sectors). It· became 
apparent here that trade union tactics were changing, with major 
strikes affecting an entire region giving way to more flexible 
methods, such as strikes targeted at a single firm for a short 
per lod, wl th work resuming after an Interrupt ion. These methods 
have proved to be effective. 

As regards tripartite consultations, the three sides have kept In 
touch with a view to working out a joint policy on overcoming 
unemployment and preparing for the Single European Market. These 
contacts were Intensified over the year. 

In June the employers' and workers' organizations (the BOA and 
the DGB) presented a "joint declaration on the social dimension 
of the Single European Market". 

At the Invitation of the Federal Chancel lor, the second 
"National conference on Europe" took place In August. 
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The Charter of workers' fundamental social rights In the 
Community, adopted In Strasbourg, has been approved by the two 
sides of Industry. 

A I though adoptIng a JoInt stance on a I I the essent I a I quest Ions 
affecting European social policy, the two sides do differ somewhat 
on the ways and means (differing degrees of flexlbl 1 lty) of laying 
down fundamental rights In the Community and on the question of 
worker participation In company management structures. 

Greece 

The general col lectlve agreement for 1989 was signed on 8 March and 
applied retroactively to 1 January. During the ratification 
procedure, the Government unexpectedly amended a number of 
paragraphs, eliciting a sharp response from the social partners, 
who denounced such methods as a violation of the Greek 
const I tut !on. 

A large number of agreements were concluded at branch and trade 
level, this being the normal level for such agreementsC4). The 
way the concept of free bargaining Is developing Is evident In the 
total number of collective agreements, which Is now four times 
greater than the number of arbitrary awards. 

The malo results of col lectlve bargaining In Greece relate to pay, 
and the multlsector agreement centred on Improving basic pay rates. 
The content of negotiations Is traditionally very meagre, but the 
branch-level negotiations featured clauses on working time 
(alignment on the 40-hour and 5-day week) and on time off for 
fam I I y reasons. 

A new trend Is the right to 10% family allowances, which Is now 
granted regardless of sex (In the private sector), and the widening 
range of benefits granted by the employer. 

Following Its 25th conference, the GSEE now represents all trade 
union movements In the country - a major development In Greek 
pol I tics. With two successive elections fal I lng to produce a 
majority and the formation of an "ecumenical" government, the 
unions are tending to steer clear of the parties. 

Although the conditions are stl I I not right for tripartite 
discussions, relations between unions and employers have Improved, 
as have relations between the two sides of Industry and the 
authorities. 

(4) At company level, col lectlve bargaining stl I I has no legal status. 
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Other sal lent facts: 

On the question of worker participation, the works committees 
envisaged under the law of 1988 have not become as widespread 
as had been expected. The number of safety and health 
committees Is also very limited. 

The workers' and employers' organizations are very aware of the 
soc I a I dImensIon of the CommunIty, and have a I I come out In 
favour of the Social Charter, although the employers have 
expressed certain reservations as to the scope of the Charter, 
which they feel should stay general. 

Spain 

Industrial relations remained strained throughout the year, both 
between the authorities and the unions and- to a lesser extent -
between the unions and the employers. The government which emerged 
from the elections on 29 October restored the dialogue and 
consultations recommenced at the end of the year, with what outcome 
It Is Impossible to say. 

The "priority trade ynlon proposal", however, features a flexible 
bargaining strategy which does not make the substance of 
negotiations dependent on the achievement of an overall political 
agreement, and which makes It possible to achieve a partial 
consensus with different partners. 

Collective bargaining Is marked by unity of action on the part of 
the two majority unions, CCOO and UGT. Their lolnt platform 
comprises four main aspects: 

Improved volume and qual tty (and especially stab! I tty) of 
employment; 

Improved social protection and greater job security; 

minimum guarantees on pay and Income redistribution; 

defence of co-determination and col lectlve bargaining rights. 

On this latter point, both employers and trade unions are agreed on 
the need for a more rat I on a I bargaInIng st ryctyre, fewer 
negotiating stages and better coordination. 

As regards this new line, It Is worth mentioning two agreements 
containing new Ideas. The national but ldlng agreement Is designed 
expressly to bring order Into the negotiating structure. The 
"strategic vlabl I tty plan" adopted at Construcclones Aeronautlcas, 
meanwhile, covers such fields as subcontracting, the creation of 
aux I I I ary busInesses, worker mob I I I ty and workers wIth mu It I pIe 
skIlls. 
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Other points to note: 

The Spanish constitution guarantees free bargaining, but the 
State can Intervene by a procedure known as the "peaceful 
solution of col lectlve disputes" or by Imposing a minimum level 
of services In the event of a strike In essential service 
Industries. Frequent recourse Is made to these procedures, 
which Is In Itself a source of confl let. 

Bl lateral negotiations are due to be held on the Jeglslature·s 
macroeconomic objectives. 

The unions have placed great Importance on the bl lateral 
dimension of the Internal market; with a view to Increasing 
worker participation, they have taken an active Interest In the 
draft European company statute. 

France 

At both national and multlsector leyels, the two sides of Industry 
contInued theIr ambIt lous negotIatIons on a guIde II ne agreement, 
the fIrst phase of whIch - coverIng techno log I ca I changes - was 
adopted In September 1988. 

Agreement was reached on the reorganization of working time on 
21 March, with general provisions designed to lead to the 
resumption of negotiations at branch and company level, as wei I 
as specific provisions which are on the whole more restrictive 
than those of the Law of 19 June 1987. 

On workIng condItIons, an agreement was sIgned on 20 October 
containing framework provisions for Industry-level bargaining, 
as wei I as more specific provisions. 

Finally, a fourth element concerning egual lty at work for men 
and women was covered by an agreement signed on 23 November. 

An agreement signed on 1 March consolidates the various texts on 
the occupational Integration of young people which were the subject 
of joint agreements over recent years, and adding a number of new 
provisions. Finally, three agreements were signed on unemployment 
Insurance and supplementary pensions. 

At company leyel, there were two agreements on the employment of 
hand 1 capped persons, at EDF-GDF and La Redoute. Genera II y 
speaking, things were very quiet In the private sector. The 
dispute at Peugeot, which was to do with how the financial 
sacrifices resulting from restructuring should be shared out, was 
resolved by a very moderate agreement. 
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The Minister for Employment presented new arrangements for the 
"neaotlated modernization of comoanles". This Instrument has 
already come Into force, and essentially sets out to reorientate 
existing measures. The Minister Intends that the plan should 
continue In 1990. Seven Industries have already reached an 
agreement within this framework. 

Modernization of the public sector Is also giving rise to problems 
concerning staffing levels, pay and status. 

Ireland 

Col lectlye bargaining continued to be governed by the terms of the 
1987 Programme for National Recovery, and Its associated pay 
agreements. While the agreements were drawn up at national level, 
Implementation of their terms Is a matter for negotiation at local 
level. In addition to negotiations on pay many local level agree-
ments were concluded on Issues such as productivity, flexibility 
and a one hour per week reduction In working time for those working 
40 hours or more per week. The Impetus for the one hour per week 
reduction was provided by a framework agreement concluded at 
national level under the Programme for National Recovery. 

The Programme has led to an ongoing Improvement In the Industrial 
relations cl lmate. The numbers of strikes and of days lost through 
Industrial action have continued to decl lne, and are at their 
lowest levels for many years. 

The Government has already Indicated Its wish to see a new 
programme negotIated to ensure that the progress made under the 
current arrangement Is continued. While the unions and employers 
have not yet committed themselves to participating In any new 
agreement It Is unlikely that negotiations on a possible programme 
wl 1 I get underway before the end of 1990. 

Italy 

Co 1 1 ect 1 ve bargaInIng contInues to take pI ace In the context of 
what Is now a wei I establIshed system. 

At myltlsector leyel, the series of meetings Instituted In 1988 
continued, and focused on: 

drawing up new rules governing Industrial relations; 

discussing the monitoring and regulating of contract dynamics; 

ach 1 ev 1 ng agreement on specIfIc prob I ems such as vocatIon a I 
training and the role of workers and management. 
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As regards the first point, there are the three agreements 
concluded with Conflndustrla for private-sector Industrial firms 
(21 Apr I 1), with ASAP for ENI-group State-participation firms (23 
June) and with CISPEL for publ lc services run by local authorities 
(endofJuly). 

On the second poInt, w 1 th a v 1 ew to mod 1 fy 1 ng 1 abour costsCS>, 
the two sides agreed to a partial and temporary accord on 
maintaining the current Indexing system for 1990 (29 June). 
Because of the difficulties besetting relations between the two 
sides of Industry, It was decided In December to defer negotiations 
to January 1990 and to ask the Government to look Into the 
situation with each side separately. 

On the third point, Conflndustrla and CGIL-CISL-UIL signed two 
specific agreements on vocational training (21 January and 13 
September). 

Bargaining at lndystry leyel led to a series of major collective 
agreements, e.g. with ENEL (the national lzed electricity production 
and distribution company), air transport staff and the metalworking 
and mechanical engineering craft trades. 

In the public sector, agreements were signed for the non
profltmaklng public services, the clvl I service and local authority 
employees. 

Disputes did, however, come to a head at the end of the year In a 
number of service sectors (e.g. banks) facing major structural 
changes affecting working conditions. 

Bargaining at company level continued In 1989, covering many large 
and medium-sized businesses, particularly Flat, but there was also 
a trend towards extending bargaining to small businesses. 

Luxembourg 

As regards col lectlve bargaining, more than 40 agreements at 
company level were renewed In 1989, with wages and salar les up 
something like 3.75% In real terms over two years, and with a 
marked trend towards more paid holidays, additional days off and 
leave on personal grounds. 

The conclusion of collective agreements for workers In the retail 
trade constitutes a new element on the Luxembourg col lectlve 
bargaining scene. 

(5) cf. Chapter 1, p. 8 
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At Industry level, an agreement for bank workers was signed only 
after a dispute and highly charged negotiations. 

With one sole exception, all Industrial disputes were resolved by 
concl I latlon without recourse to strikes. 

On the tripartite consultation front, the Economic and Social 
Council supplemented Its opinion of November 1988 by looking Into 
what changes would be needed to meet the challenge of the Internal 
market. Again, on the basis of the Economic and Social Committee's 
first opinion, round table discussions were organized by the 
Government with a view to taking stock of Community measures and 
assessing their sectoral Impact. The round table groups completed 
their work In May. 

Netherlands 

NegotIatIons In the prIvate sector were unevent fu I, unlike the 
situation In the public sector, and particularly In the pollee and 
health services and care for the aged. Industrial action here was 
of a spontaneous nature and resulted In agreements on better 
working conditions. 

The social oact signed In the 1980s had had highly positive 
effects. Following the resignation of the Christian-Liberal 
government, the 6 September elections and the formation of a 
Christian-Social 1st Government on 27 November, a joint action 
framework between the Government and the St I cht I ng van de Arbe I d 
(IndustrIa I Labour Counc II), effectIve from 1 December, was I a l.d 
down for the years to come, the two signatories deeming that pay 
and Income restraint are needed to ensure balanced and lasting 
growth, more jobs and lower unemployment. 

The Government also Informed the two sides of Industry of Its 
readiness to Increase social benefits and to grant Increases In the 
pub! lc and semi-public sectors similar to those negotiated In the 
private sector. 

These alms wll I require efforts In a variety of other fields, such 
as the redistribution of work, education and training, the 
situation of women on the employment market, unemployment, 
competitiveness, company performance, good Industrial relations and 
good working conditions, al 1 of which form an Integral part of this 
joint action framework I Inking government and the social partners. 
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Other points: 

There was no major shift In relations between the trade unions 
and the employers' organizations. Generally speaking, the 
feeling Is that the unions have strengthened their posit ion 
somewhat by achieving a wider audience, although their 2% 
membership growth rate does not exceed the growth In the labour 
force and the rate of trade union membership Is 25% at best. 

Portugal 

There was no major change In the level and scope of collective 
bargaining. However, the social consultation pact, which had acted 
as a framework for negotiations for the previous two years, was not 
renewed In 1989. 

The two sides of Industry continued to concentrate on the sectoral 
level, where agreements related mainly to the level of pay. In the 
private sector, account was taken of Inflation forecasts, but In 
the public sector, the Government endeavoured to cut pay In real 
terms, provoking a number of strikes. 

The total number of strikes Increased In the first half of the year 
over the prevIous year, I nvo I vI ng pub I I c-sector companIes and a 
number of publ lc services, Including such normally unlikely 
categories of strikers as university professors and magistrates. 
Purchasing power losses were partly made up by the end of the year, 
which constitutes an Initial acceptance by the Government of union 
grievances. 

Working time was also discussed on a number of occasions- a novel 
and Important departure, given that since 1974 conventional 
reductions In working time have reQuired ministerial approval. The 
reduction of working time was the main claim made by the trades 
unions In their collective bargaining negotiations and reductions 
were actually achieved In textIle and metal-working Industries. 

In terms of social consultations, relations between the Government 
and the unions were poor at the beginning of the year and got even 
worse as the year wore on - so much so that there were ser lous 
doubts as to whether the procedure which has been followed over the 
past three years had any future. However, after a period of 
virtual paralysis, dialogue recommenced within the Standing Councl I 
for the Social Dialogue (CPCS) and the future looked brighter by 
the end of 1989. 
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While the two main unions (CGTP-IN and UGT) are stIll at 
loggerheads on very basic Issues, and although a unified 
strategy Is stIll In the distant future, the two do at least 
agree to attend Standing Committee meetings and, for the first 
time, have Issued a joint declaration- a genuinely "historic" 
event. 

As regards the Community dimension, the CGTP-IN Is much less 
critical of Portugal's membership of the European Community, 
although It too remains concerned at the negative conseQuences 
which might result for Portuguese workers. The UGT Is In 
favour of Portuguese membership, but stresses the need for 
economic and social cohesion and for the Portuguese economy to 
be geared up to the challenge of the Single Market. The 
employers' organizations, on the other hand, feel that the 
Portuguese labour laws are currently more rigid and more 
protectionist than In the rest of the Community. 

Another Important point Is that the const I tut tonal reform has 
led to the creation of an Economic and Social Council, 
something which puts a Question mark against the future of the 
CPCS. Both the unions and the employers' organizations feel, 
however, that the two organizations should exist side by side. 

Decree-Law No 87/89 with provisions relating to legal aspects 
of col lectlve agreements at the workplace was also passed. 

United Kingdom 

In the field of col lectlye bargain Ina, the Government and the 
employers have cont lnued to exert pressure towards decentra II zed 
and flexible pay bargaining. The same applies to companies 
affected by privatization pol lcles (British Steel, British Ral I and 
Br 1 t 1 sh Coa 1) and even to the pub II c sector ( loca I government, 
education and health services). 

This Is all part of a trend towards market and result-linked pay 
structures. The unions have endeavoured to maintain the trend In a 
parity negotiating and watchdog context, at the same time trying to 
keep the negotiating framework as broad as possible. 

Although legal constraints are making It harder to trigger 
Industrial action, the number of disputes actually Increased In 
1989, In part reflecting the higher level of economic activity and 
the resultant tensions on the labour market. 

The main Instrument of tripartite dialogue on economic matters 
remains the National Economic Development Councl I (NEDC). Two main 
points were addressed this year: 

How to maintain growth and Investment while containing 
Inflation and keeping a watchful eye on the balance of trade. 

The lmpl !cations of the Single Market for the UK economy. 
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Discussions were also continued In the field of safety and health, 
and the concl I latlon service ACAS was very active during the summer 
In resolving a number of confl lets; the Government holds It In high 
esteem. 

Other Important points: 

At sectoral level, relations between the unions and the 
employers remained strained as a result of the employers' 
lnslstance on reducing wage costs and the unions' drive for the 
35-hour week. 

The unions are critical of the Commission which, they feel, Is 
not sufficiently aware of the social problems engendered by the 
Single Market. But whereas the CBI remains opposed to any 
outside legal Interference, the TUC goes along with the 
EconomIc and Soc I a I CommIt tee In supportIng the CommIssIon's 
proposals on social pol Icy alms. 

As regards worker participation, both the Government and the 
CBI continue to oppose the Community's plans, rating voluntary 
arrangements Including those for the financial participation of 
employees In the companies they work for over the need for a 
legal framework. 



CHAPTER V: 

\IDRKING CONDITIONS AND 
LABOUR LAW 

5.1 Trends within the Community 

Labour law Is changing essentially In two directions. On the one 
hand, legislation on redundancy Is undergoing revision In a number 
of countries to avoid abuses detrlmend to workers. 

This Is mainly concerned with Individual dismissals, where the 
rules are being tightened up to make It Incumbent on the employer 
to prove that the motives for dismissal are watertight. In some 
cases, the poss I b I I I ty of redundancIes for economIc reasons l s 
being eased, albeit subject to conditions resulting from col lectlve 
bargaInIng. In both cases, spec I a I c I auses are provIded for for 
SMEs, Including recourse to third parties where there Is no 
Internal representation within the firm. 

On the other hand, the law on non-standard labour contracts (e.g. 
Interim, home-working and part-time working) Is making progress 
almost everywhere with a view to Including as large a proportion as 
possible of workers concerned under the current legal and social 
protection umbrel Ia. 

These two trends are a reflection of the Inherent riskiness of an 
Increasing number of people's Jobs, a problem which affects all 
Member States to differing degrees, but which Is everywhere giving 
cause for concern. 

On the working conditions front, there Is also a tendency towards 
harmonizing the status of manual and non-manual workers, a trend 
which seems to be particularly wei I advanced In the United Kingdom 
and for which legislation Is being passed In Luxembourg. Working 
time Is continuing to decrease, albeit at a slower rate - and Is 
tending to stab! I lze at around an average 38 hours per week, 
although the 35-hour mark has been reached In some sectors In the 
Federal Republ lc of Germany and the United Kingdom. 
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5.~ The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

In the context of the multlsector agreement of 1988, the two sides 
of Industry fa! led to agree on revising the legal provisions on the 
protection of trade union representatives. On the "Qual lty of 
work" front too, discussions continued throughout 1989, but without 
producing a consensus. As a result, and with the Government 
reluctant to take the Initiative without proper consultation, 
labour law has made very I lttle progress. 

Those changes that have been made can be summed up as follows: 

a new employers' levy (amounting to 0.18% of gross pay) 
Introduced under the Programme Law of 30 December 1988 and 
designed to provide training and jobs for high-risk unemployed 
groups. Exemptions are granted for employers who are already 
applying equivalent measures under a col lectlve agreement. 

two laws Introducing the .. economic Interest grouping•• - one In 
purely national terms, the other In response to Regulation 
2137/85/EEC. 

new provisions applying to part-time working and the control 
thereof, forming part of the Programme Law of 22 December, but 
not coming Into force untl I 1990. 

As regards working conditions, col lectlve agreement No 44 was 
concluded In the National Labour Council, bringing the minimum age 
for an early pension award down from 60 to 58 years, although 
without prejudice to sectoral agreements authorizing such awards at 
an earl ler age. The National Labour Councl I also came- out 
unanimously In favour of the working systems and combined training 
and work schemes set up under Royal Decree 495. 

The sectoral collective agreements concluded this year covered a 
wide variety of subjects, although there were not many concerned 
with working time (the 38-hour week already being the norm In most 
companies). The malo Questions were: 

union representation In smal I and medium-sized enterprises; 

career breaks; 

Interim work, which Is growing fast although It Is stll I on a 
lower scale than In neighbouring countries. 
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Special leave for urgent reasons (e.g. Illness of a faml ly member, 
court appearance or severe mater I a I damage to workers' goods and 
property was Introduced under col lectlve agreement No 45. 

Demark 

The continuing economic stagnation Is having negative effects on 
working conditions, particularly as regards women, who have always 
been worse treated In any case. Nonetheless, women account for 46% 
of the Danish workforce and, between 1975 and 1985, the proportion 
of women In traditionally male occupations Increased from less than 
a Quarter to more than a third. 

The eQual status council, whose role has been widened by 
Pari lament, has launched an Information campaign on this subject, 
In addition to which two measures were adopted: 

An amendment to the I aw on eQua I I ty I ncr eases the amount of 
compensation due to a female worker dismissed as a result of 
asking for eQual pay from 16 to 39 weeks pay. 

In the event of a mother being dismissed after giving birth, a 
law which came Into force on 1 May makes It Incumbent on the 
emp Ioyer to prove that the grounds for d Ism I ssa I were other 
than the fact of birth. 

A survey pub I lshed In January shows less absenteeism among members 
of 24-hour shIft teams, whIch 1 s thought to show workers' and 
employers' common Interest In a more flexible form of work 
organization, enabl lng workers to plan their time better and to use 
time worked at night to accumulate time off. 

Under the collective agreements, the weekly working time has been 
cut from 39 to 38 hours. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

On the basis of collective agreements concluded In earlier years, 
work lng tIme was reduced for some 9.5 million workers. For the 
half of the workforce not yet working less than a 40-hour week, 
this barrier was broken In 1989. A third of the workforce now 
works 37 hours or less a week, with the average In 1989 at 38.4 
hours. 
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Flexible working time Is another central concern, with a large 
number of agreements on Saturday working and for certain 
Industries - agreements on working time geared to continuous 
production processes. The agreement reached In the printing 
Industry In March constitutes an Innovation from these two points 
of view In that It Is the first accord on Saturday working and the 
first which takes account of the specific nature of the product. 

A law passed In June and which came Into force In October allows 
shops to open unt I I 8. 30 pm on Thursdays, a It hough the max 1 mum 
weekly opening time Is restricted to 64.5 hours, which means that 
many shops have to make up for this one night's late opening. The 
unions have, however, sought to get round the late-opening 
Innovation, and the agreement allows dally working time to be 
extended to 8.30 pm only If the competitive position of the shop Is 
Jeopardized by late opening on the part of competitors not subject 
to a col lectlve agreement. 

Part-time working Is very much on the Increase, the result being 
that a growing number of workers (2.3 ml I I lon) are not covered by 
social security provisions. A number of agreements are now setting 
out to fix a minimum dally or weekly working time to ensure that 
such cover Is aval lable. 

With effect from 1 July, an amendment to existing legislation has 
Increased the maximum period of "parental child-rearing leave" 
subseQuent to birth to 18 months. There are, however, a number of 
sectoral agreements- especially the 1989 agreement In the retail 
trade- extending this period to three years. 

Other Important points: 

The 1985 I aw on promot I ng Job oppor tun It I es was ex tended and 
wl II enable fixed-term employment contracts to be concluded up 
to 1995. 

A draft federal law provides for notice to be given from the 
age of 25 years on for manual workers as wei I as for non-manual 
employees, thus putting an end to a form of uneQual treatment 
which was held to be unconstitutional. 

The Federal Labour Court held the exclusion of part-time 
workers from pension schemes to be I I legal, arguing that there 
was evidence of Indirect sexual discrimination. 
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Greece 

The 40-hour working week Is the norm, but the legal eight-hour day 
may be exceeded. In practice, there Is a large measure of 
flexlbll lty In working time and the average working week Is stl II 
more than 40 hours. 

The General National Agreement of 26.2.1975 Introduced for the 
first time the principle of the five-day working week In Greece. 
By the terms of this agreement the Implementation of the five-day 
week was optional and not compulsory for employers. The agreement 
was ratified by Law 133/1975. 

Subsequently rul lng 25/83 of the Athens Second-Instance 
Administrative Arbitration Tribunal made the five-day working week 
compulsory for Industry and craft trades etc. under certain 
conditions. 

The five-day working week was Introduced for the public services 
and the local government sector by Law 1157/81. 

The regulations governing the five-day working week allow for a 
working day of up to 9 hours. 

Permanent and temporary personnel In the pub I lc services, the local 
government sector and pub I lc corporate bodies work 37~ hours a week 
(Laws 1157/81, 1483/84). There are also various sectoral 
Collective Agreements which stipulate (contractual) working weeks 
of 36, 38~ and 39 hours. 

The rights of those employed part-time were safeguarded by Article 
38 of Law 1892/90 which declares Invalid the termination of a 
labour relationship on the grounds that an employee has refused to 
agree to a employer's request for part-time working. The same 
article also safeguards the rights of part-time employees both to a 
minimum level of remuneration and also generally to the protection 
of labour legislation. Article 39 of the same law makes the 
following provisions with regard to Insurance protection for part
time employees: 

a) Every working day, whatever Its length, counts as a day for the 
purpose of Insurance and 

b) the lowest levels of social Insurance cash benefit are 
proportionate to the remuneration of the employee. To slmpl lfy 
the application of the above principles, part-time employees 
are allocated to a special first Insurance category and are 
Insured for the Imputed dally wage of that category, 
Irrespective of the length of their period of employment or the 
number of hours they work per day, but without prejudice to the 
provisions appl lcable to ful 1-tlme employment. 
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Nonetheless: 

some 125 000 temporary workers In the pub II c servIce rIsk 
losing their jobs under a 1987 law which places strict 
lImitations on fixed-term contracts; 

undeclared work on the part of Immigrant workers from non
member countries Is on the Increase; 

home working and custom work are both enjoying an unprecedented 
boom, but rare I y gIve rIse to forma I contracts, the 150 ooo 
(mainly female) workers affected being regarded as 
self-employed. 

Generally speaking, the situation for women Is becoming more and 
more difficult as they Increasingly go out to work, the family 
structure Is changing and the Infrastructure Is InadeQuate. 

The Workers' Confederation has set up a secretariat for women which 
Is currently drawing up a list of gr levances and a progranvne of 
action. 

On the legal front, mention can be made only of Law No 1837/89 on 
protection for mlnors<1>. 

(1) cf. Chapter 1, p. 5 
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Spain 

In general, the reduction In working time provided for In the new 
col lectlve agreements has been meagre, although there are an 
Increasing number of agreements Incorporating such provisions 
affecting more and more workers. 

There Is a very defInIte trend towards I ess Job securIty, such 
"Insecure" Jobs now affecting 28% of all wage and salary-earners, 
especially women and young people between the ages of 16 and 24. 
The private sector Is more affected than the publ lc sector. 

As regards legislation, It Is worth mentioning: 

the Framework Law of 12 April, reforming the jurisdiction and 
procedure for deal lng with Individual labour disputes; 

the Roy a I Decree of 27 October on the protect I on of workers 
from risks resulting from exposure to nolse<2>; 

the Royal Decree of 3 November complying with Council 
Regu I at I on 182/71 on the workIng day, spec I a I days and rest 
days. 

France 

Important Items of legislation have been adopted, with special 
reference to the various forms of dismissal. 

The Law of 2 August amends the scheme Introduced under the law 
on redundancy of 30 December 1986. There Is now a "prevention" 
e I ement whIch provIdes for aId to encourage fIrms to provIde 
facilities for retraining workers and for conducting economic 
audits In small and medium-sized firms. 

There Is also a "procedure" element providing for the ·works 
council to be kept Informed and to be consulted. Finally, the 
obligation to Implement redeployment and retraining agreements 
has been made generally applicable to all cases of redundancy 
for economic reasons. 

As regards Individual dismissals, the above law sets out to put 
an end to certain fraudulent practices detrimental to workers 
(e.g. reducing working time before dismissing a worker so as to 
circumvent the need to give notice). The law also sets out the 
methods of calculating the special award payable to workers who 
lose their Jobs as a result of an accident or an occupational 
11 lness. Finally, there are facl I I ties for assistance for 
workers called to an Interview prior to dlsmlssal<3>. 

(2) cf. Chapter 9, p. 4 
(3) A decree of 27 November authorIzes ass I stance from a person from 

outside the firm In cases where there Is no formal staff 
representation. 
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The law of 10 July on col lectlve working relations: 

provides for the extension to men of advantages reserved for 
women In certain collective agreements, this extension to be 
negotiated within a period of two years; 

lays down the methods for Informing the works committee about 
vocational training matters; 

extends the category of staff representatives with a right to 
remuneration; 

strengthens the sanctions applicable to the employment of 
I I I lclt workers and to labour suppl lers. 

A Ministry of Labour report shows a substantial Increase In 
temporary jobs, accounting for some 7% of alI paid employment. 

A draft law "to foster the stabl I lty of employment by modifying low 
job security contract schemes" adopted by the Council of Ministers 
on 6 December seeks to check the abuses described In the report. 
The text of the draft law wl 1 I not be tabled untl I negotiation has 
taken place between the two sides of Industry. 

Ireland 

No legislation has been passed on Individual labour law. As 
regards collective bargaining, there Is a bill which, while not 
seeking to restrict the right to strike, provides for certain 
procedures to be followed before a strike Is cal led, as wei I as a 
secret ballot of the workers concerned. The bl I I also Introduces a 
committee on labour relations whose job It would be to draw up a 
code of conduct and would offer Its services as a concl I lator. 

As regards working conditions, normal working time was reduced by 
either an hour per week or six days per year as laid down In the 
Programme for National Recovery. 

According to recent statistics, there are 26 300 people working 
less than 19 hours per week, thus debarring them from protection 
under a large number of legal provisions. 

Italy 

The following subjects were of particular Importance: 

new provisions on temporary layoffs, labour force mobility, 
unemp I oyment benefIts, co II ect I ve redundancIes and takeovers 
(applying Community directives); 
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dismissal procedures and guarantee for certain trade union 
rights In small businesses currently outside the scope of the 
dismissal norms and Law No 300/70 (workers' rights); 

norms to Improve the genera I effectIveness of contracts and 
union agreements, even for non-unionized workers; 

Introduction of criteria for defining and verifying the 
representativeness of trade union organizations; 

rules and regulations governing the constitution and workings 
of works councl Is and committees. 

The reduction In working time has so far been In two distinct
albeit converging- directions: 

reduction In annual working time by national agreements at 
branch level covering such matters as rest periods; 

other agreements providing for a reduction In the working day 
or week, albeit In combination with longer general working 
hours for operating plants. 

Non-standard employment contracts are also on the Increase, 
particularly as means for the re-employment of certain categories 
of unemployed persons. This Is the case for part-time working, 
which Is however slow to take hold. Apprenticeship contracts for 
smal I businesses and craft firms Is the principal means for young 
people to find a Job. 

Luxembourg 

The Law of 25 May has Introduced an Important reform of the law on 
dismissals and redundancies and places stricter limitations on the 
use of the fixed-term contract. 

The law makes discussion prior to redundancy compulsory In 
firms with at least 15 paid workers. 

It doubles the period of notice for manual workers, thus 
bringing the system Into I lne for alI categories of workers and 
employees. 

It Increases the period of notice to be given by manual 
workers. 

It makes emp foyers respons I b I e for provIng bona fIde motIves 
for dismissal. 
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It makes provision for compensation and Interest for wrongful 
dismissal, but authorizes the labour law courts to recommend 
that the worker be taken back on where the court feels that a 
harmonious working relationship could be reestabl lshed. 

It extends the max I mum per lod of probatIon to sIx months for 
the majority of workers. 

Fixed-term contracts have to remain the exception and are 
subject to a number of restrIctIve condItIons. They may be 
concluded only for precise tasks not of a lasting nature, may 
not be renewed more than twice and may not exceed 24 months In 
a II. 

A number of draft laws are currently under discussion, one 
concerning part-t lme voluntary work, another temporary work and 
temporary manpower contracts, a field which Is not at present 
subject to·speclflc regulation. The aim here Is to limit the 
scope, Impose sanctions on the wrongful use of such contracts and 
ensure that such workers receive the same pay as permanent 
staff(4). 

Netherlands 

The law on equal treatment of men and women entered Into force In 
Its revised form on 1 July. The law applies to virtually all 
fields connected with work. 

Two other bl I Is are under discussion, one on slmpl lfylng the 
procedure for dealing with disputes In the law on works councils, 
the other on trade union activities within companies. 

(4) Cf also the Government proposal mentioned In Chapter 1 to Institute 
consultations on the subject of working time. 
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As regards workIng condItIons, It Is worth notIng the p 1 an of 
action drawn up by the Goverment and the two sides of Industry, as 
well as the efforts to Improve working conditions and reduce the 
number of people affected by Incapacity for work. 

One striking trend In collective agreements Is to Include clauses 
on the new technologies, reflecting the consensus achieved by the 
unions and the employers on this subJect. These agreements provide 
for Information and consultation procedures and for agreements on 
the requisite training following technological change. In many 
cases, they are no more than statements of Intent, but the 
recommendations Issued by the Labour Foundation are acted upon, and 
an Increasing number of agreements provide for finance for training 
programmes. 

Portugal 

The new I aw on d Ism I ssa Is and f 1 xed-term workIng emerged on 27 
February, accompanied by three more laws providing backup on 
dismissals, unemployment benefits and Job creation. 

The new law simp I lfles the formal itles to be respected In Justified 
dismissal procedures In smal I firms employing no more than 20. 

It also empowers employers to dismiss workers' representatives, 
something which was previously the exclusive preserve of the 
courts. As regards col lectlve redundancies, the essential point Is 
that tribunals take over from the Ministry of Labour In deciding 
whether the reasons advanced by employers are Justified. Finally, 
redundancy for economic reasons can now result from the loss of a 
single Job. 

Revision of the constitution has Introduced the right for workers 
to be Involved In the management of production units In the publ lc 
sector. 

Two other maJor problems: 

The Government decided to reduce the maximum legal working week 
from 48 to 44 hours and has accordingly tabled a draft law. In 
col lectlve agreements, the most usual working week Is 45 hours 
for manual workers and 40 hours for non-manual workers. 

The trade unions have denounced the I I legal practice of 
employing minors of less than 14 years of age. The minimum 
legal age will be raised to 16 years In conjunction with the 
reform of compulsory school lng. 
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UnIted KIngdom 

A report was drawn up on the trend towards a single status for 
manual and non-manual workers, reveal lng that something I Ike a half 
of a 1 I fIrms contacted had gone some way towards harmonIzIng the 
situation over the past five years, mainly as regards holidays, 
pensions and redundancy pay. 

Part-time working In conjunction with job sharing Is attracting 
more and more Interest, mainly In connection with management jobs. 
The attitude of employers and of the unions Is becoming more and 
more favourable. 

The most recent official figures, dating from October, show that 
the average working week has remained practically unchanged. It Is 
expected to be down QUite drastically following the 1989 round of 
collective bargaining, where the unions have called for a 35-hour 
week In the engineering Industry. 

The Government has tabled an employment bill proposing to repeal 
the exIstIng ru I es and regu I at Ions protectIng women and ch II dren 
from night work and hazardous occupations. The right to paid time 
off for union duties was limited to the scope of the recognition 
agreement between the employer and the union. 

Following legal challenges about the lawfulness of a union's call 
for Industrial action by dockworkers arising from changes to 
arrangements In ports following the repeal of the statutory 
Nat lona I Dock Labour Scheme, the House of Lords refused to grant. 
port employers the InJunction that they sought. 

The House of Lords In the Lltster Judgement (March 1989), also 
ruled In the I lght of the Undertakings Transfers Directive, that If 
an employee was dismissed before the transfer and by reason of the 
transfer, and that dismissal was not for an economic, technical or 
oragnlzatlonal reason ental I lng changes In the workforce, then 
regardless of the timing of the dismissal the dismissal was unfair 
and the employee's rights were transferred to the new owner. 
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5.3 Additional Information 

Comparative study on working conditions 
This hefty study has been condensed Into a report of some 80 
pages (SEC(89)1137). It covers the essential characteristics 
of Individual and col lectlve labour relations In the Community 
Member States, and wll I be updated regularly. 

The report Is laid out to facl I I tate comparison of conditions 
from country to country. 

***** 

Commission of the European Communities- DG V 
200 Rue de Ia Lol, B-1049 Brussels 





CHAPTER VI: 

WAGES AND INCCMES 

6.1 Trends within the Commynlty 

In the course of the 1980s, adjustments to the wage-fixing 
mechanism and the resultant slowdown In both nominal and real wage 
Increases helped most ~ember States to curb Inflation and return to 
prof I tab I I I ty. 

However, sIgnIfIcant dIfferences coot I nue to exIst between 
countries, both as regards price and cost trends and as regards the 
adjustment of wages to productivity. The countries belonging to 
the E~S and observing narrow fluctuation margins have performed 
best, but I nf I at I onary pressures have begun to re-appear recent I y 
and pose a threat In these countries too. 

The slowdown In per capita wage Increases did not continue In 1989; 
In fact there was even a significant acceleration In Belgium and 
Ireland. The following factors were partly responsible for this 
change: 

the fresh surge In Inflation since 1988, even If this was 
part I y due to except I ona I factors such as I ncr eases In VAT 
rates or Import prices; 

the revival of growth and the creation of new jobs, which 
Increased the pressures operat log In certain segments of the 
labour market, despite the fact that unemployment remained 
generally high; 

the special situation of Germany, where profit margins 
Increased considerably thanks to the country's very strong 
competitive position. 
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Nominal and real wage trends 

(annual variations) 

Nominal wages Consumer prices 

1988 1989* 1988 1989* 

5.6 6.1 3.7 4.8 

2.4 5.4 1. 2 3.3 

4.3 3.6 4.9 4.7 

3.1 3.1 1 . 1 3.1 

18.4 20.6 14.4 15.0 

6.4 7.6 5.2 6.9 

3.8 4.0 2.7 3.5 

2.3 4.8 2.5 4.2 

8.8 9.2 5.0 6.5 

4.0 6.4 1 .5 3.4 

1 .4 1. 3 0.8 1 .4 

10.6 12.3 9.7 13.0 

7.4 8.3 5.1 5.4 

* Commission forecasts (October 1989) 

Real wages 

1988 1989* 

1 .9 1. 3 

1. 2 2.1 

-0.6 -1 .1 

2.0 0.0 

4.0 5.6 

1. 2 0.7 

1 . 1 0.5 

-0.2 0.6 

3.8 2.7 

2.5 3.0 

0.6 -0.1 

0.9 -0.7 

2.3 2.9 
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The picture Is somewhat different In terms of purchasing power or 
real wage costs, with a faster rate of Increase In only five Member 
States: 

Luxembourg : here there Is no cause for concern, s I nee the 
unemployment rate Is particularly low; 

UnIted KIngdom : the res I stance to dec II ne of rea I wages Is 
partially offset by a more flexible labour market; 
nevertheless, accelerat lng lnf I at lon and a deter lorat lng 
external balance mean that a firm brake must be applied to 
growth; 

Greece the Increase In real unit wage costs since 1987 
Indicates deep-seated Imbalances In the economy; 

Ireland and Belgium wage Increases have not posed any major 
problems In 1989, but they have been accompanied by a 
sIgnIfIcant upsurge In consumer prIces and rIsk trIggerIng a 
new Inflationary spiral. 

In the years ahead, real wage Increases must be kept within 
reasonable limits If the profltabll lty of job-creation Investments 
Is to be further Improved and the continuing excessively high 
levels of unemployment In the Community gradually reduced. 

6.2 The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

Wages were fixed on the basis of free bargaining between employers 
and workers. 

The minimum monthly wage was Increased by a supplementary 
collective agreement (No 43 a, National Labour Council). The 
Increase of BFR 1 ooo brings the minimum monthly wage up to 
BFR 35 050 and was desIgned to be Introduced In two stages: 
the fIrst ha If wIth effect from 1 Ju I y, the ba I a nee one year 
later. 

Wage Increases based on sectoral agreements wl I I push the wage 
bll I up by an estimated 3.5- 4% In real terms over two years. 
This Increase Is below the rate of economic growth achieved In 
1989 and forecast for 1990. 

In the fourth quarter, after difficult negotiations, a 2% 
1 ncr ease was agreed In pub I I c sector wages wIth effect from 
November 1990, together with Increases In certain supplementary 
payments. 
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The Government continued Its pol Icy of Increasing the minimum 
subsistence allowance ("le mlnlmex") and the lowest social security 
allowances. A sum of BFR 5.3 billion (125 million ECU) was set 
aside for this purpose during the preparation of the 1990 budget. 
The Government also set up a coordinated poverty action programme 
Involving various government departments. 

Denmark 

On average, real wages stood stll I In 1989, and this situation Is 
set to continue In 1990. 

At the same time, differences In wage levels are Increasing because 
of the preponderance of Individual lzed pay negotiations, designed 
as productIvIty IncentIves. Spec I a I wage funds provIded for In 
publ lc-sector col lectlve agreements serve a simi Jar purpose<1>. 

Additionally, chronic unemployment has disadvantaged the weaker 
groups on the labour market, particularly women. 

A committee operating under the auspices of the Ministry of Social 
Affairs proposed that all workers earning less that DKR 63.09 per 
hour should be entitled to their ful I wage during sick leave. The 
situation of workers earning up to DKR 70.10 per hour would also 
be Improved. This proposal has not yet been ratified. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

The Government again respected the principle of collective 
bargaining autonomy and kept out of pay negotiations. 

Wage agreements concluded at branch level Incorporated moderate 
rises. But wage trends are primarily determined by the agreements 
concluded In 1987 and 1988 for several years. These provided for 
Increases of 2% In 1989. 

As a proportion of national Income, wages dropped from 84.4% In 
1981 to 67% In 1989, the lowest level since 1960. Given the 
exceptionally high profit levels In 1989 and the uncertainties 
about future price movements, there was a marked reluctance to sign 
further long-term wage agreements, and there was even talk of 
negotiating additional wage and salary Increases and bringing the 
negotiations scheduled for spring 1990 forward by one year. 

(1) cf chapter 4, p. 5 
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The controversy concerning wage differentiation In col lectlve 
agreements continues unabated. The employers would like to see a 
greater degree of differentiation to take account of regional 
differences on the labour market and different levels of 
qualification among the workforce. The unions, however, consider 
that the degree of differentiation Is already high - a view 
confirmed by a recent official study. 

Greece 

Col lectlve bargaining went smoothly, thanks to the representative 
nature of the chief union body. 

The general national agreement laying down the minimum levels of 
wage Increase thus exceeded those adopted by the Government. Thus, 
extra Increases were approved, above the automatic cost-of-living 
adjustment, which varied from 3.5% (for single persons with no 
accumulated period of service) to 7% (for married people with three 
three-year periods of service). 

In the public sector, where there Is no negot I at lng mechanism, 
wages Increased by 4%, wl th a fIat-rate Index-linked Increase of 
1 .4%. 

Wage agreements relate only to the fixed element of the wage, and 
there appears to be a growing trend to 1 Ink the variable element to 
Individual performance. This variable element can often exceed the 
fIxed e I ement, and has no doubt I ncr eased st II I further. As a 
result, wage differentials are becoming more and more marked. 

Spain 

The State Intervenes In the fixing of clvl I service wages by 
setting a budget for wage Increases which guides (and constrains) 
collective bargaining. Traditionally, It also Intervenes through 
the fixing of an lntersectoral minimum wage, which was Increased by 
6% over 1988, whl le anticipated Inflation was around ax. 

Wage negotiations were beset by confl let In 1989, with the 
Government falling In Its attempt to negotiate overal I agreements. 
Inflationary pressure caused the various parties Involved to 
abandon the fixing of overal I objectives I lmltlng wage trends. For 
the first time since 1981, the rate of wage growth was linked to 
the anticipated level of Inflation. 
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The unions also want to see the Introduction of a "guaranteed 
purchasing-power clause" for the various Incomes payable from the 
State budget, as well as the automatic adjustment of losses due to 
Inflation. 

Whereas remuneration schemes linked to productivity are relatively 
common, those linked to company results are rare. In 1989, 
however, numerous co II ect I ve agreements cone I uded by major 
companies Introduced a one-off "compensation for Increased 
productivity" payment. 

There has also been an Increase In the practice of providing 
benefits In kind (canteens, low-Interest housing loans, 1 lfe 
assurance, health Insurance, etc). 

France 

According to the INSEE (National Economic Studies and Statistical 
Institute), workers' wages Increased by 4.2% on average, while 
prices Increased by 3.6%. These moderate nominal Increases 
accompanied a real growth In GOP of Just under 4%. 

The statutory minimum wage (SMIC) was Increased twice to an hourly 
rate of FF 29.91, thus keeping up with wages as a whole In terms of 
purchasIng power. Moreover, there was a drop In the number of 
persons earning the minimum wage. 

In the pub I I c sector, the Government began by app I y I ng the 1. 2% 
I ncr eases provIded for In the November 1988 wage agreement. It 
subsequent I y awarded c I vII servants a one-off bonus payment of 
FF 1 200, with FF 900 for pensioners. More Importantly, It began 
renegotiation of the civil service salary scales, the 1948 scales 
having become obsolete. The Government proposes to adapt them to 
the present-day situation and upgrade the entire career structure. 

As regards remuneration schemes: 

Employers are questioning the concept of seniority Increments
a very widespread form of payment - since they see It as too 
rigid. 

I nd I vI dua I I zed wage formu I ae have mu It I pI I ed s I nee 1988, and 
now apply to one wage In two. Individual I zed wages have 
Increased more rapidly. 
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NegotIatIons on profIt-sharIng and worker partIcIpatIon 
continue to make progress, particularly In small and medium
sized undertakings. Profit-sharing represents approximately 4% 
of the total wage bl I I, the benefits being enjoyed by more than 
2.7 ml I I ion workers. 

Ireland 

Pay movements In 1989 were mainly In line with the terms agreed In 
the Programme for National Recovery, viz: 

In the pub II c sector, annua I I ncr eases of 3% on the fIrst 
IRL 120 of weekly pay, plus 2% on the balance; 

In the private sector, similar Increases determined by 
col lectlve bargaining. 

Thanks to this agreement, average earnings Increased at the same 
rate as Inflation. 

The expiry of the national agreement In 1990 wl 1 I usher In a period 
of uncertainty, since the unions have certain reservations which 
are I lkely to make new tripartite negotiations difficult. 

The only notable development In methods of remuneration Is the 
pol Icy adopted by the Government to discourage, particularly 
through taxation, the widespread practice of providing payment In 
kind (free ral I travel for ral lway workers, company cars, etc.). 

Italy 

Having pursued an Interventionist pol Icy on wage negotiations since 
the beginning of the decade, the Government stayed out of wage 
negotiations In the private sector In 1989. In the publ lc sector, 
however, 1 t kept wage I ncr eases down as part of Its poI Icy to 
revive publ lc finances. 

In Industry, collective bargaining resulted In nominal wage 
Increases of approximately 7%, whl le prices rose by 6%. 

Under the Law of 26 February 1986, the Index-linking of wages 
(sl ldlng scale) was due to expire on 31 December 1989. However, It 
was agreed In multlsectoral negotiations to continue with the same 
system In 1990. 
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As regards methods of remuneration, the Increases are partly fixed 
and partly variable, I.e. determined at the workplace on the basis 
of criteria such as productivity, output or even asslduaty. 

From the point of view of wage taxation there were two Important 
events: 

a revision of the tax schedule, resulting In tax reductions 
from the beginning of the year, particularly on medium to high 
earnings; 

an agreement between the Government and the unions designed to 
neutralize the tax pressure resulting from Inflation of over 
2%, followed by a Presidential Decree applying the agreement to 
1990 earnings. 

In the field of pensions, the following measures were taken: 

various Improvements to pensions (law of 29 December 1988 and 
Decree of 29 September 1989); 

a decision to apply to 1989 pensions, pending a general 
reorganization of the pensions system, a new method lndex-
1 Inking pensions to average earnings (1988 Finance Act). As a 
result, pension Increases were considerably higher than 
anticipated. 

Luxembourg 

Wage movements were particularly dynamic In 1989: 

the sl ldlng wage scale triggered off an lndex-1 Inked pay 
Instalment of 2.5% from 1 September; 

the minimum wage was raised by 3.5% with effect from 1 January; 

the reference minimum wage for the calculation of social 
security benefits and ceilings was raised by 5.6% with effect 
from 1 January; 

real hourly wages In Industry Increased by 2.6%. 

Remuneration schemes continued to embrace a wide variety of 
components, Including seniority Increments. 

The Government formed after the elections of 18 June declared 
support for the existing system of automatic linking of wages to 
the cost-of-1 lvlng Index as an Important Instrument of social 
peace. The Economic and Social Council adopted Its opinion on the 
reform of the consumer price Index on 5 December. 
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In the field of social benefits 

pensions were Increased by 3.55% with retroactive effect from 
1 January 1989, under a Law of 27 February 1989; 

a Law of 31 May 1989 raised faml ly allowances; 

a Law of 16 June 1989 amended the Law of 26 July 1986 giving 
entitlement to a guaranteed minimum Income. The main changes 
Involved relaxing the residence conditions, extending the 
entitlement to young unemployed persons aged between 25 and 30, 
and taking account of beneficiaries' financial circumstances. 

Netherlands 

Pay poI Icy In the I ast decade has been character I zed by greater 
decentralization of decision-making and far less Intervention by 
the Government, whIch Instead has concentrated on promotIng the 
right cl lmate to help It achieve Its macro-economic objectives. 

The 1982 Social Pact between the employers, unions and public 
authorities has kept wage Increases 15 to 20% below those In 
competing countries. Consequently, the Government has merely had to 
monitor developments In public expenditure, minimum wages and 
earnings In the publ lc and seml-publ lc sector, where It Intervenes 
through the budget. 

The minimum wage has been frozen since 1984, and demands are 
beginning to be heard for the reintroduction of an automatic 
adjustment mechanism. Collectively-agreed real wage Increases 
remained low In 1989, at approximately 0.5%. The Government 
nevertheless underlined the need to continue with this policy of 
restraint so as to be able to face up to the challenge of 1992. 

Portugal 

The guaranteed national minimum wage, which had been Insufficient 
for years, was Increased on 1 January by 10.3% In Industry and the 
services sector, by 14.5% In agriculture and by 14.9% for domestic 
work. The Government also reached an agreement with the employers 
and the unions on the principle of gradual standardization of the 
minimum wage by 1991 and on a real Increase In the lowest wages. 

Wages rose nominally by approxlmately.13.5%, and In real terms by 
less than 0.5%, thus remaining a relatively minor element In the 
GOP. Clvl I servants received only an 8% Increase Initially, with a 
subsequent adjustment. 
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The new tax system came Into force, providing for the deduction of 
tax at source. The consequences of this provoked a great deal of 
discussion. The Government announced that the tax scales for 1990 
would be raised to take account of Inflation; this should reduce 
the overal I tax burden. 

United Kingdom 

In some Industries, notably retailing, hotels, catering and 
clothing manufacture, statutory minimum wages are set by 
Independent wages councils. The decisions In the minima averaging 
about 7% In the year In question. 

The Government did In fact try to encourage private employers to 
restrict Increases to 5 or 6%, but met with only limited success 
because of hIgh profIt I eve 1 s. Government pressure worked more 
successfully In the public sector, but at the price of serious 
Industrial conflict. 

Wages, therefore, continued to rise, by up to 10% In nominal terms 
and 3% In real terms- the highest rises since 1982. 

Finally, Income replacement allowances and welfare transfers were 
strongly Influenced by the Government's policy to reduce social 
security expenditure. 
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6.3 Additional Information 

Report on EmPloyment 

The report publ lshed In 1989 Is the first of an annual series. 
It covers a wide range of employment-related problems, placing 
the Community, as a heterogeneous whole, In a world-wide 
context and drawing the pol I tical lessons from the analyses 
presented. The report Is aimed at a wide readership In the 
Member States. 

Each year, the report wll I Include a chapter on wage 
developments. 

***** 

Office for Official Publ lcatlons of the European Communities, 
L-2985 Luxembourg, and national sales offices 
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CHAPTER VI I : 

LIVING CONDITIONS 
AND FAMILY AFFAIRS 

7.1 Trends within the Community 

The last few decades have brought far-reaching demographic changes 
for alI the Member States even If the effects of these changes have 
been staggered and the pace of change has differed from one country 
to another. Underlying these changes have been a lowering of the 
birth rate and an Increase In I lfe expectancy with, as a result, an 
ageing of the population and, In the long term, a fa! 1 In 
population. Consequently there has been Increased Interest In 
family policy and policy for the aged, both at national and at 
CommunIty I eve Is. The quest Ions raIsed by changes to the fam II y 
structure, which have been brought about by the use of birth 
control methods, fewer marriages and an Increase In the number of 
dIvorces In an economIc c I I mate whIch has a I so undergone deep
rooted change, were addressed In a CommIssIon communIcatIon on 
family policy and In the conclusions adopted by the Council of 
Ministers and the Ministers for Faml ly Affairs meeting within the 
Council, who requested the Commission to step up Its monitoring 
activities and Its exchanges of Information, views and experience 
as regards demographic trends, the situation of faml I les and faml IY 
pol Icy. The Commission also commenced work on Community measures In 
favour of the eIder I y. The effects of an ageIng popu I at I on are 
being felt virtually everywhere and there Is evidence of a growing 
awareness of thIs prob I em throughout the CommunIty. Po I I c I es are 
taking shape along three main I lnes: 

expansion of community services, Including the use of health 
visitors and the training of special I zed health care staff; 

encouraging elderly workers to take up employment to offset the 
fa I I In school leavers entering the labour market; 

a study of present and future cost I eve Is to be borne by the 
soc 1 a 1 securIty schemes owIng to the IncreasIng numbers of 
e 1 der 1 y persons and the growIng demand for hea I th care and 
State pensions. 
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Although Its scale varies from one country to another, poverty 
continues to represent a major challenge for the social pol lcles of 
the Member States. The conspicuousness of some situations, In 
part I cuI ar that of the home I ess, obv lous I y contInues to supp I y 
material for public debate and objectives for the efforts of the 
non-governmental organizations. Apart from these extreme cases of 
hardship the lack of a secure Income and social Integration affect 
very many households for multiple reasons, which Include: 

the continuing high rate of long-term unemployment; 

the Increasing number of single-parent faml I les; 

the continuing existence of loopholes In social security 
systems. 

The problem of the minimum wage has thus been the focus of 
Increasing attention, In particular In countries where It Is a 
recent I nnova t I on or In count r I es In whIch such a provIsIon has 
been appl led only locally. 

At the same time the attention being devoted to the phenomenon of 
long-term social marginalization and the desire to replace 
assistance-based approaches by sol ldarlty-based approaches Is 
leading the Member States and the Institutions concerned to opt for 
policies of social reintegration, backed up by local development 
and training, with a view to promoting first-time access or 
subsequent access to the labour marketC1). 

Family policy has undergone a few changes, principally as regards 
taxation (abol ltlon of the cumulation of Income rule for spouses In 
Belgium and Spain) and, at a more fundamental level, changes to 
children's rights and adoption law. 

Efforts continue to help the handicapped and are aimed at greater 
Integration In school or at work as well as In dally life. These 
programmes are mainly organized by the Commission. 

7.2 The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

In the course of 1989 many aspects of social welfare for families 
were put on a regional footing or a community footing following 
completion of Phase 2 of the Institutional reforms. However, the 
main programmes adopted remained within the remit of the State. 

(1) It Is for this reason that the main features of national anti
poverty pol lcles are reviewed In Chapters 1, 3 and 8. 
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The tax reform adopted at the end of 1988 takes effect at the start 
of the 1990 financial year (Income for 1989). The main features of 
the reforms are: 

the separation of spouses' Incomes, 

the Introduction of the faml ly quotient and 

the tax-deductibility under certain circumstances of the 
cost of child mlnders for children under the age of three. 

Pensioners and those on low Incomes will benefit little from 
this reform. However, various legal minimums, Including the 
mIn I mum subs I stance allowance, the guaranteed Income for the 
elderly and faml ly allowances, were raised by 2%. 

The Law of 8 May on the advance payments of al lmony stipulates 
that under certain circumstances the public social assistance 
centres (CPAS) must make available to spouses who are owed 
money a part of the amount owed. The eel I lng was fixed at 
BFR 2 000 per month per child. 

The Royal Decree of 23 August extended the right to bridging 
allowances to alI young people unemployed after completion of 
their studies. 

On 22 December Par I I ament adopted a I aw on the protect I on of 
f am I I y hous I ng . 

On 6 November the Senate voted on the partial decrlmlnal lzatlon of 
abortion. This bill was forwarded to the Chamber of Deputies and 
should, In theory, be adopted early In 1990. 

Also worthy of notG Is the setting up of a 'hot line' to receive 
cal Is about child abuse. 

As far as the Integration of the disabled Is concerned, a number of 
programmes w I 1 I be added to the a I ready wIde range of measures 
Implemented: 

the Programme Law of 30 December 1988 contained provision for 
the reduct 1 on of emp toyers' cont r 1 but Ions to soc I a I securIty 
when a handicapped person Is employed; 

the employers' contributions envisaged by this law for the 
benefit of high-risk groups of workers wl I I also facl I I tate the 
promotion of programmes for handicapped workers. 
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Denmark 

On 1 October a law came Into force which set marriages and 
registered common law marriages on an eQual footing and legal lzed 
homosexual couples, affording them eQual lty of treatment In matters 
of Inheritance, taxation and a variety of other legal fields. 

As regards ch II dren, the government dec I a rat I on of December 1988 
set out objectives which are currently In the process of being 
achieved. They Include: 

changes to workIng hours In order to promote fam 1 I y II fe. 
Flexible working hours were Introduced for the publ lc sector on 
an ex per I menta I bas Is, and for the prIvate sector management 
and workers were asked to take this new arrangement Into 
account In their col lectlve bargaining rounds. 

AI I women employed In the publ lc sector now have the right to 
be paid their ful I wage during maternity leave, which Is 
extended from 28 to 32 weeks. Fathers are entitled to two 
weeks' leave, and the last 10 weeks of maternity leave may be 
taken by the father. 

There Is no special definition of a handicap In Denmark and 
handicapped persons are not listed as such. They are nevertheless 
treated with Impartiality by the Ministry of Labour's employment 
offices and by the rehabl I latlon services of the Ministry of Social 
Affairs. The publ lc authorities afford them priority If they have 
the Qua II f I cat Ions reQuIred. Last I y, free persona I ass I stance Is 
being made aval lable at the workplace as part of a pi lot project. 

Another pilot project Is In progress In the field of transport: 
Danish railways allow a person to travel free If accompanying a 
bl lnd person and, more recently, If accompanying certain categories 
of physically or mentally handicapped person. 

On 1 January a change took effect which personal I zed the system of 
o I d-age pensIons. The not I on of 'soc I a I Income' was rep I aced by 
'1 ncome base', wh 1 ch 1 nc 1 udes persona I 1 ncome supp 1 emented b.y 
Income from capital and a notional yield from assets. Moreover, 
1 lmlted reimbursement of medical costs and non-reimbursement of the 
cost of temporary home helps are particularly onerous for the 
elderly. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

W 1 th a vIew to strIkIng a better ba I ance between fam I I y I I fe and 
working I lfe, a programme was launched to promote the occupational 
reintegration of women who had left their jobs for faml ly reasons. 
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This programme was given a budget of OM 30 ml I lion over five years 
and It alms are two-fold: 

the setting up of an Information and counsel I lng system located 
at Job centres; 

the provision of financial support In the form of occupational 
training subsidies to firms employing such women. 

Stl I I In the same field, the law on parental chi ld-rearlng 
allowances (Erzlehungsgeld) was amended so that the allowance would 
no longer be subject to Income I lmtts and would be aval lable over a 
period of 15 months (18 months as of 1 July 1990). Parental child
rearlng leave (Erzlehungsurlaub) was also extended. These measures 
may be extended by the Lander If necessary. 

In view of the rapid rate of progress In methods of artificial 
procreation and within the framework of the law on adoption 
surrogate motherhood became I I legal. 

The elderly now have their own pol I tical party, which was set up In 
1989. They also received a 2% Increase In the social benefits for 
which they qual I fled. The new law on the reform of the health care 
system (Gesundheltsreformgesetz) nevertheless contained one or two 
restrictions which affect the elderly. 

This law also has a bearing on the Integration of handicapped 
persons, In particular with regard to the recognition of the 
principle of 'rehabll ttatton before treatment'. In Apr I I the 
Federal Government submitted to Parliament a second report 
containing an overal I synopsis of the situation of the handicapped. 

Greece 

The pol I tical cl lmate (Impending elections) and the continuation of 
the socio-economic crisis Imposed limits on programmes for the 
benefit of the famt ly. Nevertheless, certain measures were 
Introduced In the first six months of the year: 

families with four children or more would be given help In 
obtaining publ lcly-flnanced housing, finding a Job In the 
pub I lc or parastatal sector or gaining admittance to 
university, as wei I as benefiting from a shorter ml I ltary 
service; 

In accordance with the General National Agreement of 1989 as 
ratified by Law 1849/89 maternity leave Is 15 weeks and Is 
app II cab 1 e to a 1 1 women In paId employment. Moreover, bIrth 
grants were doubled; 

allowances made aval table to foster families taking in 
'difficult' children were also raised. 
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Various measures were also taken In support of the elderly. The 
level of State pensions was revised. The 'home help' programme was 
decentralIzed In order to adapt Its alms to the Individual 
reQuirements of each region. 

Lastly, for the handicapped, Law 1836/89 set up a councl I for the 
training and occupational rehabl I ltatlon of the disabled, and 
provIded for the estab 1 I shment of she I tered workshops. D I sab I ed 
children were also catered for by the ~lnlstry of National 
Education, which set up a secretariat general for special schools. 

Spain 

On 7 April a 'State centre for personal Independence and technical 
aids' was created by ~lnlsterlal Decree and affiliated to the 
National Institute for Social Services. Its aim was to encourage an 
architecture which catered for the handicapped and to promote 
research and Information on technical aids offering the handicapped 
a measure of Independence. 

The ~lnlster of Education Introduced a draft reform which 
recognized the right of disabled children to be educated In a 
receptive environment and one as unrestrlctlng as possible. 
Spec 1 fIca 1 1 y, they shou 1 d be taught the same schoo I sy II abus as 
other children, even If some technical aids and adaptations proved 
necessary. 

Of note with regard to the elderly was the setting up of a 
ba I neotherapy programme to supp lament the bas I c soc I a I securIty 
services. Subsidies would be provided to meet a large measure of 
the cost of this service. In July the Council of ~lnlsters adopted 
a bl I I which Introduced new free social services. 

Lastly, the following changes were Introduced with regard to 
fam I II es: 

maternity leave was extended from 14 to 16 weeks(2); 

spouses could now make separate declarations of Income; 

publicly-funded dwellings would be built for low-Income 
families and the latter would be offered loans at a reduced 
rate of Interest of 7.5%. 

France 

The Committee for 'Social Protection' submitted a number of 
proposals under the Tenth Plan aimed at consolidating the 
so I I dar I ty schemes set up for the benefIt of fam II I es. However, 
aware of the need to control social Insurance costs In the long 

(2) cf. Chapter 8, p. 5 
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term, the Committee considered that the best approach would be to 
examine existing fact I ltles before Increasing the size of the 
funds. The Committee also considered that It was advisable to 
proceed more selectively, In particular for the benefit of large 
faml I les and the more deprived faml I les. 

On 6 September the Council of Ministers adopted a bill aimed at 
providing help for heavily Indebted families. The bill contained 
provision for a concl I latlon procedure to sort out the faml ly 
finances and to make both lenders and borrowers more aware of their 
responslbll ltles. 

On 2 October Par II ament adopted at Its f 1 rst read 1 ng a b II I to 
protect mothers and ch II dren by amend 1 ng var lous 1 eg 1 s 1 at 1 ve and 
administrative Instruments on faml ly planning, pre- and post-natal 
consultations, checkups In kindergarten, chi ld-mlndlng arrangements 
and the detection of child abuse. 

As far as the disabled are concerned the regulations governing the 
approval of reception centres and services were revised to ensure 
enhanced personal care and greater contact with the outside world. 

Law No 89-475 of 10 July dealt with the care of elderly handicapped 
persons In the homes of private persons - the aim being to 
guarantee a maximum degree of care at an acceptable cost and under 
supervision by the competent authorities. 

The elderly qualify for exemption from social security charges In 
connection with the employment of a home help. A campaign was also 
launched by the UNASSAD (Union Natlonale des Associations de 
Services et de Solns a Domlcl le) home care association to promote 
the setting up of a fund for home helps to meet the requirements of 
the dependent elderly. 

Ireland 

The Act on legal separation and the reform of faml ly law came Into 
force on 19 October. The Social Welfare Act of 1989 contained new 
provisions In accordance with which men and women are liable to 
maintain dependent spouses and children. If they fall or neglect 
to do so and as a resu It payments have to be awarded under the 
social welfare deserted spouses' schemes or the supplementary 
welfare allowance scheme, the liable relatives are required to 
cont r 1 bu te towards the cost of such payments. Payment of such 
contributions Is enforceable by Court order. 

In August the Legal Reform Commission published a report on the 
sexual abuse of children with a view to drawing up recommendations 
on the protection of children. 
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Two bl I Is were of relevance to the elderly: 

the first, concerning social security, provided (In Article 30) 
for allowances to be paid to persons caring for the 
beneficiary; 

the other, concerning health, was aimed at updating the law on 
homes and provided for binding rules to be established to 
govern residential accommodation for the elderly. 

A coordinating committee representing the various Institutions 
responsible for the mentally handicapped was established to assess 
reQuirements and establish prlor"ltles. 

Italy 

1989 witnessed few noteworthy developments. 

Significant reductions In social security benefits, which were 
Introduced to correct the financial shortfal I, wl I I affect the 
elderly first and foremost. 

In the new Government, the Minister for Social Affairs has 
respons 1 bIll ty for the hand I capped and the e 1 der I y but the 
faml ly no longer belongs to his portfol lo. The President of the 
Councl I of Ministers reQuested the Minister to organize a 
conference on soc I a I po II cy. He wou I d a I so supervIse three 
study groups, one of which was to report on poverty. 

Law No 13/89 Imposed restrictions on bul ldlng design to 
guarantee disabled persons a maximum degree of Independence and 
mob Ill ty. 

Luxembourg 

The Grand-Ducal Decree of 14 July 1989 gave the Minister for the 
Faml ly the new title of Minister for the Faml ly and Social 
Sol ldarlty. His responslbl I I ties were extended to Include the 
situation of women, whereas the public housing sector was 
real located to the Ministry of Housing and Town Planning. 

In the field of family pol Icy the Law of 13 June reformed adoption 
by: 

easing the conditions to be met and, In particular, by lowering 
the minimum age of the adopting party; 

male I ng fu I I adopt I on I r revocab I e and makIng provIsIon for a 
rei lnQulshment procedure to this end; 
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amending the rules governing confl lets of laws. 

The Law of 16 June, amending the Law of 24 June 1986 on the right 
to a minimum guaranteed Income, relaxed the residence requirements 
appl lcable to recipients and extended coverage to adults caring for 
an elderly person or a person suffering from a serious Illness 
necessitating constant attention. 

The level of the guaranteed minimum Income was also adapted to the 
rise In old age pensions which, with other pensions, were Increased 
by 3.55%. Family allowances were also substant Iaiiy Increased by 
the Law of 31 May. 

Lastly, the Law of 22 May Introduced a care allowance for elderly 
persons requiring constant asslstanc~ or care, and the same law set 
up a committee to supervise placement In nursing homes. 

Netherlands 

The I aw on res I dent I a I homes was amended. It was agreed that the 
funds aval lable for them would be splIt among the provinces and the 
four major cities on the basis of the number of persons aged 75 or 
more I lvlng there. 

A new bill would be put before Parliament In 1990, containing 
provisions for these funds to be made aval lable to persons eligible 
but not resident In a home. Similarly, another regulation would 
cover persons eligible to reside In nursing homes but who were 
receiving care at home. 

Another bl I I concerned the setting up of a councl I to define pol Icy 
for the elderly. 

The amendment of 1 January to the law on unemployment relief work 
enhanced the decision-making powers of local authorities In order 
to Improve the training of persons carrying out such work and their 
subsequent placement on the labour market. 

Lastly, In August, the Government decided to reassume 
responslbl I lty for staff training for special teaching posts and at 
the same time to Improve cooperation between special teaching and 
normal teaching In order to I lmlt the use of special teaching. 

Portugal 

In May a framework I aw was adopted on the protect I on, 
rehabll ltation and Integration of handicapped persons. The Jaw was 
aimed at ensuring that the rights established by the Portuguese 
Constitution regarding equal lty of treatment were duly appl led. 
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Decree-Law No 215/89 significantly reduced the tax I labl I lty on 
disabled persons' earnings. 

legal framework for 
'the concessionary 

programmes for the 
The Institute for 

would monitor these 

Decree-Law No 247/89 Introduced a new 
occupational rehabl lltatlon and set up 
scheme' to support the promoters of 
Integration of handicapped persons. 
Employment and Occupational Training 
operations. 

In the wake of the framework law on family policy (Lei de Bases da 
Familia) a number of minister Ia I progranrnes were Introduced to 
determine 'egalitarian• policies. Studies were organized on family 
values, the situation with regard to adoption and the apportionment 
of time between work and faml ly. However, no major concrete 
measures have been taken so far. 

Unl ted Kingdom 

The Children Act 1989 which received Royal Assent In November 1989 
constituted a major reform and rational lsatlon of legislation with 
regard to children: 

parental responslbl llty was redefined so that It Is never lost 
by parents; 

a flexible range of court orders was Introduced replacing 
custody and access orders to be available to the court In all 
faml ly proceedings (Including care proceedings for children); 

the responsibility of local authorities for safeguarding and 
promoting the welfare of children was clarified and 
strengthened and new measures for protecting children from 
abuse were lntruduced; and lastly 

new regulations on planning and reviewing the welfare of 
children looked after by local authorities and new regulations 
on the specific types of placement were Introduced. 

The major developments affecting the elderly Included: 

the abolition of the restriction on wages earnable by persons 
receiving the State penslonC3); 

the setting up of a programme (Jobstart +) designed to make job 
finding easier, Initially aimed at part-time jobs, for persons 
aged over soC4). 

(3) cf. Chapter 8, p. 11 
(4) cf. Chapter 1, p. 11 
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The Government Is also reviewing the posslbl I lty of creating a fund 
for dependants, Including the handicapped. The aim Is to have a 
single source of publ lc funds to provide flexible health care 
geared to Individual requirements. 

A strategy document published In June on Wales proposed that a 
cooperat Jon scheme should be established between voluntary 
organizations and local authorities with regard to the care to be 
given to the mentally Ill, so that these persons need not be In 
Institutions where not necessary. 

Other noteworthy developments Included: 

an order whIch came Into force on 1 February, requIrIng a I I 
newly licensed London taxis to provide the means of access for 
wheelchairs. This rule wl I I apply to all taxis with effect from 
the year 2000; 

a law which came Into force In Scotland In 1989 on Independent 
schoo 1 s, requIrIng the spec I a I educat lona I needs of chI I dren 
from the age of two to be Identified and allowing schools the 
freedom to assume a share of the costs when these needs call 
for a period of residence abroad. 
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7.3 Additional Information 

Observatory on faml ly pol Icy 

This observatory was set up at the beginning of 1989. It 
comprises a coordinator and 12 scientific experts. It Is 
required to produce an annual report on demographic trends, 
the situation of faml I les and measures affecting them at 
Community and national level. The first report Is due to be 
pub I lshed In July 1990. 

***** 
IDEF- 3 Rue du Coq Heron, F-75001 Parts 

Observatory on 'combating social exclyslon' 

This observatory was set up pursuant to the Councl 1 Decision 
of 18 July 1989 establishing a medium-term Community action 
programme concerning the economic and social Integration of 
the economically and socially less prlvl leged groups In 
society and the Resolution of 19 September of the Councl I of 
Ministers for Social Affairs cal I log on the Commission to 
promote the reciprocal exchange of Information between Member 
States In this field. 
The network brings together the national observation systems 
and coordinates them within the framework of research 
activities undertaken under the new programme. It Is based on 
the observatories already In place. 
The data collected will form the basis of national annual 
reports and a summary report for the Community as a whole. 

***** 
Commission of the European Communities- DG V, 
200 Rue de Ia Lol, B-1049 Brussels 

European Foundation for the Improvement of Llylng and Working 
Conditions 

The Foundation publ !shes a newsletter five times per year on 
the I lvlng and working conditions In the Community and the 
Foundation's work In this field. 

***** 
Lough I lnstown House, Shank! I I, Co. Dub! In, Ireland 



CHAPTER VI I I: 
SOCIAL SECURITY 

8.1 Trends within the Community 

With unemployment rates remaining high throughout the Community the 
various social security systems continue to face budgetary 
constraInts. These are the under I y I ng cause for three types of 
action which, to varying degrees, are evident In each Member State: 

The need to Improve management of resources aval table Is 
prompting a number of countries to reform certain aspects 
(Denmark, Greece, Netherlands, United Kingdom) or major 
sections (Italy) of the Institutions responsible for their 
management. 

These countries are also attempting to exercise more effective 
controls on rising expenditure on social services. Major 
changes In this area have been Introduced In Italy and Belgium. 

Lastly, countries have become more concerned with ~ 
accurately channel I tog the resoyrces towards the groups at risk 
and, In particular, towards the long-term unemployed. 
Occupat tonal lntegrat ton programmes have been launched (RMI In 
France, for example) and even vocat tonal training programmes 
are beIng co-funded by soc I a I securIty schemes ( In Por tuga I , 
for example). 

Despite the restrictions the average level of benefit continues to 
~and steps have been taken to make available to every single 
person, without discrimination, the same entitlement to a minimum 
degree of social protection. There Is evidence of this throughout 
the Community, but It Is most pronounced In five of the six 
countries which most recently became members of the Community. 

Of these, It Is the countrIes In southern Europe that are a I so 
taking steps to protect those of their citizens who have 
em 1 grated( 1 > and are extendIng the t r soc I a I securIty I eg t s I at ion 
to Include these groups. 

Lastly, smaller scale reforms and various discussions have centred 
on what will be the major concern over the next few years: the 
whole of the Community Is affected by the ageing of the population 
and the need to adapt pension schemes accordingly. Between now and 
the year 2000 on I y the UnIted KIngdom, Ire I and and Denmark w I I I 
remain unaffected by this trend. 

(1) cf. the sections on Spain and Greece In Chapter 1. 
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Countries whose populations are relatively young, such as France, 
Luxembourg and Greece, wl 11 start to witness a population structure 
resembl lng that of the older populations such as those of Belgium 
and the Federal Republic of Germany. The proport Jon of over 65s 
will Increase by about 3% and this will call for major changes In 
the financing of pensions. 

The burden represented by the non-work lng popu I at I on will become 
most onerous, and most quickly so, In Belgium, the Federal Republ lc 
of Germany and Ita I y. These three countr 1 es wIll In the long term 
(from 2010 onwards) have more old people than ever before and they 
will be obliged to Innovate. The plans for reforms are also most 
advanced In these three countries. 

8.2 The situation In the Member States 

Belgium 

A number of executory decisions this year have laid down the 
procedures for the Implementation of two programme laws (adopted on 
30 December 1988 and 6 July 1989) establ lshlng the general 
principles and creating the legal basis necessary for far-reaching 
reforms In social security, covering organization and funding, 
field of appl lcatlon and benefits. 

The Introduction of an annual record of contributions necessitated: 

changes to passages concerning dependants and a re-definition 
of the concept; 

a new definition of the circumstances under which benefits may 
be obtained; 

separate fixing of the duration of the qualifying period for 
benefits and health care. 

In addition, a social security record card should enable a more 
effective check to be made on the granting of benefits and the 
receipt of contributions. Among other things It Is Intended that It 
shou I d he I p to reduce the sea I e of the prob I em caused by casua I 
labour In the construction Industry. Other provisions In this area 
have also been Introduced: 

the main contractor must now keep a dally list of workers 
employed on the site, Including those employed by 
subcontractors; 

the main contractor must also retain part of the payments made 
to subcontractors and forward them directly to the Belgian 
social security scheme. 
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A number of measures have been Implemented In the field of cl lnlcal 
biology In order to bring down the level of expenditure. 75% of the 
expenditure allocated to hospitalized patients will In future be 
reimbursed on a flat rate basis. For day patients the reimbursement 
procedures have been tightened up and the system of direct payments 
by the sickness Insurer may have to be restricted. 

As regards unemployment benefits there will be stepping up of 
checks along with a further widening of the range of benefits (new 
categories of foreign members, seniority allowances etc.) Moreover, 
employers will continue to pay lower contributions when jobs are 
given to the long-term employed. 

Lastly, a fundamental orlnclple of the laws of December 1988 and 
July 1989 deserves mention, and that Is the principle of the 
supp I ementary Insurance schemes proy I dIng f I nanc I a I support as a 
gestyre of general sol ldarlty. A charge Is levied on the premiums 
paId to supp I ementary sIckness Insurance schemes and on prem I urns 
paId to supp I ementary retIrement pens I on schemes, the funds thus 
collected being channelled Into the national schemes In these two 
fields. 

Denmark 

For several years now, the strong growth In wage costs has reduced 
the competitiveness of Danish Industry. In 1989, therefore, the 
climate was hardly propitious to great advances In social 
protection. 

Efforts concentrated mainly on Institutional reform aimed at ~ 
efficient management of social security and on a new distribution 
of the cost of medicines to bring down health expenditure. 

Act No 196 of 23 March set up a new board to deal with 
Industrial Injuries, concentrated alI other branches of social 
security Into the National Board for Social Welfare and 
discontinued the former National Social Security Office. 

An amendment to the National Health Insurance Act reduced from 
1 July the number of medeclnes giving right to a partial refund 
but made lnsul In free of charge for diabetics as from 1 January 
1990. 

Despite these constraints some measures have been 
reinforce egyallty of rights with regard to the actual 
social protection. 

taken to 
!eve I of 

Act No 271 of 3 May Introduced, with effect from 1 January 
1990, a mIn I mum da I I y cash benefIt ( In case of sIckness or 
maternity) payable to all self-employed workers and assisting 
spouses. 
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Under the terms of Act No 364 of 7 June 1989 amend 1 ng, 1 nter 
alia, the Placement and Unemployment Insurance Act, a general 
minimum rate was established from 1 July 1989 onwards for 
unemployment among the se I f-emp toyed where such persons had 
been self-employed for at least three ful I financial years. 

With effect from 1 Uay the cash assistance payments received by 
those Qualifying for such were Included In the calculations to 
establIsh the level of parents' payments for the maintenance of 
their children In day care Institutions so that low Income 
famll les do not actually receive a net Income lower than that 
of those famll les I lvlng under a cash assistance scheme. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

The maIn concern for the future Is the burden Imposed on hea 1 th 
expenditure and pension schemes by an ageing population and Its 
effects on the financial stabl I tty of the system. 

A reform of the health care system was passed In 1988(2) and first 
results of the concerted action launched thereafter were announced 
by the Ulnlster on 1b April. The main points were a limit on the 
expenditure by doctor• and dentists, a reduction In medical 
prescriptions, a reduction In hospital lsatlon costs and a reform In 
medical studies. 

Uuch discussion took place during the year on the reform of the 
statutory pension Insurance system, and three basic principles were 
laid down. They underlie the Pension Reform Act 1992, passed on 18 
December, which wl I I be appl lcable In 1992. These principles are as 
follows: 

reform will take p·lace within the framework of the existing 
system which Is assumed to be sufficiently flexible; 

financial burdens are to be borne jointly by pensioners, 
contributors and the Federal Government; 

those three sources of adjustment will be Inter locked In a 
self-regulating system yet to be elaborated. 

Two other developments should also be mentioned as they are 
lnnoyatlye expense-regulating deylces: 

within the social security system, the right to social benefits 
and pension Insurance acQuired by virtue of services rendered 
In the faml ly circle wl I I be extended or Introduced; 

In a more general context, the Act to encourage rei lnQulshment 
of agricultural activities (FELEG), passed on 21 February, 
provides agricultural entrepreneurs with a 'production 
surrender pension' made up of a basic amount corresponding to 
the old age benefit under the assistance scheme for farmers 
plus a bonus depending on the area left uncultivated. 

(2) Cf. Commission of the European Communities, Report on Social 
Developments 1988, p. VI I 1-5. 
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Greece 

Like other countries Greece Is facing a major shortfall In funds 
for the nat lona I soc I a I securIty scheme and the nat lona I pens I on 
schemes. The deficits are due to the ageing of the population, the 
lowering of contributions and a much higher level of social 
benefits. In his Government's programme, presented to the National 
Assembly, the Prime Minister addressed In particular the need to 
reform the social security scheme. Other specific measures 
Included: 

Laws No 1855 and No 1856 ratifying ILO Conventions No 141 and 
No 142; 

Article 16 of Law No 1836 of 14 March, which provides for the 
continuation of supplementary social benefits If the employer 
goes out of business; 

a bill containing provision for aspects of social security 
(with the exception of pensions) to be settled by collective 
agreements between workers and employers; 

Immediate provision for alI workers to receive their main 
pensions from a single pension scheme (the IKA). 

Spain 

A number of measures were taken to ex tend the I eve I of soc I a I 
protection to certain categories of workers and to harmonize 
va.rlous regulations with those of the Community. Among such 
measures particular mention must be made of an extension of 
maternity leave, which becomes more flexible and special attention 
given to the long-term unemployed, especially to the older 
unemployed. 

Law No 3 of 3 March allows the father to take up to four weeks 
of the maternity leave extended to 16 weeks Instead of the 
previous 14. 

ILO Convention No 102, which Imposes a minimum social security 
level, was ratified on 29 June. 

Royal Decree 3/1989 of 31 March extends welfare benefits to the 
long-term unemployed, especially to those over 45 years old. 

Under Royal Decree 1089/1989 of 8 September, medical cover Is 
extended to persons on low Incomes or without Income who do not 
contribute and were thus previously excluded from the system. 

The State budget for 1989 Included a special provision for 
those workers who were brought Into .. employment promotion 
funds .. before the age of 55 but whose contributions to a 
pension Insurance scheme are Insufficient because of prolonged 
unemployment. 
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France 

The report by the audit board, which was published In November, 
showed the extent of the recovery of the national social security 
scheme, which, In 1989, would be almost financially balanced. 
Sustained economic growth was In part responsible for the recovery. 

Nevertheless, tight economic constraints would persist In the 
medium term and the Social Welfare Committee for the Tenth Plan put 
forward three objectives for the period 1989-1992: 

the adaptation of the old age-pension schemes and the control 
of expenditure on sickness Insurances; 

the creation of a financing plan capable of reconcl 1 lng 
economic efficiency with social justice; 

the allocation of available financial resources to specific 
action In favour of low-Income faml lies, elderly dependants and 
those excluded from cover. 

It Is against this background that the occupational Integration 
minimum Income (RMI) was Introduced on 15 December 1988(3). When 
the law was being drafted the number of potential beneficiaries was 
estimated at some 570 000 households, or 1 500 000 persons. On 31 
December 1989 there were 405 000 households benefiting (Including 
75 000 In overseas departments); makIng a I lowance for the 75 000 
households to whom the provision ceased to apply In the course of 
the year, the total number of RMI beneficiaries between 15.12.1988 
and 31.12.1989 was 480 000 households. The main difficulty concerns 
the effectiveness of the Integration programme and the success of 
the provision cannot be confirmed yet. 

Additionally, In order to fact I I tate the reintegration of the long
term unemp Joyed the Law of 13 January abo I I shed the ce II) ng on 
employers' contributions for family allowances and extended the 
employers' exemption from social security contributions when 
recruiting the long-term unemployed. 

There are pI ans to ensure fund I ng by IntroducIng at some future 
date a standard social secyrlty contribution to be applied across 
the board to alI Incomes. This plan Is the target of much debate. 

(3) cf Commission of the European Communities, Report on Social 
Developments 1988, p. VI I 1-7. 
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Ireland 

No malor reform took place this year and contrary to most national 
trends, many measures adopted or discussed In 1989 were cost 
Increasing measures which had baslcal ly one of two purposes: 

avoiding discriminations In the entitlement to social benefits; 

A social assistance scheme was Introduced for widowers and 
deserted husbands along the same lines as the existing non
contributory schemes for widows and deserted wives. 

The Supreme Court decided that a discrimination exists against 
married couples because they receive lower rates of 
unemployment assistance than unmarried but cohabltatlng 
couples. The Government Introduced emergency legislation 
pending the outcome of further analysis provided by a specially 
convened committee. 

or raising the level of social protection. 

A special Increase of 12% In social security payments was 
granted to the long-term unemployed. 

Weekly child allowances are now payable up to the age of 19 
(Instead of 18) for children In ful 1-tlme education In certain 
schemes. 

Certain EC pensioners became entitled to various free 
concessions. 

The Government announced Its Intention to extend the social 
Insurance cover of clvl I servants and pub I lc sector workers. 

A Voca t I on a I TraInIng Oppor tun It I es Scheme was est ab I I shed as 
an extension of a pi lot scheme Instituted In September 1985. It 
allows long-term unemployed people to study ful 1-tlme for 
examinations up to the leaving certificate level under a grant 
equivalent to unemployment benefit. 

Italy 

Various proposals for the reform of the social security system are 
being drafted or are already being debated In Parliament. Their 
main aim Is to cut publ lc expendure and they relate principally to 
the national health service, unemployment Insurance and the pension 
scheme. The reform of the pens I on scheme Is part I cuI ar I y cruc I a I 
since the I tal ian population Is forecast to fal I by 25% by the year 
2040, whl le at the same time the number of elderly persons Is set 
to double. 
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Two major programmes were, however, adopted In 1989 to pave the way 
for more far-reaching reforms: 

Law No 88 of 9 March 1989 reformed the National Social Welfare 
Institute (INPS), which was given greater self-management 
powers and wl I I concentrate on social welfare benefits. Social 
assistance benefits will be managed separately and tranferred 
gradually to the State. 

The said law also reformed the National Institute for Insurance 
against Accidents at Work (INAIL) along the same 1 lnes. 

Decree Law No 111 of 25 March 1989 reintroduced, with effect 
from 1 April, the payment of a personal contribution towards 
the cost of laboratory analyses and examinations and the cost 
of consulting special lsts. The levels of other personal 
contributions were also raised. However, a range of exemptions 
wIll app I y. They reI ate to 30% of the popu I at I on and 85% of 
expenditure, so a more far-reaching reform Is being studied. 
This reform would allocate to each citizen an annual number of 
health-care credits equivalent to the average amount of 
expenditure currently recorded. 

Lastly, Decree-Law No 110 of 28 March 1989, ratified by Law No 389 
of 7 December 1989, halved the amounts of social Insurance 
contributions paid by the State on behalf of firms In the north and 
centre of the country In a number of Industrial sectors. This 
measure Is unlikely to be extended to 1990 but a more general 
proposal for alI Industrial sectors Is being prepared. 

Luxembourg 

The main programmes adopted relate to the updatina of the level of 
benefits (lnval ldlty, pensions, retirement pensions, faml ly 
allowances) or their extension to Include various social categories 
(ex tens I on to fIrms' dIrectors of compu I sory ace I dent Insurance, 
for example). 

Other extensions are Included In the Law of 22 December, which Is 
Intended, among other things, to al lgn the various pension schemes. 

The law relating to the State's revenue and expenditure budget for 
the 1990 financial year was also adopted on 22 December. It extends 
the programmes Introduced In 1983 to make up the deficit In the 
sickness Insurance funds: 

by raising the eel I lngs for sickness Insurance contributions; 

by obtaining from pharmacists a 5% rebate on the retal I price 
of pharmaceuticals In favour of the sickness Insurance schemes; 

by reducing the fees charged by doctors and dentists. 
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Netherlands 

The economic situation and the state of unemployment continue to 
make strict wage control necessary: after a four years discussion 
on alternative ways of financing social security, the State 
Secretary for Social Affairs took the view that Improvements In the 
labour market can be more read! ly achieved by control I lng the trend 
In expenditure on social security together with a pol Icy aimed at 
wage restraint. 

A bl I I has been Introduced to 1 Ink changes In minimum wage and 
social benefits to the labour market situation, purchasing 
power and the development of pub! lc expenditure. It Is Intended 
to replace ad hoc legislation, but discussion has so far been 
deferred. 

The so-called 11 AAW-Reparatlewet .. entered Into force on 4 May. 
Disabled persons not actually having lost any Income as a 
consequence of their dlsabll lty wl I I lose their benefit after a 
transitional period. 

Work Is progressing on the second phase of a series of bl I Is to 
establIsh a sickness Insurance scheme In which the entire 
population wll I be covered for alI essential forms of medical 
care. (Now put before Pari lament- June 1990). The Netherlands 
government hopes to complete alI the necessary legislative 
procedures In 1995. 

Major changes will come Into effect on 1 January 1990 as regards 
social security contributions. The relative weights of employers' 
and employees contributions will be changed, as will those of 
taxation and contributions. These changes wl I I affect the 
calculation of benefit payments and pensions. 

Under the Old Age Pension Act, the allowance given to persons over 
65 years old Is reduced If a younger partner has earned Income. 
Although this arrangement does lead to Indirect discrimination 
against women, It was Judged on a test case before the Board of 
Appea 1 s In Haar 1 em that It comp II es wIth the fIrst EEC equa I 
treatment d 1 rect 1 ve 1 n the fIe 1 d of soc I a I securIty because the 
allowance Is meant to provide a minimum Income guarantee only. 

Portugal 

The plan for 1989 stressed the complementarity of the roles of the 
State and the private Institutions as regards Insurance. This line 
of action, already adopted for the pension funds, this year 
Introduced the third stage for social security. 

Decree Law No 225/89 of 6 Ju 1 y organ I zed the supp I ementary 
occupational social security schemes and provided for them to 
be managed by the mutual benefit Insurance societies. 
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Particular Importance was attached to the reintegration of excluded 
persons. 

Vocational training Is co-funded by the social security system 
for long-term unemployed persons, persons seeking their first 
Jobs, excluded persons and migrants. 

Decree-Law No 64-C/89 of 27 February Is a support measure to 
encourage the placement of the long-term unemployed, and 
consequently enhance social security provisions, by the use of 
temporary exemptions from the payment of contributions which 
employers would otherwise be required to pay. 

Numerous measures are also Intended to ensure more effective 
management of funds and to exercIse some cont ro I on expendIture 
notably: 

Decree-Law No 59/89 of 22 February estab I I shes the degree of 
Involvement of the social security Institutions In civil or 
criminal proceedings In connection with cases of Invalidity, 
old age or death caused by a third party, the aim being to 
ensure the reimbursement of benefits paid In the Interim. 

Decree-Law No 64/89 of 25 February estab I I shed a system of 
sanctions for Infringement of the social security rules and at 
the same tIme set up a soc I a I securIty trIbuna I, wIth the 
posslbl I lty of appeal to a court of law. 

Decree-Law No 259/89 of 14 August set up the Soc I a I SecurIty 
Financial Stabl I lzatlon Fund and Introduced enhancement and 
guarantee provisions to ensure the soundness and development of 
the financial base for the social security system. 

Decree-Law No 380/89 of 27 October has provisions for the 
backdating of payments of contributions for periods of actual 
employment by persons not previously covered by the schemes so 
that better account can be taken of employment patterns for 
contribution purposes and pensions can be adjusted accordingly. 

Unl ted Kingdom 

Main changes relate to the financing of social security. Together 
with a strict control of expenditure, attempts were made at 
reducing the share of publ lc spending on social benefits. 

The Social Security Act of 21 July abolished the government 
subsidy to the National Insurance Fund. It had previously been 
reduced In 1980 from 18% to 5%. 
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The same Act reQuires persons claiming unemployment benefits to 
show that they are actively seeking work rather than just 
aval lable for work. 

The tax treatment of personal pension schemes has been Improved 
In order to give a boost to these personal pensions. 

Reduct Ions were a I so announced In emp I oyees con t r I but Ions to 
social security. 

Regarding Individual rights and eQual treatment, two points are 
worth mentlonnlng. 

Restriction on earnings by old age pensioners was abolished In 
order to give more choice and flexlbl llty. 

The provisions of the second EEC Directive on eQual treatment 
between men and women In the fIe I d of soc I a I securIty were 
Implemented In the Social Security Act of 21 July. 
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8.3 Complementary Information 

Comparative tables of the social security schemes 
This booklet provides for a rapid comparison of social security 
schemes In the different Member States by means of descriptive 
tables and covers alI schemes appi !cable to employees In Industry 
and commerce. It does not claim to provide ful I detal Is but Is 
Intended to provide Information to allow the reader to compare 
easl ly the essentials of one country's legislation with another's. 

***** 
Commission of the European Communities- DG V, 
200 rue de Ia Lol, B-1049 Brussels 

Comparing flgyres 
For quantitative comparisons reference should be made to such 
publ !cations as "Medium-term proJection of social expenditure and 
Its financing" and "Social protection statistics" and to the 
various studies carried out by the Commission. 

***** 
CEC- DG V, 200 rue de Ia Lol, B-1049 Brussels 
Office for Official Publications of the European Communities 
National sales offices 

Mlssoc 
The Mlssoc (Mutual Information System on Social Protection) Is a 
network of national experts meeting twice a year to discuss 
national social protection policies. 
The Information gathered by Mlssoc forms the basis for the 
publ !cation of a summary report every year and the now annual 
updating of the comparative tables of social security schemes. 
Lastly, a computerized data base Is to be set up soon and rendered 
accessible to a wide range of users In order to provide "real time" 
Information on developments In progress In each Member State. 

***** 
Commission of the European Communities, 
200 rue de Ia Lol, B-1049 Brussels 



CHAPTER IX: 

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND 
HEALTH 

9.1 Trends within the Community 

There was continuing sustained activity In a! I Member States In the 
field of safety and health. 

The process of transposing Community provisions Into national law 
continued satlsfactorl ly. The malo national laws adjusted were 
those concerning dangerous agents. 

Several Member 
responsible· for 
regulations. 

States reinforced the 
monitoring proper 

technical inspectorates 
Implementation of the 

In 1989 the Commission signed an agreement with the European Trade 
Union Confederation to provide for the consultation and to 
facilitate the participation of workers' representatives In the 
Community's procedures for drawing up standards In respect of 
health and safety at the workplace. 

9.2 The sltyatlon In the Member States 

Belgium 

Very few decisions were taken In this field, apart from 

the Walloon Regional Executive's Decree of 27 Apr I I 1989 
concerning the risk of serious accidents In certain Industrial 
activities. 

There was also a Ministerial Decree of 18 August 1989 governing the 
use of systems relying on pyrotechnic devices for activating safety 
equipment. This Decree was promulgated In the Interests of worker 
safety. 

The Belgian Trade Union Confederation (FGTB), at Its annual 
conference In September, formulated a number of demands relating to 
1 eg 1 s 1 at I on on subcontractIng, medIca I surve I II ance of temporary 
workers, the prob I ems of VDU work and add It lona I resources for 
Inspection and control. 
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Denmark 

There are few changes to report this year: 

the Ministry of Labour Decree of·10 October 1989 amended the 
Decree on genetics and the working environment; 

the Labour Inspectorate Decree of 11 December 1989 banned 
certain substances and materials, In accordance with Directive 
88/364/EEC; 

the Ministry of Labour Decree of 21 December 1989 amended the 
Ministry of Labour Decree on the performance of dangerous work 
by young persons. 

The Labour Inspectorate publ lshed Instructions concerning the 
evaluation of I lftlng operations and wood Impregnated under 
pressure. Brochures were also published as part of the campaign 
against the use of carcinogenic substances and materials (surface 
treatment of Iron and metal, the plastics Industry, automotive 
lacquers, the graphics Industry, the paints and lacquers Industry, 
laboratories). 

Federal Republic of Germany 

January 1 saw the entry Into force of the Law of 20 December 1988 
on structura I hea I th reforms (Gesundhe I ts-Reformgesetz). One 
Important provision In this Law Is that sickness Insurance funds 
must contribute towards the prevention of occupational health risks 
by collaborat lng wl th the statutory Insurance lnst I tut Ions, 
supplying them with any Information I lkely to be of use to them. 

The Order of 21 Apr II 1989 extends the scope of the Order on 
pressure vesse Is to opencast mInes and sewers. It a I so Inc I udes 
amendments to take account of techn I ca I progress and transposes 
Into German law three Community Directives (84/525, 526 and 
527/EEC). 

The Order of 18 July 1989 banning polychlorinated biphenyls and 
trlphenyls and restricting the use of vinyl chloride contains 
prohibitions relating to the manufacture, marketing and use of 
these substances, as well as rules for the labelling of products 
containing polychlorinated biphenyls. 

The .. Dangerous Substances .. CommIt tee adopted new techn I ca I ru I es, 
publ lshed by the Ministry of Labour In Its official bullet ln. The 
most Important relate to formaldehyde, direct skin contact with 
dangerous substances and the label I lng of waste. 

In the field of equipment safety, the Federal Minister for Labour 
published a new version of the registers containing the accident 
prevention rules and the safety standards and regulations applied 
by the bodies responsible for Inspecting equipment. 
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The revised version of the second Implementing Order under the 
Exp 1 os 1 ves Law entered Into force on 1 October. It reI ates rna In I y 
to the storage of explosive substances. 

The February Issue of the Ministry of Labour's official bulletin 
contains a communication from the Federal Minister for Labour and 
the Federal Minister for Research and Technology concerning the 
grantIng of f I nanc I a I aId for R&D projects desIgned to protect 
health at workplaces In air-conditioned premises. 

On 14 April 1989 all the control bodies which Issue safety labels 
pursuant to the Law on EQuipment Safety met, for the first time, to 
exchange experiences at the Federal Office for Occupational Safety 
and Health In Dortmund. Among other things, they examined the 
progress of European work on the subject of control and 
certification. 

Greece 

Law 1836/89 of 14 March extends the scope of the occupat lona I 
safety and health legislation to cover workers employed by the 
State, local authorities and corporate bodies governed by public 
law. 500 000 workers are Involved. 

Law 1836/89 of 14 March on the keeping of attendance registers In 
shipyards Is designed to Introduce more systematic control 
procedures with the dual aim of reducing the hazards In shipyards 
and reducing non-payment of contributions to the social Insurance 
schemes. The Law also contains the necessary provisions for 
extending the attendance register system to other construction and 
repair sectors with similar problems. 

Law 1837/89 of 23 March lays down the conditions of employment of 
m 1 nors aged under 15 years so as to prevent any rIsk to theIr 
physical and mental development. 

Presidential Decree 225/89 of 4 May lays down the safety and health 
measures to be taken In underground workings, a category for which 
no specific legislation previously existed. The Decree covers the 
general obligations of persons responsible, the general and 
particular safety measures, and the organization measures needed In 
order to prevent risks to safety and health. 

Ministerial Decision 3232/41/89 of 26 May on the procedures for 
monitoring dangerous gases on vessels and floating structures, and 
on the constitution of a nine-man committee, Introduces new 
provisions for the granting of the "GAS-FREE .. certificate. 
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Joint Ministerial Decision 130558/89 of 16 June on the safety and 
health of workers In computer centres run by the State, local 
authorities and corporate bodies governed by publ lc law lays down 
measures for personnel employed on VDU work In such centres. The 
main provisions concern the ergonomic design of workplaces, the 
organization of working and rest time, and obi lgatory 
ophthalmological examinations. 

Presidential Decree 368/89 of 16 June reorganizes the departments 
of the Ministry of Labour, which wl I I result In a virtual doubl lng 
of the numbers of office-based clvl I servants and a trlpl lng of the 
numbers of technical and health Inspectors. 

Circular 130668 of 19 July governs the working conditions and 
protective measures appl lcable to persons exposed to extreme 
temperatures at work. 

Joint Ministerial Decision 131/099/89 on the protection of workers' 
health by the banning of certain specified agents and/or work 
activities Is designed to bring Greek legislation Into line with 
the corresponding EC Council Directive of 9 June 1988. 

Spain 

The Royal Decree of 27 February 1989 on the determination and 
I Imitation of the noise emission levels of certain forms of 
construction plant and eQuipment transposes Into Spanish law the 
general Directive 79/113/EEC and the related particular Directives. 

The Roya I Decree of 27 October 1989 I ays down measures for the 
protect I on of workers agaInst the rIsks reI a ted to exposure to 
noIse at work and provIdes for preventIve measures to be taken 
above 80 decibels, compared with the level of 85 decibels laid down 
In the Directive. 

France 

The ArrAte of 31 January 1989 provides for special medical 
surveillance of workers assigned to workplaces with a dally noise 
exposure of 85 decibels or above. Recommendations and technical 
Instructions for occupational physicians performing such medical 
surveillance are laid down In a document specifying the nature and 
freQuency of the examinations. 

The Decree of 7 February 1989 lays down the safety and health 
reQuirements In relation to powered Industrial trucks and their 
eQuipment. The number of electrically-powered and Internal
combustion-engine-powered Industrial trucks In service In France Is 
estimated at 300 000 or more. There are specific provisions In 
respect of trucks not complying with earlier texts but complying 
with European Regulations. 
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The Arr~te of 1 Apr I I 1989 stipulates that occupational physicians 
shal I each year produce a schedule of activities based on 
employees' health and health requirements. The Arr~te covers health 
risks, workplaces and working conditions and specifies the studies 
to be undertaken and the minimum number and frequency of Inspection 
visits to workplaces. 

In the same field, the Arr~te of 29 May 1989 stipulates that 
occupational physicians In enterprises and establ lshments with more 
than 10 employees must compile and keep up-to-date a register 
I lstlng the occupational hazards In the enterprise and the numbers 
of employees exposed to such hazards. The register Is to be 
transmitted to the employer, kept at the disposal of the 
administration, and presented to the works committee for safety, 
health and working conditions at the same time as the annual 
report. 

WIth more and more fIrms beg 1 nn I ng to Introduce drug tests for 
employees, the Ministries of Labour and Health asked the Ethics 
Committee to deliver an opinion on this question. The Committee 
replied that routine testing must be avoided, that the employee 
must be given advance warning, that the results must be subject to 
medIca I confIdent I a II ty, and that steps must be taken, In 
cooperation with employees, occupational physicians and outside 
bodies, to decide at which workplaces screening Is necessary. 

The Decree of 28 August 1989 provides that from 1 January 1990 the 
production and utilization of preparations containing more than 
0.1% by weight respectively of 2-naphthylamlne and Its salts, 4-
amlnoblphenyl and Its salts, benzidine and Its salts, and 4-
nltrodlphenyl, shal 1 be authorized exclusively for scientific 
research, testing or analysis purposes, and for waste el lmlnatlon. 
Employers using such products must Introduce appropriate means of 
prevention to avoid exposing workers and must submit a declaration 
to the labour Inspectorate. The certificate confirming the fitness 
of employees for such work Is renewable every 6 months, and the 
employer Is required to organize practical training for such 
workers, In collaboration with the works committee for safety, 
health and working conditions. 

The Decree of 7 November 1989 repea Is the Decree of 30 December 
1948 prohibiting the use of ceruse, lead sulphate and plumblferous 
1 lnseed ol I In housepalntlng. 

Finally, the Arr~te of 22 November 1989 adds "Refuse collection and 
treatment" to the list of Insalubrious and dirty occupations In 
respect of which employers must provide showers for workers. This 
provision, which appl les equally to the agricultural sector, comes 
Into force on 1 July 1990. 
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Ireland 

The 1989 Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, adopted by 
Part lament In Apr I I 1989, came Into force on 1 November 1989 under 
a Decree Issued by the Ministry of Labour. The Act is based en the 
report of the Barrington Commission of Enquiry on Safety, Health 
and Welfare at Work (the Barrington Report was publ lshed In 1983). 
It Jays down new general responslbll ltles for at I employers, 
employees and self-employed workers and extends the principle of 
safety and health protection to alI persons employed In the 
following sectors: agriculture, sylviculture, transport, retal I lng, 
hospitals and laboratories, Industry and offices. 

Responslbl I lty for administering and enforcing safety and health at 
work now lies with the new National Authority for Occupational 
Safety and Health, a tripartite body which Includes employers' and 
trade union representatives establ lshed under the 1989 Act. 

Regulation S.l. No 34 of 1989 , which came Into force on 1 March, 
Implements Councl I Directive 83/477/EEC on the protection of 
workers against the risks arising from exposure to asbestos at 
work. 

Regu I at I on S. I. No 251 of 1989 Imp I ement I ng Counc I 1 DIrectIve 
80/1107/EEC on the protection of workers from the risks related to 
exposure to chemical, physical and biological agents at work came 
Into force on 5 October 1989. 

The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act (S.I. No 237) repeals, 
with effect from 1 November 1989, the section on factories In the 
1955 Act and the section on mines and quarries In the 1965 Act. 

Italy 

On completion of Its work, the Parliamentary Commission of Enquiry 
Into Working Conditions submitted to the social and pol I tical 
partners a set of draft regulations on the safety and health 
protection of workers. 

The trade union organizations have submitted their observations 
concerning these regulations and called for urgent account to be 
taken of the Community Directives. 

Following the agreement of 18 July 1988, the Bl lateral Study 
Committee on the Working Environment and Occupational Health was 
established In Turin on 18 September. This national committee, 
whIch covers the who I e of the FIat group, has been mandated to 
examine and compare on a point-by-point basis the European 
legislation, with a view to producing a synopsis of measures 
planned, parameters adopted, powers assigned to pub I lc bodies and 
levels of responslbl I tty held by employers and workers. 
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On the basis of Its conclusions, the committee arranged a fact
finding tour of certain European automobl le manufacturers, to take 
place In spring 1990. 

A second agreement was sIgned on 1 December, prov I d 1 ng for the 
strengthening of company safety and health services and for the 
setting-up, In 14 Flat establishments, of bilateral safety and 
health committees. 

Luxembourg 

The 1989 Industrial accident statistics are being analysed by the 
Labour Inspectorate and are not yet ava I I ab I e, but 1 t 1 s a 1 ready 
known that the Incidence of accidents In the steel Industry, 
expressed In terms of the number of ace I dents resu It 1 ng In more 
than three days' absence from work per m II lion hours worked, was 
23.1 for the first 9 months of 1989, compared with an average of 
31.5 for 1988. 

EIghteen Regu I at Ions transposIng EC D 1 rectI ves 1 nto nat lona 1 1 aw 
have so far been adopted, and a further ten Regulations are 
currently being drafted. They concern the design of machines and 
Instal lations, hydraul lc excavators and powered Industrial trucks. 

Netherlands 

The Decree of 1938 on safety In factor les and on construct I on 
sites, adopted pursuant to the Law on Working Conditions, was 
amended by Decree of 10 August. The new Decree I ays down more 
general requirements for the protection of workers occupationally 
exposed to substances liable to endanger their safety or health. 

The 1938 Decree was also amended by a Decree of 14 July concerning 
the physical and psychological fitness of operators of mobl le 
cranes and mobile pile-driving units. The legal prov·lslons 
concerning regular checks on the safety of certain mobile and 
construct I on cranes were a I so amended on 1 August. In add It I on, 
wl th effect from 1 December 1989 operators of such cranes are 
obi lged to produce evidence of their qual lflcatlons. 

Pursuant to the Community Directives on equal treatment, the 1990 
Labour Law (Arbeldswet) was modified by a Law of 12 Apr I I, In order 
to arrange the working hours and rest periods of pregnant employees 
so as to fit In with their specific requirements. 

Following this legislative amendment, the Minister asked the Labour 
Foundation (Stlchtlng van de Arbeld) to promote the Inclusion In 
collective agreements of a clause giving workers the right to a 
safe form of transport for travel to or from work at night. 
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The method Is Intended to be used for evaluating and re-defining 
jobs In undertakings and establishments. The Labour Inspectorate 
may also refer to It In connection with Its monitoring activities 
pursuant to the Law on Working Conditions. 

Following consultations between the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment and the workers' and employers' organizations In the 
ports sector, the Ports Inspectorate has Instituted a programme of 
systematic Inspections of port undertakings, where working 
conditions stll I leave something to be desired. The results wl 11 be 
analysed by the parties concerned In 1990. 

Portugal 

More and more attention Is being paid to workers' safety and health 
and the working environment. The two sides of Industry have 
repeatedly stressed the need for progress In the field of 
occupat lona I safety and hea 1 th. The pub 1 1 c author 1 t 1 es have a 1 so 
shared this view and adopted three provisions which reflect 
Community law In this field: 

Decree-Law No 273/89 of 21 August estab I Ish I ng the system of 
health protection for workers exposed to vinyl chloride 
monomer at the workplace; 

Decree-Law No 274/89 of 21 August estab II sh I ng hea I th 
protection measures for workers exposed to lead; 

Decree-Law No 284/89 of 24 August establ lshlng the health 
protection scheme for workers exposed to asbestos at the 
workplace. 

An Important nat lona I programme concernIng the safety and hea I th of 
workers and the working environment was approved on 28 February by the 
National Councl I for Health and Safety at Work, an Important body which 
Includes employers' and workers' representatives. The programme sets 
out to define an overall pol Icy, programme It, and oversee Its 
effect 1 ve Imp I ementat I on·-

It contains an exhaustive I 1st of fields of action, objectives, 
measures to be taken and agencies responsible for proposing and 
Implementing them. It provides not only f~r a reform of existing 
legislation (to comply with the International Instruments to which 
Por tuga 1 1 s bound and the obI I gat Ions arIsIng from CommunIty 
membership), but also for a whole range of measures, e.g. studies, 
technl.cal assistance, education, training and statistical monitoring. 
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United Kingdom 

Among the main pieces of legislation drafted In 1989 were the 
Electricity at Work Regulations, which extend employers' legal 
obligations concerning electricity to all workplaces and are due to 
come Into force on 1 Apr I I 1990. 

New framework Regulations for the control of dangerous substances were 
Introduced on 1 October: the COSHH (Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health Regulations) Is the most Important new contribution to safety 
and health legislation since the adoption of the 1974 Health and Safety 
at Work Act. An Important feature of the new Regulations Is the 
obi lgatlon placed on employers to evaluate the health risks created by 
exposure to hazardous substances and to take the necessary measures to 
protect workers' health. 

Employers must ensure that workers are given proper training and 
Information and, where necessary, must arrange for regular monitoring 
of their exposure and state of health. 

New Regulations on the provision of first aid and basic medical care 
for persons taken Ill or Injured during work on offshore Installations 
or plpel lnes were adopted by Parliament and will come Into force on 30 
September 1990. They make It Incumbent on the person respons I b I e for 
the work on an offshore Instal latlon or plpel lne to provide the 
equipment, Instal lations, medicaments and personnel necessary for first 
aId and emergency treatment, to ensure that such personne I have an 
officially recognized training qual lflcatlon, and to take the necessary 
measures to enable a physician on land to be contacted. 

Among the other legislative texts promulgated In 1989 were regulations 
on the provision of safety and health Information to workers, 
amendments to the regulations on the transport by road of packaged 
hazardous substances, regulations on emergency shutoffs for valves In 
offshore plpel lnes, and regulations on safety representatives and 
safety committees for offshore Instal lations. 

In Its recently adopted work plan for 1989-1990 and beyond, the 
Government's Health and Safety Commission recognized that the European 
dimension wl 11 be the key element In Its future legislative work In the 
field of safety and health. 

Following the amendments to Chapter 6 of the Health and Safety at Work 
Act Introduced by the Consumer Protection Act, the onus for providing 
safety and hea I th lnformat I on now lies wl th the manufacturer, the 
Importer or the suppl fer. 
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9.3 Additional Information 

As part of Its programme of action In the field of health, 
hygiene and safety at work the Commission has set up a system 
for the mutual exchange of health and safety Information 
within the Community. The Information Is disseminated 
In a quarterly pub! !cation, Janus, which 

contains contributions 
from experts In the twelve Member States. Janus covers national 
and Community legislation, training, research and technical 
developments (chemical products, etc.). 

***** 
Janus- lnstltuto Naclonal de Segurldad e Hlglene en el TrabaJo 
Centro Naclonal de Condiciones de Trabajo 
c.Dulcet, s/m- E-08034 Barcelona 
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Joint opinion on basic edycatlon and Initial. 
yocatlonal and adylt training 

Basic education and Initial training 

1. High-qual lty education and Initial vocational training leading to 
recognized qualifications are essential and Irreplaceable If young 
people are to be successfully Integrated Into working and economic 
life and If they are to continue to develop, notably by means of 
continuing training. 

Broadening the provision of Initial training leading to recognized 
qua II f I cat Ions and adapted to the present and future needs of 
firms, workers and society In general would provide the opportunity 
to make consIderable Improvements to the employment prospects of 
young people and the efficiency of workers and firms whl 1st 
reducing the threat of youth unemployment. 

2. The educatIon authorItIes shou I d be encouraged to take whatever 
measures may be necessary before the end of compulsory education In 
order to facilitate the transition from school to working life. 
Measures shou I d be promoted to gIve a I I schoo I I eavers comp I et I ng 
compulsory full-time education access to Initial vocational 
training of a type which provides genuine qual lflcatlons recognized 
under the qual lflcatlons systems of the Member States. Except In 
cases where the employers and/or other organizations agree to take 
measures themselves In accordance with national and local rules and 
practices, these measures should be Implemented under the general 
respons I b I I I ty of the pub I I c authorItIes, who shou I d take Into 
consideration the views of the social partners at the appropriate 
level. 

The qual lty of Initial vocational training should provide the 
necessary genera I bas Is to enab I e young peop I e to develop theIr 
capacities to take Initiative, to learn and to engage In 
entrepreneurial activity, Improve their preparation for 
technological training, and promote the learning of at least one 
other Community language In addition to their mother tongue. 
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The participants emphasize the Importance which they attach to 
apprentlceshl~ and other systems of training, to combined work and 
training schemes-;~ and to training based on standards leading to 
recognized qual lflcatlons which can help to but ld new bridges 
between schools and working life and promote the Integration of 
young people Into working I lfe. The provision of training should 
be Improved In terms of both quantity and qual lty so as to meet the 
specific requirements of young people and therefore to be 
attractive to them. 

3. Initial vocational training must be accessible to al 1 young people. 
A positive correlation Is to be seen between occupational abll lty 
and the success of the fIrm : occupat lona 1 ab Ill ty demands long 
term preparation. Further efforts should be made to assist 
unemp Joyed young peop I e and those whose bas I c traInIng has been 
Inadequate so as to provide them with Individually-tailored 
vocational guidance and help to remotivate them. 

Special measures wl I I have to be Introduced to : 

help young people who have not been able to acquire at school 
the qual lflcatlons needed to prepare for an occupation or 
trade; 

enable those young people who have grown up outside their 
country of origin to acquire the basic tralnlng they need to 
find a job; 

help unemployed young people to enter or re-enter the labour 
market. 

Basic training courses of short duration should lead, In stages, to 
quat lflcatlons recognized by the training systems. 

3a. Po I I c I es promot I ng equa I oppor tun It I es for men and women and, In 
part lcular, the part lclpat Jon of women In all training schemes, 
especially those I Inked to the occupations of the future, should be 
developed, and specific measures should be devised as regards 
training for occupations In which women are underrepresented. 
Spec I a I at tent ton shou I d be gIven to measures fac Ill tat I ng the 
access of young women to the whole range of available training 
opportunities. 
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Both men and women should be encouraged to choose careers that 
break with the traditional division of tasks. 

4. The participants consider that taking Into account national 
practices, the employers, the employees and/or their representative 
organizations should be consulted In the planning and 
Implementation of education and vocational training policies and 
programmes. At Community level they already play an Important role 
In this field In accordance with establ lshed procedures. They 
should be associated In measures to promote the recognition and the 
comparabl I lty of qual lflcatlons at Community level. 

4a. The participants consider that In addition to their functions of 
providing a broad general education and basic training for I lfe In 
society, all the parties should contribute In such a way that 
schools take greater account of the realities of working life. 
Close II nks between fIrms and educatIon estab II shments shou I d be 
encouraged so as to promote the more effective Integration of young 
people Into working I lfe. 

4b. Special attention should be devoted to the training of teachers and 
Instructors while ensuring that they are trained In sufficient 
numbers each year and that their training Is of a high standard. 
In the same way, appropriate training apparatus and methods should 
be developed and the qua II ty of traInIng arrangements shou I d be 
Improved. Increased efforts should be made to encourage teachers 
and Instructors to take part In exchange schemes and pract I ca I 
training, to faml I larlze teachers with the latest developments put 
Into effect In firms, new technologies, and to develop the 
theoretical training and teaching ski I Is of Instructors In firms. 

Vocational training and adult training 

5. Vocational training to meet the needs of the firm throughout a 
person's working 1 lfe Is the shared responslbl I lty of employer and 
employee. 

If this Is to be effective, company and Individual needs must be 
clearly Identified and planned In training plans or programmes 
appropriate to the size of the firm and drawn up In the framework 
of the firm's overall strategy. They should aim to develop the 
Individual, to enhance his ski I Is and assist him or her to adapt to 
changes In Jobs. 
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In this context, It Is essential that account be taken of the needs 
of workers to Improve their ski I Is In I lne with the reQuirements of 
theIr Job or In read I ness for changes wIthIn the fIrm and of 
present and anticipated requirements of the firm. 

Vocational training should be encouraged according to the 
opportunities aval lable and the nature of the needs to be 
satisfied. This should be achieved by various means : training 
plans, authorization of leave, adapted programmes, cooperation 
between organizations, tax Inducements and the use of modern 
communication facl I I ties. 

Training courses of short duration should lead, In stages, to 
broader and additional qual lflcatlons. 

6. Training programmes are drawn up In response to a variety of 
In I t I at I ves emana t I ng from the I nd I v I dua I emp I oyee h I mse I f , the 
employers, the workers' representatives, the occupational 
organizations, the sector, region or State concerned. The 
responsibility of each of these parties and therefore the 
corresponding obi lgatlons depend on the aim pursued. The training 
of employees should be taken Into account In the development of 
theIr career and workIng II fe as one of the crIterIa determInIng 
their qual lflcatlons and performance. The sectors and sub-sectors 
have a ro I e to pI ay In the promotIon of contInuIng vocat lona I 
training. 

The planning of public training programmes by the regions or the 
State should take Into account the views of the social partners at 
the appropriate level so as to avoid duplication of efforts and 
arrive at the most effective combinations, especially In the 
context of the Integrated training programmes financed by the 
Structural Funds. 

7. Information and consultation of employees and their representatives 
undertaken by employers In accordance with national laws and 
practices, on training programmes put Into effect by the firm, 
would help to Increase the motivation of the work force by 
Improving their understanding of the changes facing the firm. 

a. The participants consider that special attention should be paid to 
certain problems concerning the occupational Integration and 
retraining of adults, In particular 

the least qual I fled workers; 

smal I and medium-sized enterprises; 

men and women experiencing difficulties In re-entering the 
labour market; 
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migrant workers and their children; 

ethnic minorities; 

disabled people; 

long term unemployed. 

9. The participants consider that the social partners should cooperate 
at the appropriate level In the planning and Implementation of 
national and Community training programmes and reaffirm their 
support for the existing Community training programmes relating to 
the occupational Integration of young people (ESF -Objective N"4 
of the Structural Polley and PETRA), language training {LINGUA), 
training In new Information technologies (EUROTECNET) and 
cooperation between universities and enterprises In the field of 
Initial and continuing training In the technological sphere 
(COMETT). 

They consider that exchanges of Ideas and experience In these 
fields with the representative employers' and employees' 
organizations of the EFTA countries have been useful In the past 
and should be maintained. 

10. The participants cal I on the Community to present, with the help of 
existing mechanisms, the relevant Information needed to determine 
the costs of training In the Community and practical arrangements 
In the Member States so that a comparison can be made between the 
situation In the Community and In other parts of the world. 

Furthermore, the Commission Should provide the Information 
necessary for examInIng the terms of access of workers of each 
Member State to training schemes available In the other Member 
States. 

11. The participants call for every step to be taken to fact I ltate the 
broadest possible access to training opportunities. The practical 
arrangements for such access wl I I have to be specified according to 
the relevant circumstances. 
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Continuing vocational training decided on by firms In the I lght of 
theIr needs shou I d be fInanced by emp 1 oyer s. The fu I I cost of 
this training carried out either within firms or outside should 
be deductible for tax purposes. 

Without prejudice to existing agreements and practices, the 
arrangements for employees to be granted time off for training 
purposes should, If the parties consider It appropriate, be the 
subject of an agreement between the employer and the employee 
and/or his or her representatives In the framework of national laws 
and practices. 

12. Any employee wishing to follow a course of training of his or her 
choice which corresponds to a need for self-fulfilment and to his 
or her own professional career development should be assisted to do 
so by means of training courses financed by public funds or tax 
deductions and/or In the framework of arrangements provided for by 
national legislation. 

In this context, the request for leave will be considered In 
accordance with the laws and practices In the Member States and/or 
In fIrms. 
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